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ABSTRACT

The research explores my practice as an architect with
experience in both Switzerland and Australia. The PhD
addresses the question of how to design within the socio-built
environment of the Australian landscape particularly with respect
to the condition of Melbourne and its surrounding suburbs –
bringing the perspective and expectation of a Swiss architect.
The doctorate is framed around the paradox of operating in two
places simultaneously – the situation where a body is physically
present in a defined location but at the same time is elsewhere.
It is the exploration of this contradiction that provides the
research context.
The identification of local characteristics is important for a
practice that seeks design propositions with non-arbitrary
solutions. Accordingly, the inquiry takes into consideration the
importance of what is going on in the act of designing by
reflecting on personal experiences of events, actions and site
specifics at the outset of design works.
The outcome of this PhD provides for clarification of established
concerns, the emergence of new ideas, and the development of
knowledge of what this represents with respect to the practice

of designing entailing a shift into a new paradigm of practice. My
overarching proposition for the research is built upon the
argument that the making of a design is informed by
Wahrnehmung. This becomes a tool for knowing where and how
to interact with situations in spaces and thus generates an initial
design idea. I explore the idea of Wahrnehmung and Making
that could emerge as the bridge between two cultures. This
undertaking seems to me important when taking into
consideration my understanding that how an individual
perceptually experiences a place is influenced by his/her cultural
background.
This is the moment where I understand my work and how it was
unconsciously influenced, and how it informed my doing and
consequently impacted on my practice. It is now possible to act
in a defined manner designing and testing future propositions,
while further situating my work into a context of peers,
internationally and locally.
Today, and through this new awareness, gestalten becomes
architectural practice – that is, conscious reflective practice.
The manner in which this practice works can be described as a
performance in two acts – Wahrnehmung and Making.

GLOSSARY

Australia (AU)
Bauarbeiten [building works]
bauen [building]
Baumeister [Masterbuilder]
Baupläne [building plans]
Baustelle [building site]
Bauten [constructs]
Konstruktion [construction]
Eingang [entry]
Eltern [parents]
entwerfen [designing]
Entwurf [design]
Fliesenleger [tiler]
Gebäude [a building]
gestalten [designing, form-making]
Gestalter [designer, maker]
Gestaltung [design]
Gestalt (das Ganze) [the whole]
Handwerker [Craftsman]
Haus [house]
Hochbauamt [Building Department]
Kanton [State]

Korridor [hallway]
Kunstmuseum [Museum of Art]
Küche [kitchen]
Lehrausbildung [apprenticeship]
machen [making]
Maurer [mason]
nachdenken [reflecting]
Ort [locale]
Raum [room]
Raum (platz) [space]
Schlafen [bedroom]
Wohnen [living]
Wohnung [dwelling, apartment]
Switzerland (CH)
Zimmermann [carpenter]
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ENTRY POINT

This research commenced as a quest to understand how to –
as a German, and Swiss architect – practice architecture in the
vastly different land and culture of Australia.

Research context
It was not until I began this PhD that I started to reflect on my
past practice. Departure from a very familiar terrain and entering
into an unknown place evoked thoughts on what I was leaving
behind, what lay ahead, and how I might best structure this new
situation. When I settled in Melbourne in early 2005, struggling
with the cultural differences in particular the local built
environment and the English language, against the odds I
started practising as an individual with a sole architecture studio.
I commenced with very tiny projects. My practice seemed to me
to be in order and progressing well, when suddenly, at the end
of 2011, I was faced with an unexpected event that occurred
when I arrived on the building site for my daily inspection of
works. The builder under contract on the project confronted me
in an extreme and loud manner, blaming me and saying that
during the construction period of the house I designed, he had
now lost, because of me, several tradespeople who had worked
for him over decades. “Your complicated details, your zero

Switzerland (CH)
Area: 41,285 km2
Population: 8.04 Mio
Capital: Bern
States: 26
Official languages:
German, French, Italian,
Rätoromanisch
Australia (AU)
Area:7.69 Mio km2
Population: 23.3 Mio
Capital: Canberra
States: 7
Official language: English
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1 The German word
Wahrnehmung refers to a form
of recognition. In broad terms
it can be described as the
moment of happening (taking
place) and experiencing; it is
both an act and a result.
Wahrnehmung also contains
the aspect of how to recognise
something of the world but at
the same time to be
recognised while being
present in the world. While
the word Wahr has the
connotation of “true”, a “fact”,
nehmung means “to take”.
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tolerance, and demands of high precision workmanship do not
work − it can’t be built here. This is not Germany, this is not
Switzerland.” I left the building site speechless wondering what
was going on. I was deeply affected by the incident for quite
some time. This site occurrence greatly impacted on me evoking
thoughts about my doings and concerns. In Switzerland, I had
always followed up the design solution visiting the building site
every working day for several hours and communicated with
each craftsman directly − discussing the quality of materials
and the process of assembling. If workmanship was not in
accordance with the German and Swiss building norms [DINSIA] for tolerances of materials, buildings, and to my satisfaction,
I made craftsmen liable to make good. It seemed to me that I
had – unknowingly – transferred this approach to my projects in
Melbourne. This led me to the conclusion that an inquiry into my
practice was required to both understand my approach to the
act of designing and bauen [building], and to improve my
practice whilst at the same time become aware of the cultural
differences between both countries.
In reflecting on this Australian experience, two phenomena begin
to emerge. The first is my awareness that to design is only one
part of architecture and to build the proposition is a local
process undertaken by employing resources available within the
Australian context. The second instance allows for the
initial comprehension that I may have experienced the local
circumstances in a form of Wahrnehmung1 which takes into
account both subjective and objective matters.
When I make things – with awareness or unawareness – I find
myself operating between two countries and continents. It is
something of a contradiction in that I am always in conflict with
the world and myself while I am occupied with the two key
questions of what is reasonable and what is possible. Can I
practice in Australia as I did in Switzerland or is this not possible
and if so why not? Does my practice need to be different? I am
now physically in another continent, in a new-to-me sociocultural world including that of designing whether in the area of
design practice, design research, or design education. How do
these circumstances then impact on practice in the discipline of
my architecture? Looking at the Swiss experience, architecture
is to be considered as rooted in craftsmanship as well as in the

technical concerns of buildings. The design context is framed,
through, amongst other factors, broad climate conditions, and a
diverse landscape with its dense built environment where many
people live for decades in apartments. The challenge of practice
in Switzerland is both to follow strict regulations pertaining to
issues of building, durability, the preservation of architectural
heritage and landscape; as well as to retain control of the project
from conception to completion.
The review of this Swiss situation ultimately raised the question
of what is the access to and the availability of resources whether
for sophisticated building materials or for skilled tradespeople
in Australia, in particular to the location of my practice in
Melbourne.
The nature of practice in Switzerland and the conception of
complexity a practitioner experiences when faced with a design
situation is different from that in Australia. This will be further
explored through the search into my past practice as well as into
both realised designs (built work) and unrealised designs (unbuilt
work). I would like to understand both.
The overarching proposition for my architecture is built upon the
argument that the Making of a design is informed by
Wahrnehmung. This becomes a tool for knowing where and how
to interact with situations in spaces. It thus generates an initial
design idea.
I explore the idea of Wahrnehmung and Making that could
emerge as the bridge between two cultures. This approach is
important especially when taking into consideration that my
understanding of the knowing of a place derives from perceptual
exploration while the emerging knowledge of this act can be
used in the making of something meaningful – a design of local
origin.
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The impetus of this PhD lies within three core concerns:
2 Carl Gustav Jung wrote
in his autobiography
Erinnerungen, Träume,
Gedanken, Zürich: 1957, p10
[Memories, Dreams,
Reflection] “My life is the
story of self-realisation of the
unconscious”.
While his theory of personal
unconscious is concerned with
and contains values, feelings
and memories, it derives from
personal experience and rests
upon a far deeper level of
collective unconscious, which
is not individual, but universal.

Refer footnote 6, p18

the revelation of the unconscious2 practice of an individual as
experienced in two distinct worlds.
the identification – through the idea of Wahrnehmung – of a
tool of knowing where and how to interact with situations in
spaces in order to better understand the specific
particularities and phenomena of a location.
the transformation of an architectural practice that enables
the improvement of designing in order to increase the quality
of future works.
The PhD takes into consideration the importance of what is
going on inside a person when doing something by reflecting on
personal past experiences of events and actions at the outset of
design propositions. It is the first step towards exploring a
practitioner’s bodily state that forms the base from which an
inquiry into a selected output of work can follow. Design
knowledge accumulated over decades and embodied in
projects resides, often unconsciously, with a designer. The
emergence and awareness of it makes matters comprehensible.
It clarifies the spatial history of a person, and enables as a first
step for a practice without confrontations and the ability to
articulate one’s own architectural concerns.
Taking the opening question of this PhD into account, der Ort
[the locale] becomes a source of themes. When designing − a
shelter for a human being, whether it is for a hut or a house −
thoughts of what to look out for, and how to interact with
situations and things in spaces, and how to discover local
characteristics, arise. In experiencing a socio-built environment
through Wahrnehmung, new ideas emerge. This is a way of
exploring a place; it brings the discovered ideas to the surface
and informs the practice of designing. While I have practised in
this manner, consciously for the first time when I was working on
the current proposition, unforeseeable design aspects of local
quality informed the next stage of designing (see chapter: ‘A
Conscious Design – House Horizon’, pp. 106-109)
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The results of the inquiry into a selected output of work, the
establishing of a community of practice, and the making of a
conscious design are significant constructs of this doctorate.
While the findings of the research into past practice and projects
are first of value to the designer, they also provide for a structure
through which to reflect and to test a new proposition against
identified thematic concerns. The outcome of the design work
may confirm the existence of the applied themes, to which
degree they are of relevance when designing a house, and what
the changes are which might occur in practice.
Since the manner of testing leads to new findings, it allows
assessment and evaluation of emerging ideas against
constraints and previous established concerns. It clarifies what
architectural aspects become important and suggests ways in
which I can re-structure a practice that seeks to enhance the
performance of activities in the event of making a design.
While this doctorate is not correlated with historical,
psychological or philosophical research works, it does contain
written passages with references to specific authors associated
with the fields as mentioned above. Whilst it is not the intention
to tie my research into the work of Carl Gustav Jung, Maurice
Merleau-Ponty, Walter Benjamin, Gernot Böhme, Otto F. Bollnow
and Gaston Bachelard, their writings and some aspects of their
ideas and work are drawn upon. Concepts such as the realm of
unconsciousness, phenomenology of perception, and sensory
and lived experiences, provided ideas that have allowed me to
see modes of behavior, the nature of essence, and spatial
structures in a different light. These concepts have given me
new insights and provided ways to reflect upon my work and on
architectural aspects and have influenced the process of the
transformation of my practice, taking my work in a new direction
that respects local phenomena and the relevant constructs of
the human experience. Whilst the realm of phenomenology and
the concepts as mentioned above provide (to me) a better
understanding, it is not the intention that this subject forms the
core of my research.
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Fig 2 A field of bricks
For me, this image of common
ordinary bricks symbolises
both the beginning of making
a design and constructing a
house. In the act of designing
a conscious proposition
(refer p103), I find myself
drawn back to both my
experiences working as a
teenager on building sites as
a hand for a mason (refer
p19), as well as to a process
that involved the dismantling
of an existing brick house
(refer p66). It is this doing in a
complex situation of drawing,
drawing – and drawing again
until the idea comes, and the
establishing of a manner for
holding, turning and moving a
brick until it is in the designed
position. Architecture
correlates here in-between
those two different doings
where the architectural
solution emerges and the
materialisation of it takes
place.

3 The use of the term
‘buildings’ indicates here the
differentiation to a house
where 85
a building with its scale and
structure can provide for
different use and may contain
multiple dwellings (apartments,
flats, units)

Structure
The PhD is built upon and divided into seven chapters. It begins
with this introduction, ‘Entry Point’ which discusses the theme
of awareness of past practice, while the following chapter, ‘The
Paradox of Basel – Melbourne’ reveals the unconscious practice
of an individual in two different socio-cultural settings.
Subsequent chapters are: Core of Themes, A Framework of
Common Concerns, A Conscious Design – House Horizon, and
Towards New Architectural Practice – making a table.
The research concludes with a final chapter, Contribution to
Knowledge. It reflects on significant findings and focuses on the
ways in which the doctorate makes available insights to the field.
The Paradox of Basel − Melbourne
Living, studying and working in Germany, Switzerland and
Australia has generated experiences of an interdisciplinary
nature accumulated through projects over the past thirty years.
Concerns, ideas and approaches were often unconsciously or
consciously implemented into practice and integrated into
architectural design works. I a reflective process, I situate the
investigation within the area of personal experience and
describe the bodily state of an individual encountering a new
socio-cultural world I further direct the research to the field of a
comparative study into specific projects − whether designed as
conversions or as new configurations located in the metropolitan
areas and surrounding suburbs of both countries in particular on
subject sites, designs, and built work (buildings3 and houses) by
performing the activities of inspecting, drawing and describing.
As part of the research structure, I address knowledge gaps
within this section of the inquiry.
This chapter culminates in the research from my past practice
and the inquiry into a selected output of work undertaken in
Switzerland and Australia. It is in this section that I find out about
my unconscious practice, as experienced in two worlds, and
where I identify the architectural concerns inherent in my works.
Core of Themes
In this fourth chapter I review the findings described in the
previous chapter that examines the ‘Paradox of Basel −
Melbourne’, test a current design work (in process to be built
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“It’s in the doing the idea comes”
Edmund Bacon
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during the PhD) and reflect upon important key questions
including the central nature of the five identified thematic
concerns; what they signify, and how these concerns stand
scrutiny against existing local conditions.
Through the articulation of themes, (established in the chapter
The Paradox of Basel – Melbourne), emerging ideas, and the
reflection on works, I identify the meaning of the occurred
architectural concerns, and reveal how Wahrnehmung is
experienced in particular situations and spaces.
This chapter presents important new awareness of my work,
and how this is critical to my practice, while the study in this
research section also enables an understanding of how to act
now in a conscious manner when designing new propositions.
A Framework of Common Concerns
In this chapter, the research takes up the point where my
practice in Switzerland is disconnected from peers or any
physical relationship to a community of practice – a
circumstance subsequently experienced in Australia. In this act
of reflection, I then extend the work into a comparative study
focussing on questions regarding where my realised designs sit
amongst peers, and how to communicate and exchange ideas
and knowledge in a defined group while also exploring solutions
for similarly complex design situations that occur in practice.
Part of the inquiry seeks to identify an international and
national community of former mentors and architectural design
practitioners. Within the review of this broader community of
practice, I begin to narrow the search through a more refined
exploration of the works of some recognised architects. In the
final phase of identifying a framework of common concerns, I
direct the research towards an in-depth discussion with three
Melbourne-based architects. The inquiry of a community of
practice reveals personal histories, relationships between peers,
and new understandings about how accumulated knowledge,
both experienced on and off building sites, can be shared to
improve practice. It provides insights into how this community is
critical to the transformation of my practice.
A Conscious Design – House Horizon
In this chapter, I demonstrate how findings of the inquiry into my
past projects were introduced into a proposition – the design of
8

a new house for the subject site, located in Prahran – and how
ideas are generated, the manner in which designing is carried
out, and the emergence of the design solution. In addition, I
draw on both the understanding of past and previous practice,
and consideration of current research findings. This section
provides insight into how the conscious practice unfolds and
reveals how the making of a design is informed by
Wahrnehmung. It allows to test and find out how the application
of specific established thematic concerns (articulated in the
chapter Core of Themes) inform and impact on design practice.
Through the act of making a design for a proposition, I identify
and articulate the emergence of aspects of horizon, topology,
permanence, entrance, presence, and moments of mood. These
ideas form the core understanding through which my practice
has changed since commencing the PhD.
Towards New Architectural Practice – making a table
The study into a ‘new practice’ is focussed on the reflection of
both past practice and the accumulated research findings of the
previous chapters. The investigation within this section hinges
upon an argument for gestalten as a practice, that begins with
the medium of Wahrnehmung and continues with making a
Gestaltung [design]. I develop this premise and reveal the final
transformation of my architectural practice. Through the project
of a table I demonstrate how Wahrnehmung informs and assists
the making of a design.
Contribution to Knowledge
In this chapter, I reflect on past experiences. More specifically, I
reflect on the perceived discoveries made upon my initial arrival
in Australia – including interactions with regulatory authorities
and the socio-built environment. I show how the research can
make a contribution to knowledge by expanding on the act of
reflection and describing the established understandings of a
local place, spaces and building sites. Further, I highlight insights
upon which the discipline of architecture can draw. In the
concluding paragraph, I address the PhD’s core concerns, the
discoveries of the research works, and examine how the
identified findings are critical to the new architectural practice.
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Fig 3 Aerial view
Place Basel, (CH)

Melbourne-with-Yarra-River-Landscape-melbourne-city-7320362-743-524.jpg (JPEG Image, ...

Fig 4 Aerial view
Place Melbourne, (AU)

1 of 1
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THE PARADOX OF BASEL − MELBOURNE

For over ten years I have been living and working simultaneously
between the cities of Basel and Melbourne. Not the European
architect arrived as an immigrant to a new land but coexisting
in two places; a condition I now refer to as the paradox of
Basel − Melbourne. This seems to be a self-contradictory
statement considering my position that the body is a whole and
consequently subject-object cannot be separated. Still, when I
was standing in Melbourne, for the first time, in front of the
National Gallery of Victoria, wherever my body was situated, I
could only see two elevations of that building at the same time.
Conversely, I have seen, being-aware of − simultaneously − all
elevations of the Kunstmuseum [Museum of Art] in Basel. How
was this possible without having been physically present at that
location?
When I experienced the above situation in January 2003 whilst
on my first brief visit (a private one) to Australia, I was not sure
whether I was affected by a phenomenon or whether the
socio-built environment and the climate condition of Melbourne
impacted on me transporting my body into a form of
hallucination. While I did not follow up on the event then nor
critically review my works, I became interested to investigate on
my practice in two vastly different cities and to reflect on
perceptual experiences.

Refer Wahrnehmung, p106
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Fig 5 Infill, design drawing on
white tracing paper,
Drahtzugstrasse, Basel.
Fig 6 Sketch on yellow tracing
paper, unknown artist.
Rooted in the socio-cultural
heritage, whether an academic
or practitioner, people are
attached to certain themes,
meanings, techniques and
utensils no matter how big or
small they are. Living and
working in a new world
provides for opportunities and
new insights. It influences but
does not need to determine
the manner of practice.
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This chapter captures these notions and explores my practice in
two places by structuring a research framework that enables for
an inquiry and reflection on selected projects, built and unbuilt.
Hence, the investigation into an output of work, produced in
both Switzerland and Australia not only explores a practice as
I have experienced in two distinct worlds; but identifies and
elucidates the manner in which I designed, inherent themes,
similarities and differences − it reveals the unconscious practice
of an indvidual in two different socio-cultural settings.

Fig 7 Christmas in Basel
Fig 8 Christmas In Melbourne
Living in a country with a
climate of strong cold winters
and hot summers influences
design practice and impacts
on the design solution for
spaces of mild winters and
very hot summers.
The common 90mm stud
wall in Melbourne’s building
projects was (unconsciously)
rejected and replaced by a
150mm timber structure.

Body − past and present
Working in a country and a city with similarities4 in regard to my
native language opens up a familiar phenomenon with respect to
location and conventions such as regulations and building
processes. It leads to an early adaptation of context and the
socio-built environment. Practising in locations of different
languages and the presence of distinct cultures often leads to a
kind of disturbance (bodily) − a paradox almost − in the act of
designing. In the course of preparation for the design work two
frustrating moments of past experiences come to the surface.
“We (in Australia) do sketches on yellow tracing paper, not on
white, 4B pencils are not common and 6B pencils are foreign
to us” were notable comments I have encountered from local
practitioners between reviews of student final year design work
during the time I was an invited guest critic at Deakin University
in 2004. When one of the students presented his sustainable
design proposition, he was dwelling extensively on an issue
named 5-star rating. Since I had not heard of such a rating in the
achitecture discipline until then, a moment of silence occurred
during the critique. I then posed the question: “What is the
difference between a 5-star-hotel and a 3-star hotel and why is
this relevant to your design?’

4 Germany and Switzerland −
in particular the Swiss-German
speaking cantons − share
certain similarities in regard to
work ethics, standards, norms
and technical, functional and
environmental matters.
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The idea of designing a
particular spatial structure for
Wohnungen [dwellings] is
transported into the design of
a house, adapted and twice
modified.

5 A practitioner, regardless of
the location, is always
surrounded by constraints and
hurdles. The ability to design
seems to be reduced when
well known resources are
missing. It is impacting on the
act of designing that transfers
into an act of negotiating
various complex situations
of existing and new to me
constraints in order to achieve
the intended design solution.
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Fig 9 Horizontal section,
second floor
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At the same event I was also told: “We don’t use the word
craftsmen here.” They are tradespeople or labourers. You will
also come across the expression handyman and lots of
references to unskilled workers.”
This event was one of my first interactions with the Australian
academic environment. It was also my first encounter with
Melbourne’s broader community of design practice. As a result
of these personal experiences I began to question whether there
is an aspect of design practice that I had never thought of −
particularly with respect to the differences in specific elements of
architecture and building processes. In this moment it appeared
to me that design practice has a sensitive emotional element
attached to it. When tiny items and nomenclature of local
ingredients contribute to the outcome, I cannot deny nor
abandon the use of them. In understanding that architecture is a
local construct and that the practice of designing is part of it, it
now seems clear that the application of design instruments is a
local phenomenon too.
In some instances a practitioner’s ability to design can be
influenced by and dependent on numerous circumstances
whether of his/her upbringing, architectural education and/or the
availability of broad approved infrastructures. In the process of
reflection on how I developed an appreciation of resources5 in

MELBOURNE
Project zinc house
Fig 10 Rooms - cluster plan
Bedroom to north (in Europe)
Living to south (in Europe)
design 1
Fig 11 Rooms - cluster plan
Living to north (in Australia)
Bedroom to south (in Australia)
design 2

Fig 12 Rooms - cluster-open
plan. Bedroom to north (in
Australia) Living to south (in
Australia), realised design

the Swiss building industry, whether of craftsmen or
sophisticated materials, I am now interested in discovering
where those things are in this new world. Where to inspect,
well known to me, building materials, and how can it then be
processed and assembled in a very precise manner. I thought
to have made a smart move contacting the German-Australian
Chamber of Commerce for an inquiry into resources but the
statement of one of the Melbourne’s branch officials − “there is a
lot of stuff here, but I don’t know where” − discouraged me from
further investigation into this matter.
In Melbourne, I am designing a new house (see Figs 10,11,12,
16) and simultaneously a building in Basel (see Figs 9,13).
Through a bodily-reflexive process I am drawing floorplans for
the house and can see myself walking through den Ort
[the locale] (see Fig 7) on a mild winter’s day (dry, sunny and
minus degrees) where the site and the objects are located. This
local physical interaction elicits further understanding of the
complexities of the socio-cultural environment that the residents
are facing. There, the task is to design a building conversion of
multiple Wohnungen [dwellings] where the previous tenant or
owner is the future one too. This becomes design complexity of
a high level of social context where every resident surrounds and
bombards me with questions and requests, from small to large
15

Fig 13 USB buildings
Basel-Riehen Switzerland (CH)

details that might be relevant to them for living: “I need four
power sockets here instead of three, my cupboard space needs
to be wider. Where is the drawer in the kitchen for the kitchen
towels? You have forgotten to design the shoe rack in the
hallway wardrobe. Why is there no door for the living room in the
plan? I want privacy. Please do not forget to select a bathroom
ventilator that does not make any noise.
I want a wall hung toilet because it makes it easier to clean the
floor.” This practice, experienced both unconsciously and
consciously, becomes a multiple contradictory event (in
Australia), on two paradoxical levels.
A dwelling within a building is for living as is a house, which is a
dwelling too. But a dwelling is also a flat, an apartment, and a
unit; I am designing space for an unknown tenant, for a resident,
and for a known resident of the future house, who is a tenant,
the owner and sometimes a Lord, also called landlord.
I am (trying) to design a house for a piece of land in Melbourne
and simultaneously I am (learning) designing for the local sociobuilt environment of Melbourne. I am transporting knowledge of
designing, experienced in Basel, to Melbourne when designing a
new house – I am reflecting on the past and simultaneously I am
designing in the present, for the future, a new house. As the
design task for the new house is set out to be creative, and
16

Fig 14 Franke House
Elsternwick Australia (AU)

experimental, I am designing, and at the same time I am
breaking with all unknown (to me) local conventions. How can I
break with something I have no knowledge of?
Designing becomes an unconscious act of reflexion on past and
present, enmeshed in paradoxes in the form of contradictory
statements or propositions. In this phase of practice I am in a
state of uncertainty, irritated, conflicted and operating in an
almost depressed manner between two cultures while during the
act of designing my thoughts are occupied with the issue of how
to achieve for the locale a high quality design and built outcome.
In coming to terms with these factors a question arises as to
whether I do have to be (in Australia) a different person in order
to achieve things, and to act in the same manner as local peers
do. Reflecting on the ambivalent events, practice needs
clarification with respect to what a space means and to what
end to design. Since 1986, the Swiss Department of Housing
has published statistics and results of the evaluation of
constructs and spaces, an instrument to measure the quality of
existing Wohnungen [dwellings]. Specifically, the judgement is
focused on usable space (in m2/person), the amount (m3) of
storage space, width of circulation area, light and sizes of
rooms, available outdoor spaces and nearby infrastructure.
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Fig 15 Dollinger House
Basel-Reinach (CH)

6 Leon van Schaik
The Practice of Practice
(seen through) SPATIAL
INTELLIGENCE, Lecture 2012
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Consequently, when a designer enters a competition for
dwellings or for any commission to design one, this Government
document of evaluation becomes an integral part of the design
brief. As the distinction between a house and a dwelling is
understood, the designer takes into account the differences and
the expectations that come with it.
It is this knowledge that unexpectedly traverses a designer’s
body when confronted with a design task in a foreign situation.
Leon van Schaik argues that, “when we export our, (sic) we
export our mental space ... and thus we export − to those who
have not lived them − the drawings that we have lived ... unless
we reconstruct our practice around awareness of our own
histories in space, and understanding how the people we seek
to serve construct their own mental space.”6
Van Schaik provides an important insight into what a practitioner
might actually do in another locale, a new socio-cultural world,
that is transporting personal knowledge into a community of
different understandings and experiences. Thus, viewing a
dilemma from a new perspective, awareness of past
experiences, consciousness and inclusion of the new sociospatial environment can enable unpredicted possibilities of
practice to operate in order to draw on the value of the history
and to experiment with the future.

Fig 16 Zinc House
Melbourne-Windsor (AU)

Works
In my early days as a teenager during school holidays I found
myself working on building sites as a hand for Maurer [mason],
Zimmermann [carpenter] and Fliesenleger [tiler].
Exploring the track from this experience to the apprenticeship in
the building industry, from the Handwerker [Craftsman] to the
Engineer and from there on to the Architect reveals an insight
into the diverse range of projects and experience that
encompass my work in Germany, Switzerland and Australia
over several decades. This collective experience can have a
strong impact on practice in the sense that it forms an individual,
provides a source for concerns, and determines both what the
design activities are and the manner in which they will be
performed.
There is a form of knowledge − embedded in a brick, in a piece
of concrete or wood, in an ordinary pipe and roofgutter, in
technical equipment, in a shed, a barn, a hut, a house and in a
building − that resides in materials, objects and in processes.
Often, an investigation into an architect’s carried out services is
understood as a reflection on a collection of design work. By
looking through the documentation of completed and
uncompleted architectural projects I became interested in what
19

Refer Fig 2

kind of insights, whether historical, practical or theoretical have
informed my output of work. Applying for practical work, as an
unskilled person for building a house, leaves one with few
options of work choice. But even through minor things − such
as carrying bricks to the mason, cutting timber battens for the
carpenter or by using the shovel mixing gravel, cement and
sand with water, that eventually turned into a slurry of concrete −
important information can be revealed.
The mason did not specifically advise how to carry the bricks or
how to hand them over in order to lay the bricks straight into the
mortar, nor did he provide for a sort of instruction defining how
to mix concrete or mortar.
It was an act of learning by doing − observation, assisting,
testing − and experiencing both material qualities of size, shape,
weight, density, texture, and the physical making of a house.
Therefore, the work for a building, or architecture, is the result of
the performances of the many.
The complexity of a house is considered as low in accordance
with the involvement of a few technical applications of plumbing,
heating, airconditioning and electricity on a domestic scale. By
using construction drawings, putting two vertical sections of a
house and pharmaceutical building next to each other, the
difference between low and high technical complexity becomes
apparent. The undertaking of activities in different disciplines
can be seen as complementary and a way to enhance a design
practice. The awareness of the manual and theoretical − of how
soldering copper, welding steel, bending zinc, fitting energy
plants and how to design each material component contributes
to the knowing of where and how to integrate technique into an
architectural structure and its space. In my experience this
understanding has become an important element when
designing propositions and inspecting Bauarbeiten
[building works].
Having never before reflected on my past experiences, since
commencement of this PhD, the ideas and immersion described
above have come to inform some of the questions and thoughts
I am putting forward to this inquiry into realised and unrealised
designs. Hence, the research is structured into two parts and
begins with a survey of my past work and a detailed reflection
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on it. This is followed by an in-depth inquiry that explores the
manner of designing and themes and adresses similarities
and differences as part of the research. Since the survey is to
record and obtain a general view on materials of past works,
the conduct of it is based on the review of collected images,
plans and models of ten projects shown below − five of them in
Switzerland and five projects carried out in Australia.

Refer pp.34 - 37

The works produced are collated by location and correlated to
draft themes. Instead of selecting projects related to conditions
and normative parameters such as historical constraints,
building types or function, collecting and reviewing past works
in regard to locations − from Hinterland to Urban and to the
Metropolitan space − relates to the interest of an inherent value
of each particular place.
The initial idea is to generate draft themes from a range of
sources. This includes a process of ongoing questioning about
my presented documentations and answer sessions with PhD
supervisors, academics, architects-academics and potential
peers as well as through critique provided from panel members
during the Practice Research Symposiums.
The purpose of draft themes is to trace linkages between the
projects and to establish a relationship between my works that
could provide a first insight about potential architectural
concerns inherent in objects.
Place, Form, Material, Craft and Space are the identified themes
structured for the project reflection. What follows is a first glance
action through a matrix of the five draft-themes and the subthemes of sighting, images and plans. This reflection identifies
a relationship that occurs on different levels between works in
Switzerland and works in Australia.
To allow for a comprehensive view of the nature of practice in
two locales whether in regard to activities or to a process and
to explore what are the effects on practice and the themes that
drive it requires a comparative study in a qualitative7 manner
involving the search of similarities and differences through
inspecting places, reflecting-on and drawing.

7 G.W Rayn and H.R Bernard
advise that theme identification
is a fundamental task of
qualitative research while
M. Opler argues that the
importance of any theme is
related to how often it appears
and how pervasive it is across
different types of cultural ideas
and practices.
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Project reflection
The following pages establish the dichotomy between Swiss
projects and Australian works. Specifically, the reflection is on
five projects in Switzerland and five in Australia. It assists the
identification of potential concerns which may be inherent in
the selected projects. It facilitates the comperative study of built
works that reveal thematic concerns of past practice − refer to
the sub-chapter ‘Emergence of recurring concerns’.
Categories of inquiry
Place _ Form _Material _ Craft_Space
P_metropolitan, urban-hinterland, satellite, density
F_block, row, solitaire, Infill, detached
M_single, multiple, dense, porous, durable
C_vernacular, manual, industrial, fine-detailed, detailed, cobbled
S_open, rooms
Taxonomy − selected projects in Switzerland
1 Dollinger House, Ziegelgasse Reinach, State of Basel-Land
one storey below ground, three storey above ground
private residence, conversion, designed 1996, built 1997
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2

UBS buildings, Im Gehracker Riehen, State of Basel-City
half storey below ground, three storey above ground
32x apartments, conversion, designed 1997, built 1999

3

ZLV building (social housing), Breisacher Strasse, Basel-City
two storey below ground, six storey above ground
29x apartments, conversion, designed 2001, built 2002

4

ZLV buildings, Gustav Wenk Strasse, Basel-City
one storey below ground, three storey above ground
12x apartments, conversion, designed 2001, built 2002

5

PSP office building, Kirschgarten Strasse, Basel-City
four storey below ground, six storey above ground
retail on ground, office - open floor plan above
transformation of existing elevations, internal
re-configuration, designed 2004, building works deferred

Taxonomy − selected projects in Australia
6 Johnston House, Bruce Road, Phillip Island Victoria
two storey above ground, private residence
designed 2007, building works deferred
7

Zinc House, Gertrude Street Windsor Victoria
two storey above ground, private residence
designed 2007, built 2010

8

HNK buildings (affordable housing) Burwood Victoria,
three storey above ground
72 apartments, designed 2008, unbuilt

9

HNK building (affordable housing) Doncaster Victoria,
two storey below ground, 10 storey above ground
80 apartments, designed 2008, unbuilt

10 Franke House, Gisborne Street Elsternwick Victoria
one storey below ground, one storey above ground
private residence, designed 2010, built 2012
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AUSTRALIAN PROJECT
6 Johnston House
Refer appendix p218
Fig 22 P immediate context
Fig 23 F working model
Fig 24 M east elevation

Place Form Material Craft Space
P satellite, low density
F detached
M single, dense, (treated plywood)
C manual, fine-detailed
S open plan

Fig 25 C-longitudinal section
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Fig 67 Process diagram
The process of designing a
building conversions, (CH)

planning, plans, report, costing
tendering, tender plans, speciﬁcation
documenting, construction drawings

constructing
designing
various craftsmen
architect

supervising

DB_Design Brief
C_Constraints
T_Themes
DC_Design Context:
Since the architect is in
control - during the
design process - of the site,
building budget, building
regulations and consultants
engaged to achieve a
design outome, the process
is influenced through the
outside forces of the design
context, mainly formed around
stakeholders.
DS_Design Solution
The design solution as an
outcome of the process of
designing. Here, at this point
in time, design(ed) outcome
and practical completion of
building works coincide.

8 The notion of designerly way
of knowing, developed first in
education by Nigel Cross, has
been consequently introduced
into architecture, engineering
and product design to explore
how designers think and act.
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OFF-SITE

ON ON-SITE
BUILDING SITE

Designing as a process
As far back as I can recall, the term design was holy and
belonged only to a small number of specialised competent
people − in particular these associated with and known as
architects.
Today, the world is saturated with the term design and these
days almost everybody seems to be a designer.
To clarify the role of a designer and his/her core activities, I used
the opportunity, during a workshop at the RMIT DesignHub
building, to pose the question of what is the nature of design
and its process to a group of PhD students affiliated with
architecture, landcape architecture and interior design. What
was supposed to be a communication and critique about
thoughts and concepts ended in a heated debate. It became
apparent that for many the distinction between design,
designing and process or the role of a designer is not entirely
understood or agreed upon. Through this exercise I reached the
conclusion that there is no universal answer to my point of
seeking clarification. Rather to continue to elaborate on
potentialities I became interested in what I had done, what was
going on, and how I did designerly8 operate in the two countries.
In order to do so, the reflection on a design process is not about

DB

C

T

DC

brieﬁng, schematic design
costing, design development

DS'

DO

documenting
tendering
administering

constructing
builder

architect's
inspections

OFF-SITE

ON-SITESITE
ON BUILDING

what it theoretically might be, instead I would specifically like to
understand how I have experienced it in Switzerland and in
Australia. While this research excludes, at this point in time, an
examination of design ideas, it does however, explore how
standards, norms and regulations might impact on practice.
Designing in Basel was undertaken as a rational and organised
logical process by practising different activities. Following the
standard norms of the Swiss Institute of Engineers and
Architects (SIA) for performances and proceedings, to design is
structured as a process by applying pre-nominated activities,
and requires what the architect has to deliver at the end of each
design stage, which are ‘sketches’, plans, measured drawings.
Ultimately, as what has to be produced is set out on paper, it
determines the drawing as the tool of architectural
representation. The design process was open, undertaken on
the building site and off-site. It begins outdoor, continues indoor,
and ends outside. The analysis of the site, the objects and
settings are fundamental to the successive act of designing a
building conversion. As this local design method has been
motivated by functional and technical aspects of buildings, and
is focussed on the rational use of space and on a climate
controlled advanced facade system, it addresses the time

Fig 68 Process diagram
The process of designing a
houses, (AU)
DB_Design Brief
C_Constraints
T_Themes
DC_Design Context:
The process is influenced,
amongst things by the outside
forces of the design context,
mainly formed around
stakeholders and planning
authorities.
DS’_Design Solution
The design solution as an
outcome of the process of
designing before the beginning
of building works.
DO_ Design Object
The realised design, built by
the builder and inspected by
the architect between the
beginning and the end of the
building works phase.
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constraints of the building process. Since the design process
was informed by the activities of observation and of analysing
extant situations, the material solution is implicit in the activity of
digital drawing.

9 Architectural students are
not always prepared for the
reality − to practice. In theory,
students are often informed in
the schools of architecture that
the architect is designing and
delivers the design solution to
the people who build it. So it
is understood, implicitly, that
the design process usually
ends when handing over the
design. Doing the architect’s
registration in Australia, I am
getting advised, from one
of the Victorian Registration
Board members, that “no
design is as good as it does
not need an alteration during
the process of building works”.
One can speculate about why
a design has to be altered −
the reasons are various and
do not to be elaborated further
here.
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In a small practice of up to five people often the architect is
required to undertake different roles in one and the same project.
When the act of designing − practised as a design architect −
ends off-site with the result of a design solution, the role as a site
architect is commencing. What is supposed to be a
performance in two acts of supervising and inspecting craftsmen
works extends into a building site practice in three acts. Hence,
the architect in dual operation mode, undertakes again
designing responding to unforeseeable stashed material and
construction deformations that needs, through the medium of
drawing, formulation, adaptation and interpolation of the design
solution by incorporating building details to go hand in hand
with the ongoing building works of the conversion. While I
have been experiencing designing as a process of systematic
logical operations to achieve a specific end, the design process
on building sites, over the whole period of building works, is
unusual9 and a necessity of time pressure and complex work
processes for transformation of extant constructs.
One might consider that the design complexities of a new
house are irrelevant − in comparison to multiple dwellings
within a project of building conversions − underrating the local
stakeholders expectations for a house. Taking this optimistic
approach into account when designing, for the first time, a
house in and for an unknown place, can lead to reproduction
processes − as a repitition of a building conversion.
Alternatively, a designer might choose to practise in the manner
of a particular local master or mentor.
While the Australian National Competency Standards in
Architecture (NCSA) outlines in their unit of competency how an
architectural design evolves, “how to create it” and what are the
performance criteria within the nominated categories of design
concept, schematic design and detailed design, I began to
design a proposition, of a double storey house for a site in
Melbourne, following a similar procedure as in the past.

Commencing with the activity of sighting the built environment in
close proximity to the subject site, as a visual observation of
settings, scale, shape and materials, provides for an awareness
of what is there and how things appear. Back in the studio, and
in the process of examining the site survey and photos made
during the outdoor inspection, I find myself in an isolated
situation. While I was interpreting these documents by just
looking at them, an unconscious knowledge becomes fact − I
am physically operating as an individual in a non-social design
context, solely structuring the process of designing and
determining every single activity outside of any association,
collaboration and practical community of practice.
The what, how and where of designing reside with one person.
As the moment of consciousness evolves suddenly at an early
stage of the design process, it allows too for an unhindered way
of negotiating themes to what end I am designing. While working
models and drawings are in reciprocal dialogue with the designer
and the design process, the drawings are used to convey design
ideas to the future inhabitants of the proposed residences. For
me designing in Melbourne is informed through an act strongly
influenced by past experiences and understood as a non-linear
emotional process. No structured and organised process is as
robust as to proceed in a logical, rational and economic manner.
What was in the beginning thought to be a process of designing
with elected activities at hand and to direct through a designer’s
“spatial intelligence” was unconsciously accompanied by past
events and the power of emotional intelligence.”10 Since spatial
history is linked to both design activities, and a design, the what
and how of designing is partially transported to a foreign locale
and unconsciously informs my practice.
When the design process evolves into a design situation − one
of many − that needs clarification before a process can be
continued, objective and subjective clash and are in direct
confrontation. It is a demoralising struggle between present,
designer and past, looking for answers regarding what does it
need here, how to design it and how much experience of a
former time should be imported. In these circumstances
designing as a process cannot avoid mediation on all levels of
actions.

Refer spatial intelligence
van SCHAIK, Leon, Spatial
Intelligence, Sussex: J Wiley &
Sons, 2008

10 Daniel Goleman notes that
”in a very real sense we have
two minds, one that thinks and
one that feels”.
“In many our most moments
these two minds are
exquisitely coordinated;
feelings are essential to
thought, thought to feeling”.
“The emotional mind is far
quicker than the rational
mind”. Daniel Goleman,
Emotional Intelligence,
London: Bloomsbury,
1996, 8, 9, 291.
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Emergence of recurring concerns
I understand practice requires input whether through the
emergence of ideas that come with the doing or by referenced
concerns set at the beginning of designing.
While the findings from the reflection on projects and the settings
of their existing constructs suggest a connection to a local
context, there is also a correlation between building conversion
and house projects with a link to form, material and space.
I use the idea to discover and establish concerns through
perceptually exploring place-surroundings-subject site and by
reflecting on documentations of specific relevant built work.
This is the way I begin the inquiry in order to identify recurring
themes of past practice. Since the manner of researching into
documentation of buildings and houses is practised through
designing, the medium of hand drawing is used to identify a
relationship between areas of different use, qualities of spatial
structures, and formal expression of elevations.
Specifically, this comparative study looks at two realised designs
of building conversion in Switzerland (see Figs 13,15, project
2-Dollinger House, and project 1-USB buildings) and two
houses, designed and built in Australia (see Figs 14,16, project
7-Zinc House and project 10-Franke House) − represented in
the form of diagrams such as context and site plans, sections
and elevations.
Experiencing Basel
The idea of travelling by train or by tram is introduced to the
public by a huge sign, installed on the front elevation of Basel’s
main railway station building, reminding the local population and
tourists that “Der Kluge reist mit dem Zuge” [Those with brain
take the train]. And so begins my search commencing with a
fifteen-minute tram trip from Metropolis to Hinterland, to the
suburb of Riehen. Arriving at the center of the town − on time as
outlined in the tram timetable brochure − people leave the tram
with a sense of discipline and order, spreading out on wide,
straight, and pristine pedestrian walkways to their final
destination. On the way to a subject site I am experiencing the
town more as a green village of completeness, of light, shade
and ventilation confined by fields, parks, and a medieval space
structure built up as two/three storey vernacular buildings.
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Experiencing Melbourne
Leaving the CBD high rise district by train during peak hour
congestion, I arrived at the suburb of Windsor just after working
hours. Alighting from the train, I followed a stream of people
moving along a small, narrow railway platform in the direction of
the exit − sheltered by a single storey brick house. The most
direct way to a subject site transports me through Chapel
Street, busy and noisy at this time. Cars are lined up in both
directions, mingling with a tram that is trapped in the traffic jam.
The footpaths on both sides of the four lane street are crowded
with people moving or staying in groups in front of three storey
buildings featuring shops and restaurants on ground level. Noise
and smells penetrate through thin window glazing and
accompany me to my destination. Turning right into James
Street with its mix use − double storey concrete or brick
buildings for offices and single storey lightweight constructions
for suburban dwellers − leads to a new experience of a sudden
quietness.
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SWISS PROJECT
UBS buildings Basel-Riehen

Fig 69 Immediate context
Site and footprints of buildings
Riehen
Area: 10,87km2
Population: 20’600
Density: 1 Person/527m2
Local Government11 Riehen
Kanton [State]: Basel-City
Capital: Basel
11 While the local government
handles the zoning of land the
State Government’s
Hochbauamt [Building
Department] regulates and
overlooks both planning as
well as building.
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The topographical structure of the place Riehen and the subject
site with its surroundings varies in height from 254m to 486m
(above sea level). It can be described as a low-density built
environment, with a minimum of three meter building setbacks
on each boundary. There is usually a spatial distinction between
public, semi-public and private open zones demonstrated
through different types of landscape materials.The subject site is
bound to a minor sloped block of surrounding lots while the
access to the four buildings via the street can be classified as
cul-de-sac.
The four buildings are designed as render-lined, linear-row
concrete constructions each of them containing one semiunderground floor and three-storey above ground floors.
Balconies are integrated within each dwelling and its setting
towards the site allowing for outdoor living, and the possibility of
public and semi-public interactions.

AUSTRALIAN PROJECT
Zinc House MelbourneWindsor

Fig 70 Immediate context
Site and footprint of house
Windsor
Area: 1km2
Population: 7,069
Density: 1 Person/141m2
Local Council12 Stonnington
State: Victoria
Capital: Melbourne

Windsor topographical structure, and that of the subject site with
its surroundings is almost flat − 14m to 36m (above sea level).
Place is identified as a high density suburban built environment
of small parks, houses and buildings varying in height from one
to nine storeys with setbacks to front and rear but often built on
side boundaries. It is common that the differentiation between
spaces through a variety of materials is abandoned in favour of
a commercial solution using bitumen for public, semi-public and
private car parking spaces.The subject site is relatively flat and
has front and rear street access, with north/south orientation
facing the narrow sections of the lot.
Since the adjoining houses are built with shared brick walls, this
house is freestanding. Designed as a narrow and deep linear
structure with a cantilever section to the front street, the shell −
both elevations and roof − with its fine-detailed parts, joints and
junctions, is materialised as titanium-zinc sheets with an angled
standing seam longitudinal joint type.

12 Since the State of Victoria
approves the zoning of land
the Local Council regulates
and overlooks the planning
of houses and buildings.
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SWISS PROJECT
UBS buildings Basel-Riehen
Fig 71 Horizontal section
Habitable space − hatched
Servant space −white

Fig 72 Horizontal section
Habitable space − white
Servant space − hatched

Fig 73 Horizontal section
Construction_spatial layout

Fig 74 West elevation

13 Louis I. Kahn used the
distinction between servant
and served spaces and
introduced it in 1955 for the
first time in his design of the
Trenton Bath House in New
Jersey (U.S).
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The spatial layout of three dwellings on one floor level, for the
function of living, is organised as a cluster-cabin plan. As rooms
are grouped around servant13 spaces − circulation zones and
the service areas of bathroom, kitchen and staircase − the
heavyweight and ‘social structures’ do not allow for a flexible
and open space organisation. This economic load-bearing
construction connects three dwellings of room heights of 2.5m.
While the living through space requires windows on every
elevation, this is only partially achieved within two dwellings.
Since the underground floor is connected to the earth all other
floors are disconnected from it hovering above natural gound.

AUSTRALIAN PROJECT
Zinc House MelbourneWindsor
Fig 75 Horizontal section
Habitable space − hatched
Servant space − white
Fig 76 Horizontal section
Habitable space − white
Servant space − hatched

Fig 77 Horizontal section
Construction_spatial layout

Fig 78 Longitudinal section

Fig 79 East elevation

The design of the house enables living on two floor levels
arranged around a cluster-corridor plan for the zoning of different
functions. A steel skeleton structure allows for a flexible spatial
organisation where servant spaces are decentralised. As the
entry point connects the outer with the inner centre space, the
core of the ground floor layout becomes the point of departure
to different functions and enables a living through in the
orientation of north to south. Concerns are focused on
maximising space with room heights that vary between 3.2m
and 2.8m. Since the middle and rear sections of the house are
structurally in contact with the earth, the front part is suspended,
cantilevered, and floating above natural soil level.
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SWISS PROJECT
Dollinger House Basel-Reinach

Fig 80 Immediate context
Site and footprint of house
Reinach
Area: 7 km2
Population:19,000.00
Density: 1 Person/368 m2
Local Government Reinach
State [Kanton]: Basel-Land
Capital: Liestal

The town of Reinach’s history can be traced back on as early as
to the twelfth century. Its entire area is almost flat with a height of
300m above sea level. The development of the village began in
medieval times by constructing farmhouses with gabled roofs.
These vernacular constructs were first modified from the
eighteenth century onwards and designed with hip roofs - only
for public buildings − and built up to two or three storeys.
The dominant building materials at the time were, limestone
rubble, timber, bricks and clay.
While the spatial layout of the village was still in existence by
1950 and accommodated a population of 3,500 people, this
changed in the 1960s and with it came the entrance of flat roof
apartment buildings and concrete as a new substance.
The subject site is located in the centre of the ancient village
containing a barn and adjacent to it the main house built in the
eighteenth century. While barns are built as lightweight
constructions houses are constructed as both roof and floor in
timber and external as well as internal walls in stone.
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AUSTRALIAN PROJECT
Franke House MelbourneElsternwick

Fig 81 Immediate context
Site and footprint of house
Elsternwick
Area: 2.6km2
Population: 10,000.00
Density: 1 Person/260m2
Local Council Glen Eira
State: Victoria
Capital: Melbourne

Melbourne’s inner-city suburb of Elsternwick was established in
1861 on flat and partly sloped land. While Windsor’s residential
spatial layout is structured on narrow (6m to 7m) and deep (up
to 50m) lots, in Elsternwick many lots are laid out with more than
10m frontage. In some areas, the street layout is more complex
than in others comprising both a linear grid and a curved linear
system. The residential zone is built up predominantly with single
storey house structures, with pitched roofs − tiled or in
corrugated iron. Brick and timber are the significant building
materials. While the front setback varies between 3m to 6m the
side setbacks are an average 1m. The sloped site is not facing
the street and is locked in a backyard as a result of a land
subdivision. As the residential zone regulation allows for only
single storey (above ground) new developments, the house was
designed and built as double storey structure − one storey
below and one storey above soil level.
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SWISS PROJECT
Dollinger House Basel-Reinach

Fig 82 Horizontal section
Habitable space −hatched
Servant space − white
Fig 83 Horizontal section
Construction_spatial layout

Fig 84 Horizontal section
Habitable space − white
Servant space − hatched
Fig 85 West elevation

The conversion of a two-family house takes the existing
structure into consideration by designing room configurations to
the existing fourth floor. Additional servant zones were explored
with the task of an economic outcome locating these spaces on
all floors to a specific area in order to achieve unhindered
maximum primary surfaces. While copper dormers, with their
shape similar to the existing adjacent roof structures, are
designed to allow for natural light, a vernacular render was
applied for the external limestone and brick walls.
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AUSTRALIAN PROJECT
Franke House MelbourneElsternwick
Fig 86 Horizontal section
Habitable space − hatched
Servant space − white

Fig 87 Horizontal section
Habitable space − white
Servant space − hatched

Fig 88 Horizontal section
Construction_spatial layout

Fig 89 Longitudinal section

This double storey building is erected on a small lot of
10mx15m. The supporting concrete frame to the underground
provides for a concept of loadbearing room structures while a
lightweight skeleton deliniates the space for the ground floor,
designed as flexible open floor plan combining different
functions for living. Servant areas are organised on both floors,
decentralised and located in opposite directions. While the
shape of the house responds to the built surroundings the
one-material solution of rendering for all elevation does not.
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SWISS PROJECT
Dollinger House Basel-Reinach

Fig 90 Street elevation

Similarities and differences
Regardless of the differences between the two countries of
Switzerland and Australia, themes and notions of similar
categories are embedded in past projects. By looking more
closely into the inquiry of built work, some similar concerns that
are in direct dialogue with each other emerge.
In Basel, the topographical structure of the inner-city suburbs
and the subject sites can be described as a low-density built
environment, in flat and or, as a sloped landscape, with a
minimum of three meter building setbacks on each boundary.
While buildings are constructed with less diverse materials there
is usually a spatial distinction between public, semi public and
private open areas demonstrated through different types of
landscape materials.
By contrast, Melbourne’s inner city suburbs are experienced as
a high-density built environment, almost flat with setbacks to
front and rear but often built on side boundaries, constructed
predominately as single storey houses, although some buildings
varying in height from two to ten storeys. It is common that
houses and buildings are built with a range of diverse materials
while the differentiation between spaces through a variety of
materials is abandoned in favour of one commercial solution
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AUSTRALIAN PROJECT
Franke House MelbourneElsternwick

Fig 91 East elevation

using bitumen for public, semi-public and private car parking
spaces.
Considering the socio-cultural differences of both countries and
cities, paradoxically there is a strong linkage between my built
work in Basel and Melbourne evident through an inherent value
system of themes applied at each location during the process of
designing. There is a reference to context of place and
specifically, aspects of architectural space, constructions and in
the occurrence of elevations. The spatial organisation of
buildings with their centred entrance, internal corridor as
connector of different functions, the theme of rooms and the
maximising of usable space is apparent in Melbourne housing
projects whether unbuilt or built. As the commercial projects are
executed in heavyweight structures, houses are lightweight
structures yet designed in unsual sizes known as Australian
Standards and detailed like building structures of built work in
Basel. The idea of minimum materials and a cantilever floor
level is inherent in every past project investigated and can be
experienced at the realised design works. For future practice,
this discovery of similar and recurring themes can be grouped
into five thematic concerns being: immediate context, economic
planning, change of level, spatial expansion, and materiality.
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Conclusion
The research into the Paradox of Basel – Melbourne and the
subsequent findings is an important step in the development of
my practice. Looking back into a body of work is essential for
ongoing propositions particularly for a practitioner who operates
on unknown foreign ground.

Refer p19,20

The experiences and actions that are inherent in projects are
extracted and articulated as a way to understand: to be aware
of what was unconsciously present and the informing elements
that drive my practice. The research findings indicate that my
practice is developed out of a model that entails learning and
experiencing on building sites leading to craft and building –
the ability to employ skills to carry out qualitative work and the
understanding of how to build an entire construct, whether for a
commercial building, multiple dwellings, or for a private
residence.
Importantly, the inquiry of this chapter reveals my unconscious
practice experienced in two worlds. Specifically, it makes me
aware and identifies what influenced me clarifying how I
designed in Basel and Melbourne, and what were the themes
I have introduced in both practices. The influence on my work,
through education, mentors, the Swiss built environment, the
precision in paying attention to detail, the work with fine
tolerances in the craftsmanship, and the extensive experience
on building sites, as described throughout this chapter, is
evident in the projects I have undertaken here in Australia. This is
particularly so in the built works such as the Zinc House and
the Franke House. Being surrounded by Swiss order, formality,
norms, and hierarchical standards makes an impression and
leaves a mark on a person when experiencing these conditions
in early life. While it becomes clear to me that building trades
and engineering qualifications as well as architectural mentors
are formative influences which intervened in my practice, the
power of a formal-direct language such as German can’t be
underestimated in the procedure to convey complex design
solutions. Since sophisticated infrastructure, building materials,
technologies and craft have been easily accessible in Basel, they
became a fundamental part of my practice. In the light of this,
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the approach underlying any attempt to employ Swiss practice
when designing houses in Melbourne is flawed but undeniable.
I have designed buildings in Basel in the form of a specific
process – almost in a way of manufacturing something, in a
rational manner where activities are related to order – doing
things in the same way without exploring the possibilities and
potential for innovative design solutions.
Practising and living in Melbourne, I have operated as if I have
been simultaneously in two distinct worlds and this has had an
extensive impact on practice. I have designed houses in the
city’s inner suburbs where the approach can be described as
both a rational and a non linear emotional process. In this
manner, I have transported knowledge from the Swiss to the
Australian design practice.
The study reveals that immediate context, economic planning,
change of level, spatial expansion, and materiality became
themes of practice and were implemented in projects. These
thematic concerns, inherent in projects, were extracted through
perceptual exploration of built works and the emergence of
reflective hand drawing.

Refer p34 to p37

Refer p34 to p37

Refer p49

Refer p38 to p49

The findings throughout this research chapter are significant for
my ongoing practice considering that I am now aware of the
how and what – the manner in which the acts were performed,
where they took place (studio and on building sites), what
influenced me, and what themes where implemented in the past
practices. It is now possible to understand how my practice was
informed in Switzerland and how this has impacted on design
practice in Australia. The knowing of how my approach to
architecture has developed allows me to consciously consider
what experiences I might look to and transfer into future design
propositions. For me this is the first step in transforming a past
practice in order that I might structure a design practice of
awareness within the cultural context of Australia.
To draw further and in more detail on the above revelations, the
following chapter ‘Core of Themes’ will provide for a structured
review and detailed manifestation of how the thematic concerns
have been identified and interrogated in my work in both cities.

It is in this section where I reflect on and provide an extended
articulation of the identified concerns.
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Fig 92 East-south elevation
Thoughts on light – dormer
windows for the spatial
expension within an existing
house structure. Reinach (CH)

Fig 93 East elevation
A climate aspect – the thermal
transformation of an existing
building. Riehen (CH)

Fig 94 North- east elevation
The initial idea – a free
standing house disconnected
from the ground. Windsor (AU)

Fig 95 East elevation
The initial idea – a sunken
courtyard enables light to
enter the under ground floor.
Elsternwick (AU)

Fig 96 North-east elevation
The first thoughts – how to
make new usable space and
connect it to an existing house
structure. Elwood (AU)
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CORE OF THEMES

In order to understand the Basel – Melbourne paradox in more
detail, the emphasis in this chapter reflects on the core themes
present in my practice and to articulate their essential meaning.
Of interest here are firstly the identified ‘thematic concerns’, and
in particular what they signify for practice, and secondly the
consideration of those concerns in the form of a framework
through which to test the projects. Simultaneously, relationships
between ideas, whole and parts, form and material, use of
space and aesthetics, and the quality of my architecture will be
explored.
The investigation into past projects and tracing associations
between different sizes and types of projects by using the
medium of drawing results in the discovery and establishment
of five thematic concerns that appear in every past work. The
drawings are new reflections on the project and represent new
ways of considering the work. For the first time in many years
I used pencil and the slow contemplation of drawing by hand
to unpack the intent and the precision in each work. I describe
the identified concerns as: Immediate Context, Economic
Planning, Spatial Expansion, Materiality, and Change of
Level. What follows is a distinct articulation of each thematic
concern.

Refer p49
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Fig 97 Horizontal section
Underground and ground floor

Fig 98 Horizontal section
First and second floor
The Reinach (CH) project
demonstrates the concern
of economic planning and of
how the servant zones are
accordingly organised - from
underground level to the
second floor.

Immediate Context
Looking into the context of a locale comes from a long standing
idea, born in the experience of the European environment.
There, architecture and urban design, materials, typology,
topography, and the people and history that formed it, are
seen as a whole. This thematic concern is here scaled from the
outside to the inside – from regional to the metropolitan to the
area of the inner city suburbs and to its surroundings – the area
for investigation. I am specifically interested in topographical
parameters, of how a house is grounded to a site, in the
overlooked spaces of places and in the materialisation of the
immediate context. Employing these elements can lead to new
insight into both the physical and social structure of a particular
location and inform the future practice of designing.
Economic Planning
The idea of a rational method of using land in an economic way
can be traced back to Roman times resulting in the construction
of buildings containing multiple apartments. The notion of
economic planning in architecture is particularly evident in the
Swiss building conversions where entire dwellings are designed,
with ceiling heights of 2.5m, and developed further as a
structural and technical model pursuing a reduction of space
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Fig 99 Cross section
Fig 100 Lving room at second
floor

and materials. I am interested in exploring, not only for
apartments but also for houses, without the reduction of quality,
a concept of optimum space that trails a measured material
solution as well as a distinct location for servant areas – a
centralised combined zone for stairwells and secondary spaces
for circulation, service installations and utility rooms.

The Dollinger House in
Reinach (CH) provided, over
decades, livable space for a
family over two floor levels.
The spatial expansion and
new organisation of an attic
utility room within an existing
structure enables the living of
two generations under one
roof.

Spatial Expansion
One of the key intentions in design practice is to provide spaces,
and most importantly interior spaces. This raises the question of
how many room a human being needs and whether there are
any existing areas that can be used and restructured without the
demolition of a building or without requiring additional land. I am
concerned about a spatial organisation that considers how to
maximise usable surfaces within a given volume of an existing
building or a defined boundary. This requires an inquiry into the
relationship between horizontal and vertical expansion and how
many m2 space can be designed within one m3 building volume.
Materiality
Works that were interrogated throughout the inquiry show a
commitment to and deep interest in regard to a non-overloading
materialisation of constructions whether for apartment buildings
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Fig 101 Zinc House (AU)
Titanium zinc on micro level
as one material for elevations
and roof.
Fig 102 Wood House (AU)
Wooden planks in juxtapostion
with cement boards.
Wood grows vertically and
concrete penetrates
horizontally were my initial
thoughts in the act of
designing with these two
materials at hand for the final
shell, the external layer of the
proposed alteration to an
existing brick house.
Assembling the planks in an
upright position with cavity
in-between seeks to express
material characteristics and
evokes an appearance of a
three dimensional elevation.

_J8R5357

_J8R5365

and social housing in Switzerland or for houses in Australia
(see Figs 153,154,160). Building materials are understood as
part of a particular place, locally sourced and manufactured. The
idea of using a limited palette of materials comes from the
experience of how to put a defined small range of different
products together, and the effort to join parts with its difficulties
of adjusting the in-between spaces for fixing, expansion and
shrinkage. By considering every plane as an elevation of equal
quality, the design intent is both a precise assemblage of
materials and the expression of their inherent characteristics.
Change of Level
When architects are confronted with a new design task, they are
facing in one way or another, amongst other things, the
concerns of how to set a house within the topograpical
condition of a subject site and what is the notion in regard to the
relationship of house and earth.
There are at least three options to consider:
- the house to be solid connected and grown out of the earth
_J8R5372
_J8R5380
- the house to sit on the earth
- the house to be disconnected from the earth.
In an essay in Constructing Architecture, Alois Diethelm argues,
that “the understanding of a house as an object leads to the
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Fig 103 School paspels, (CH)
Valerio Olgiati
Grown out of the earth
Fig 104 Franke House (AU)
Sitting on the earth.

Fig 105 UBS buildings (CH)
Grown out and cantilevered
Fig 106 Zinc House (AU)
Disconnected from and
hovering above earth.

mentioned three options considering the relation between a
terrain and a structure.”14A type of raised or cantilevered section
appears in each of the past projects investigated.
In the Swiss projects, buildings are growing out of the earth,
expanding in width above the terrain into a cantilever section
and continue to rise to several stories, a design outcome that
considers both topography and a democratic consensus – a
snow-free ground floor and a surrounding open space which
every resident can look into but nobody can enter from their floor
level (see Fig 109).
In Australia, many houses and housing projects are designed
almost as phenomenally hovered spaces above ground level
with the intention of interpolating the terms of meaning and
stability – evoking the notion of gravity with a reference that a
house can be stable without being connected to the earth
(see Fig 107). As every building or house has a connection to the
earth and since each design addresses this in its form of
settings within a site in one way or another, the knowing of what
a change of level is, of how and why it was transferred into
works allows me to pursue this concern during the practice of
designing right from the outset in a new light. This enables me to
explore spatial relations between soil surfaces, of floor structures
and elevation of each proposition and its specific location.

14 ETH - A. Deplazes
Constructing Architecture,
p169, Birkhäuser, Basel 2005
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Fig 107 Zinc House (AU)

Fig 108 Wood House (AU)
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Fig 109 UBS buildings (CH)

Fig 110 Franke House (AU)
Sitting on the earth on ground
floor while a change of level
occurs within the sunken
courtyard.
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ELWOOD PROJECT

Fig 111 Street elevations
The streetscape of Avoca
Avenue, Elwood (AU), and the
adjoining context of the Wood
House.

The current design under
construction refers to the
alteration of the Wood House
in Melbourne’s inner-city
suburb of Elwood, which was
designed in 2012, built and
completed in 2013.

Testing the themes on a current project
Themes were often introduced in past works unconsciously. The
project of the Wood House provides the ground for critical
reviewing, for the first time, of a design solution within a practice
where this architectural project was already under construction.
Testing the outcome of a design work at this stage is to find out
about the impact of criterions on practice and how these might
be present in a project.
The process of testing the work against existing situations and
constraints begins with a description and interpretation of the
current design in categories of the established five thematic
concerns. It ends by outlining the significance of particular
themes, how it may be important for the whole and how this
then informs the practice of designing.
Immediate context
The settlement and residential development of Elwood began in
the 1850s. As the surroundings of the subject site can be
categorised as a medium density structure of an eclectic
architecture, its built fabric consists of different residential
typologies of houses and buildings constructed as single-storey
semi-detached and detached types with hipped and gabled
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In the moment of joining a
future space to an existing
one, a situation, during the
building process, arose of how
to integrate discovered
architectural concerns of
economic planning and spatial
expansion in the design
solution. In a reflexive process,
memories of past come to
surface of how design
activities were performed on
building sites in Switzerland.
Hence, the act of designing
takes place on the building site
in conjunction with the build of
external and internal timber
walls. It becomes an act of
adjustment and modulation of
spaces that determines the
final position of wall sections
for the servant area, of
openings for windows, door
and staircase, within the
given parameter of the
boundaries.
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Economic Planning
The new extension was designed as a rectangular shape with
gabled roof using minimum existing land and consequently
allowing for the use of private open space. As the building works
of the alteration were in progress and at lock up stage, the
introduced on building site practice of designing was reflecting
on the concern of economic planning with the aim of
incorporating these latest findings into the existing design work.
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roof forms while flat roof buildings are erected up to five storeys.
The materialisation of the immediate context is defined by wide
streets (Avenues) with some of them still having bluestone
kerbing, white picket fences as a distinctive demarcation of the
properties front boundary, red face brick as the main building
material, and the use of terracota tiles, slates, and corrugated
galvanised iron for the roofing.
The design of the addition to the existing single-storey house
addresses the vernacular conditions, and reflects on the specific
site by exploring the idea of a house as an alteration to an
existing construct of accumulated and compressed time of
memories. The shape and content of the new spatial structure
can be seen as both a refinement of the past and as the intent
to connect to the inhabitants experiences.
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Fig 112 Wood House
Horizontal section of alteration
to an existing brick house.

ELWOOD PROJECT

Fig 113 Longitudinal section
Testing the view from the attic
floor into private outdoor
space.

A single secondary space in linear row form was designed,
wrapping around the primary space providing for a centralised
area where appliances, service plants, wet zones and a place
for storage are located. The locally manufactured and standard
sized ordinary material of fibre cement sheets for the elevations
contributes to the economic agenda and demands of the
stakeholders.
Spatial expansion
While I was in the process of addressing the thematic concern of
economic planning, the idea of a vertical spatial expansion came
into being. A clear economic structure with separate zones and
an unhindered fluid space on ground floor provides a way to
maximise space within the given envelope. A spiral staircase
operates as a dividing element and as connector between two
floor spaces.
Materiality
Considering the existing topographical condition of the site and
the brick house the thoughts in regard to materiality are
addressed with respect to both the macro and the micro level.
The idea of using one material – wood – for the construction, for
windows and for the final external layer of elevations is based on
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Figs 114,115 South cornerSouth west elevation
A situation where and how two
different materials meet.
The concerns of immediate
context, materiality and
change of level are in
association highlighted
through the shape of the
alteration, and the relationship
between two elevated building
materials and the soil.

the concern of a limited palette of materials and also on the local
circumstances of available resources. Wooden products from
Victoria were applied and one trade (carpenters) given
responsibility for this manual part of constructing architecture.
Since the second material of fibre cement allows for a reciprocal
dialogue between the two areas of primary and secondary
spaces this product was locally manufactured as well as
assembled by carpenters too. The introduction of a third material
– on a micro level – of slates is thought of as a reference to the
immediate context and materialisation of the surrounding roof
constructions.
Change of Level
Both architect and residents were interested in amalgamating
the past with the present. As the single storey house was
designed eighty years ago with a raised floor level to overcome
periodic flooding, the alteration is disconnected from the natural
ground level of the soil and designed as a cantilever structure
matching the existing floor level. As the interest in change of
level is evident where the elevation of primary space meets the
elevation of the secondary space it avoids the occurrence of an
object that sits on the ground rather than being connected to it.
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Fig 116 Perspectice section
Maximising space in-between.
Economic Planning on ground
floor and within a give shape
enables for additional room in
form of an attic space.

Reflecting on the current design
Since a process of designing was carried out before becoming
aware of the five thematic concerns, the Elwood project meets
the themes on several levels. While the concerns of economic
planning and spatial expansion were consciously introduced
during the phase of constructing the alteration, the others were
not. Unconsciously, in particular immediate context and
materiality, were explored when designing the alteration. While
all concerns are present in the project there are two significant
discoveries in regard to the relationship between concerns and
the emergence of new ideas.
Economics and Expansions
The common view of investors that ecology and economy do
not work together reminds me of some residential stakeholders
notions that “only a big construction budget and a big site can
lead to a high architectural quality outcome as well as to lots of
bathrooms and bedrooms”. By looking carefully at those
statements, the approach of economic planning in design
practice opens up an opportunity to implement an ongoing issue
of spatial expansion – how much net m2 usable space is it
possible to build within a framework of constraints and
64
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Fig 117 Horizontal section of
alteration
The servant zone as a
secondary space in an
economic and combined linear
configuration.

concerns. The manner of designing for the Elwood project seeks
to explore – during the building process – a spatial concept that
achieves a balance between the economic constraints and the
maximisation of habitable space on little available land.
The notion of economy impacts directly on practice. It attributes
here through the planning of similar functions to a particular
centralised zone of a house (where the construction is
materialised with robust but low cost fibre cement sheets) to the
development of spatial expansion.
While I was evaluating the project through a process of
off-setting these concerns against budget, materials and time
constrains, the examination revealed a remarkable outcome of
an additional architectural space of 12m2 without extra building
costs! In this example of the Wood House in Elwood, economic
planning and spatial expansion are indivisible.
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Refer Economics and
Expansions, p64
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The emergence of new ideas
Throughout the reflection on the current work I have described,
tested and articulated some aspects of architecture that are
often categorised by critics as pragmatic design principles
representing technical, rational, or functional concerns.
In preparation for my third Practice Research Symposium I
experienced the subject site of the Elwood project through an
interaction with the immediate context, its existing conditions
and the uncompleted house. What follows is the beginning of
a new comprehension of space and materiality. Through the
building site exploration I have discovered architectural ideas,
embedded in the realised design, that were represented at the
Symposium as a form of metaphorical language expressed in a
speculative and imaginative way. The idea of spaces for places
of sound and silence constituted both in “the ground floor space
serves for the function of cooking, dining and entertaining where
the sound echoes off the surrounding windows” and in “the
spiral stair as a connector to the mezannine provides a dynamic
vertical movement, from negative to positive, where walls,
paintings and books are the ingredients of tranquility for the
mezzanine space”. Understanding a spatial organisation in this
manner evokes a sense that “spaces of sound and silence” are
contributing parts of a Gestalt [the whole].
In the act of designing the alteration many experiences are put
forward, in order to avoid an arbitrary outcome, of how to
choose a construction, whether of timber, steel or concrete, and
what is neccessary to ensure that spatial organisation,
construction and materials can result in a unity. Rather than
adopting an approach for the design proposition off-site, I
became interested in the idea of experiencing a process
involving the dismantling of an existing brick house section and
discovering what new understanding I could achieve from such
a building site procedure. This operation invariably revealed new
insights into both the local architecture and the quality of early
twentieth building works. Since materials were carefully
integrated, rather than composited – here and now, brick by
brick, and mortar by mortar are manually removed – a designed
architectural Raum [room] gets unveiled and step by step ends
in room. It is through this perceptual experience that an
unconscious knowledge becomes an awareness. As the past
construction task designated the materials and the architect

Fig 118 Study of light and
shade.
Fig 119 Elevations of existing
and new, Wood House (AU)

designed accordingly with that knowing architectural space,
there was an interest in how to connect parts, junctions, to
always show the building materials with its natural surfaces, and
to express their characteristics. Arguably, in that project resides
both a deep link between the act of designing and constructing
architecture where designer, craftsmanship, workmanship and
materials are inextricable; and the notion that form follows
material. When reflecting at the building site on the new
awareness through the emergence of Wahrnehmung – of
the existing house and the almost completed alteration –
associations between past and present begin to unfold. Two
materials, locally crafted (see Fig 119) define the architectural
room, are in reciprocal dialogue, generating characteristics of
heaviness and lightness, roughness and smoothness, and an
ambiguity in the precision. It is this experience of distinctive
moods generated through these atmospheric qualities of the
situation that attracts my attention and evokes thoughts on what
is this thing, and what does what I have just experienced mean.
According to O.F Bollnow, Gaston Bachelard argues that “the
primary function of a house is to protect and shelter” and it is not
about the abstract mathematical concept of space but about
the house as concretely experienced space.15 In Bollnow’s own
words, space here takes on an emotional, human quality.

In the search for essential
characteristics of materials and
space connected with light
and shade, past and present,
it is crucial to understand how
to put two different material
parts together. The challenge
of aligning things not of the
same characteristics occurs
more often when desgning
something for the future in the
immediate area of the existing.
The idea of an exploratory
study relies on drawings that
can only illustrate space and
the surface of materials. As
spatial characteristics can
(for me) only be perceived
through the bodily interaction
with situations and things
in spaces, I begin moving
through the surroundings of
the site and also reflect on
past works. The awareness of
how materials were applied
and what is used locally leads
to the idea of closeness and
wideness, of how far apart to
assemble the wooden slats
with accuracy to the bricks
that may elicit an intense
expression of the ordinary past
and the meticulous present.

15 Otto.F. Bollnow
Human Space, p129, Hyphen
Press London 2011
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16 Gaston Bachelard,
Poetik des Raumes, Frankfurt:
Fischer Verlag, 2007
[poetic of space]

Thus, poetics in architecture have the power to transport stored
experiences from the unconsciousness into the consciousness
at the moment of direct experiencing – in the conscious state – a
phenomenon. It is about the concrete experienced space, or in
Bachelard’s words ”the poetic of space”16, where essence, as a
core spatial condition of the poetics, is the ingredient of the
concrete. Since there are no such things as poetic buildings,
there is no absolute guarantee that designed spaces can be
poetically experienced. Yet, Bachelard’s idea of space provides
a link to how I have experienced space and materiality, and
discovered intangible aspects of architecture.

Conclusion
Articulating concerns and ideas clarifies matters, and adds
another dimension to the findings of the inquiry into works. It is
almost as if another revelation takes place in the act of writing
about architectural aspects.
The understanding of what thematic concerns contain, what
they mean, and of how they are related to each other is
important to my practice allowing for a clear construct of a
practical framework through which to reflect on design work.
The knowing of where ideas can come from and how to extract
and apply them is essential to the practice of designing.
During the course of the research work, something new
emerged by reflection on a current design under construction
and through Wahrnehmung in an on-going interaction with
the socio-built environment of particluar spaces. It is not
uncommon that design ideas evolve out of a structured notion
that might entail breaking with standards, rules and conventions.
To develop ideas through an interdisciplinary approach to
research sometimes involves venturing into the study of different
intellectual fields. More specifically, to look into a concept of
“spaces for places of sound and silence” required seeking
insights into particular poetry and philosophy, and a practical
act of perceptual exploration of building sites – experiencing
processes of the removal and building of a house. It is the
discovered atmospheric qualities of the ordinary and their
characteristics that lead to a new understanding of how the
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particular experienced situation and recognised essentials,
inherent in the local built construction with its materialisation of
brick and wood, indicates a significant additional aspect of my
architecture. The realm of Wahrnehmung comes here to light, as
a medium of experiencing and recognising situations an objects
in spaces.
While the study in this section reflects on the established
thematic concerns and identifies their meaning, it reveals how,
through a conscious act of Wahrnehmung in particular situations
and spaces, new ideas emerge. This is demonstrated within the
practice of the Elwood project where Wahrnehmung is
understood as a medium to be consciously present in a situation
that allows one to experience space or a construct in a
perceptual way. The experience through Wahrnehmung on a
building site confirms my reflection that such a location, and the
action and processes of making and building undertaken there,
are a source for knowledge. This becomes critical to my work as
it provides valuable recognitions and informs my practice.
The clarification of established concerns, the emergence of new
ideas and the development of a new understanding of what this
represents with respect to designing entails a shift into a new
paradigm for my practice. This is the important moment where
I understand my work better. Since the result of this inquiry
provides for an enhanced knowledge of practice, it is now
possible to act – right from the outset of a new project – in a
conscious manner, designing and testing future propositions.

Refer p66 to p68

Refer p103 to p139

While the architectural concerns are now articulated and the
emergence of new ideas through the reflection on the Elwood
project are understood, it enabled me to proceed with the
research in a parallel manner of establishing a community of
practice and making a proposition as described in the two
following chapters.
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Fig 120 Signal Tower
Herzog & de Meuron
Fig 121 Kunsthaus Bregenz
Peter Zumthor
Fig 122 Binz office building
Valerio Olgiatti

Fig 123 Steinbuehl apartments
Harry Gugger
Fig 124 Exhibition Tower
Heinrich Degelo
Fig 125 Museum Kalkriese,
Gigon-Guyer

CH

AU

Fig 126 Marion Center
Ashton Raggatt Mc Dougall
Fig 127 RMIT Design Hub
Sean Godsell
Fig 128 Trinity College
Peter Elliot

Fig 129 NMIT Student Center
Paul Morgan
Fig 130 Dock 5 Tower
John Wardle
Fig 131 Carrum Police Station
Kerstin Thompson
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A FRAMEWORK OF COMMON CONCERNS

The paradox of Basel – Melbourne presents an intriguing reading
of the architecture of each place. In my search to situate my
practice I have established a framework of common concerns
and assembled a dichotomy of practice that allows me to locate
my community and identify mentors/peers in both cities.
For the very many, the world of architecture really begins when
a student enters (for the first time) a School of Architecture. In
contrast, I have experienced an entirely different way of
becoming involved with architectural design and the process of
constructing a wide range of commercial, industrial and
residential buildings. By doing an apprenticeship in the building
industry as I have, one is watching what the master craftsman
is making – from the actions of how he holds the hammer,
bends the copper, folds the standing seam, or how he applies,
separates and welds different materials – right through to the
completion of the final artefact. My experience was learning by
doing in a social context, interacting and sharing something but
without receiving any explanation of why it is done in this way,
and what is important in the making of a thing. Here, the
process of making an object comes and goes without any verbal
description or written documentation. In this instance, a group of
people doing things together and doing things alone.
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Fig 132 Fransworth House
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,
inspecting and supervising
building works.
The two most influential
architects of the twentieth
century never studied
architecture. Mies learned how
to build a house while on
building sites. Similarly, Le
Corbusier did not ever see a
School of Architecture from
the inside. Both architects and
Mies in particular, have drawn
personal and collective
knowledge into their designs
by way of a reciprocal
dialogue with two different
communities. The first
community is the
constructional one where
ideas are materialised into
architecture. The second is the
studio practice one where
individuals with similar notions
interact and from which a
design work can emerge.
Reflecting on some of Mies’
works, it seems that he has
elaborated, when designing,
on personal knowledge
accumulated in the time when
he was a member of the
November Group
(1918 –1933) and of the
interdisciplinary community of
design practice, design
research and design education
at the Bauhaus (1930 – 1933).
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Consequently they are sharing something or sharing nothing.
The shared tacit knowledge is implicit in the doing and
unconsciously transmitted from one person to another and
circulates, often unknowingly, within a certain community of
practice. When I was working in the discipline of engineering,
designing parts and plants of a technical nature for residential,
commercial and industrial buildings, I always interfered in
architectural spaces whether horizontally or vertically requiring
servant zones and penetrations through floors, walls and ceilings
in order to accommodate a sufficient space for components
(fittings, pipes) and their movements caused through expansion
and contraction. Throughout this process an interdisciplinary
interaction occurs. This is the moment where two distinct groups
of different concerns engage and share knowledge.
An interdisciplinary process of information (inherent in activities)
exchange is no unusual in the practice of designing. Neither is
the silent transmission of an understanding of a new
phenomenon in the field of manual production – as experienced
again when I arrived in Switzerland from Germany. Even in the
late twentieth century it was possible to engage with an
architectural practice without having ever been at any School of
Architecture. As I became interested in this concept, the learning

began on building sites but in a non-social context. Inspecting,
observing, instructing and directing are performed activities
outside a community of similiar interests that communicate
common concerns and goals. This learning comes with the
doing and through a practical contact with the process of
constructing a habitation.
To begin with, and to clarify the research at this point, the
question of what is the notion of a community of practice is one
which requires some further investigation. Etienne Wenger
suggests that “a community of practice can be viewed as a
social learning system ... we engage directly in activities,
conversation and other forms of personal participations ... we
produce conceptual artefacts that reflect our shared experience
around which we organise our participation... boundaries of
practices are not geographical.”17 In reflecting on Wenger’s
writings, specifically on the notion that artefacts reflect our
shared experience I became aware of an unanswered question
posed in the design studio by one of my former professors of
architecture – namely: “Where does this idea comes from”? The
answer is implicit in Wenger’s work, since original as an idea
might be, it is almost never new but has its origins in the
influence of previous knowledge.

17 Étienne Wenger, Essay
Springer 2010.

By looking back on my own personal experiences, I become
interested in the idea of identifying where my realised designs sit
amongst peers, how to communicate and exchange knowledge
in a defined group while also exploring solutions to complex
design situations in practice. In order to position my work and to
construct a design practice community using a process of
aligning companion projects in Basel/Melbourne. In a first
attempt, contextualising the works of architectural mentors and
peers can occur on different levels such as a consideration of
historical backgrounds, relationship to places, structure of a firm,
constraints and architectural concerns. By reflecting on past
experiences and by looking to local practices that pursue a
similar agenda’s – the idea and premise of gestalten into
Australia within the context of Melbourne – I seek to establish a
group of local peers that could become part of a framework of
common concerns.
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Fig 133 Trimag apartments
H.P Frick
Fig 134 Bachletten apartments
H.P Frick

An international community

The code of sharing and
dressing in a Miesian
community of practice was
different from the one of the
late twentieth century that I
have experienced in the
German-speaking Suisse
cantons. Yet the paradox of
the first working day in a week
has bothered Mies to some
extent when he asserts that “I
am not going to invent every
Monday morning a new
architecture”.
My argument here is that many
architectural practitioners
have taken this as an absolute
proceeding in a fashion of
uniformity by absorbing
images in their studios rather
then deeply engaging with
peers and physically
interacting with the socio-built
environment.
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When I entered into the discipline of architecture I was, for over a
decade, monotonously doing what others around me did
wearing a similar dark outfit and soaking up the same
architectural magazines, crossing our ways once a month for a
few seconds when buying the ‘bible’ from the same shop in
Basel’s city square. Thus, we had something in common –
behaving in an almost uniform way and sharing a one
dimensional approach in order to obtain information.
While I was practising – after my years of “on-building-site”
learning, and between the study of architecture at the ETH in the
familiar built environment of Switzerland – I put my work there
into a context created around two former mentors.
H.P Frick was running a sole practitioner architectural practice,
that rejected postmodernism and worked on private houses and
medium size building apartment conversions in Basel and its
periphery. He was approaching a form of re-invented modernism
with a direction to minimalism – a concept present in the 1990s
in many architectural practices of Basel and elsewhere in
Switzerland. Frick belongs to a Swiss generation of
self-educated individual practitioners who completed an
apprenticeship but did not study architecture in much the same

Fig 135 Flatz House
Baumschalger & Eberle
Fig 136 Imec Towver
Baumschalger & Eberle

way as such practitioners as Le Corbusier, Gisel, Hotz and
Zumthor. Design practice was performed in Frick’s Atelier and
also on building sites and never stopped until completion of
works. Frick had a profound knowledge of building materials
and construction methods. He knew how to build a house and
ultimately transferred this knowledge into his design process.
My experience under Professor Eberle, an architectural educator
and practitioner of Austrian background, was quite different.
Highly respected in the European architectural scene Eberle and
his partner Baumschlager were winners of international
architectural competitions and could look back to a portfolio
which included built houses, apartment buildings, offices, and
industrial buildings. Eberle was always concerned with economic
apartment planning and the relationship between the urban
structures, buildings, and the surrounding local context. He
transferred the confidence that somebody can learn architecture
at the ETH if he or she is willing to want to. His approach at the
time was of “form follows context” and architecture has at least
two dimensions – a “social one and a cultural background”.
These concepts have proven influential with respect to the
careers of many of Eberle’s former students and today’s
practitioners.
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Fig 137 Blue House, HdM
Fig 138 House Therwil, HdM

Both the experience of working with Frick and the architectural
study under Eberle’s supervision, have had a profound impact
on my practice. More specifically, the impact becomes evident
through the reflection on the findings of the inquiry into my work.
In particular my practice was influenced by drawing on the early
mentors approach of operating a practice and their architectural
thoughts. This can be traced back to concerns predominantely
manifested in architectural construction and craft, materiality,
economic planning, change of level and to aspects of
modernism, socio-cultural agenda and the notion of durability.
Swiss peers
Since 2005 I have been predominantly present in Australia
working in isolation on housing projects. It was not until 2012,
with the commencement of this doctorate, that I became
interested in, and began speculating about, my realised designs
and whether they could stand up against some works of
established Swiss architects. Having specifically followed and
physically experienced works of Basel’s architects Herzog & de
Meuron (HdM) and Peter Zumthor – being more familiar with
these than with works of others – the ongoing research into a
community of practice is focused on the reflection of past
experience rather than on visual analysis. Both Jaqcues Herzog
and Pierre de Meuron studied in Zürich at the ETH under
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Fig 139 House Leymen, HdM
Fig 140 Franke House

Aldo Rossi and Adolf Schnebli and founded their own practice
HdM in 1978. Herzog argues that the practice of HdM is
interested in themes of the world and that their design approach
is conceptual where architecture is “created in the designer’s
mind as an act of precise thinking”. HdM is experimenting with
a variety of building materials for more than two decades and
applying to each project almost one defined researched product,
with precision, to every elevation. Another interesting aspect of
HdM’s work is their spatial organisation, whether for a football
stadium, a museum or an office building. In these constructs I
had had a kind of perceptual experience through the
engagement with a set of arrangements – staged ones. My
awareness of those perceived phenomena ‘has been confirmed’
recently by Herzog in a conference at Harvard School pointing
out HdM’s concern with respect to phenomenological spaces in
their work. According to Herzog, “architecture should be visible,
conceptual and create sensual spaces”. To read HdM’s work,
one might go beyond examining pictures and drawings. In their
early projects, architecture seems to be focused on concerns of
necessities, simplicity and basics and is evident in their pursuit
of a kind of essentialism. However, in recent works the emphasis
is directed towards staging with the aim of highlighting the
aspect of presence as both an expression of
sense-perception and an indication of the notion of authenticity.

Many architects operating
in a German speaking
environment have embraced
the one material idea that was
established in medieval times
and which is still present as a
requirement in local council’s
planning and building policies.
Nevertheless, HdM’s approach
and result of materialisation to
each single construction is
unique and present as a visible
expressive interpretation of
surfaces.
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Fig 141 Gugalun House
Peter Zumthor
Fig 142 Atelier Zumthor
Peter Zumthor

Fig 143 Gugalun house
Fig 144 Atelier Zumthor

Looking more closely at the practice of Peter Zumthor one has
to go back in time to when practitioners were influenced by
practical craft rather than by academics. Since the effect of the
door handle and the years as the joiner spent on Zumthor’s
architectural projects are well known, it is not necessary to
explore this further. However, in order to expand on Zumthor’s
work it seems important to research the years between his
practical work and the foundation of the practice. For almost a
decade, Zumthor collected knowledge in the field of preservation
and building conservation as an employee at the Swiss Canton
of Graubünden’s heritage department. The deep understanding
he developed of historic building materials, their properties, of
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Fig 145 Zumthor house
Peter Zumthor
Fig 146 Wood House

how to join, maintain and restore archaic constructs is evident
in Zumthor’s projects. The concern of locale, the relation of a
building within its immediate context and its connection to past
and present, the materials and their characteristics, light and fine
craftsmanship, all played a significant part at the outset of his
design practice. This might explain why Zumthor does not
design buildings just for fees. He declines commissions if they
do not make sense to him. Zumthor sees himself not only as a
building architect but also like a former Baumeister
[Masterbuilder] who delivered the idea and materialised it
pursuing the whole through the practice of designing and the
process of constructing. Zumthor’s built works, in the German
speaking areas, whether the Saint Benedict Chapel (see Fig
198), the Gugalun House, or the Thermal Bath in Vals (see Fig
200) evoke poetic qualities when interacting with their space
and materialisation. The study into his projects leads me to the
conclusion that materiality – a limited palette of materials, often
more rural than urban – is his core concern in the act of
designing, and the shape of any of his built work is the result of
it. As a former Professor at the Mendrisio School, selected
materials were at hand in his design studios and the fact that his
practice explores models which are built in the material as used
on the building site, underscores this proposition.
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Australian counterparts
Where are the HdM, the Zumthor, the Olgiatti or the GigonGuyer of Australia? Where might colleagues practising in the
same manner and reflecting on similar aspects of architecture be
in Melbourne were the inital thoughts that determined the act of
researching into a potential community of practice to be
presented for my Public Research Symposium in October 2012.
Having not experienced – at that point in time – any works of
Australian architects, the first phase of this inquiry was carried
out through a visual process.
By looking at some of the work of Ashton Ragatt McDougall
(ARM) – a Melbourne practice of three partners – it seems as if
the projects follow a notion of making intellectual statements
which are represented and expressed in facades. What appears
arbitrary to an existing place and its built surroundings might be
an outcome of a design process that seeks to incorporate
different themes not directly exposed but locked into metaphors.
While I cannot identify similarities between ARM’s work and my
work, there is still an interesting thought to address with respect
to how ideas are developed in order to achieve ‘innovative’
solutions. This insight could be of benefit to a community of
practice whether as an inspiration or as a precedent to test out
architectural boundaries.
The work of Sean Godsell, a local practitioner, is seen in rural
areas and also in metropolitan Melbourne. As his completed
projects are very different from those of ARM, there are some
references to European projects notably executed by Swiss
architects. Interestingly, Godsell often applied in his designs the
one material solution for all elevations, a rare Melbournian
approach and an outcome of the built environment. In particular
wood, steel and concrete seem to be the dominant materials
introduced in his works. Throughout the research work I have
studied at the RMIT DesignHub. Designed by Godsell, the
experience of working at the Hub has allowed for a critical
reflection on the architecture with the aim of achieving a more
comprehensive understanding of his work. While the University’s
programme has influenced the spatial layout – a warehouse type
open floor plan intended to be flexible in use – the materialisation
of the space in concrete, steel and glass seeks to demonstrate
modernism with a minimalistic solution. The concern of precise
detailing is very much expressed within the parts and junction of
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Fig 147 Recital centre, ARM
Fig 148 Macsween House
Sean Godsell

the three materials. In regard to aspects of the whole, the
architecture evokes a contradiction between the design intent
and the outcome – more specifically, a required programme of
flexible space for easy change and modifications to
accommodate different use and users requires an adaptable
1 of 1
facade
system (with openings), not a static one. While I do not
pursue a practice that is similar to that of Sean Godsell, still
there is a link to my past works related to a notion of materiality
and detailing. Godsell’s heritage, and his realised designs, are
framed within the context of Australia. In contrast, my work has
been situated elsewhere and relates to a background of entirely
different circumstances.
In summing up the investigated practices and the concepts
developed above, it becomes clear that I am inextricably
connected to a Swiss community of practice which seeks to
explore architecture that belongs to the locale and which is
determined by concerns of materiality and manifested in a
phenomenological structure as experienced in the immediate
(rather than an organised set-up). The practice of Peter Zumthor
is consequently the strong and leading force of this community.
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Local peers of common concerns
European notions and aspects of architecture transferred into
the Australian context raise thoughts on how a future structure
of a community of practice should be designed, what
knowledge might be shared, from what should we learn, and
which architectural concerns could be further explored – in and
for the Victorian built environment. In addressing these important
concerns, one has to go beyond an investigation into images,
drawings and objects in order to identify the unknown (to me)
practice that might operate on similar complex situations and
aspects of architecture for projects situated in the Victorian
environment.

The emphasis on the
selection of the final group for
discussion was based on the
notion of similarities whether in
regard to the scale of projects,
structure of practice or the
type of work undertaken.
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As the research symposiums at RMIT provide, amongst other
things, for a platform of engagement with academics and
practitioners from a variety of fields, I became interested in
approaching a form of discussion parallel to my study and
written documentation of a community of practice. What began
as a loose communication with people of local, national and
international backgrounds ended in a structured discussion with
a small group of Melbourne based architectural design
practitioners.
Overall, I wanted these conversation to provide details of local
Australian practices which I could compare and contrast with my
output of work in order to find out how these understandings
could inform my future practice, and how a community or the
framework of common concern can be structured. In particular, I
have directed the discussion towards three objectives:
•• to consider concerns of architecture informed by the 		
background experiences of the participating architects.
•• to understand the works and the aspects of architecture
important to the participants.
•• to search for and define the community of practice to which I
and other architects belong.
		
Discussion participants:
Paul Morgan (PM), Paul Morgan Architects
Robert Simeoni (RS), Robert Simeoni Architects
Mauro Baracco (MB), Baracco + Wright Architects
Günter Gerlach (GG)

Date of discussion: 24 March 2015
On background story
GG
Paul, I remember from our first brief conversation in 2013 that
you grew up in Melbourne but we did not discuss the way you
came to the discipline of architecture and the mentors who
might had an impact on your practice.
PM
Yes, I grew up and went to school in Melbourne, first to primary
school and then to secondary school. In terms of deciding to
enrol in architecture I actually did an aptitude test with a career
guidance counsellor and architecture was number one and
journalism was number two. So it’s a rather prosaic reason as
to why I enrolled in architecture. Early influences, though, my
parents had friends who had a Robin Boyd house in
Camberwell and I remember going there – maybe I was about
ten, so it would have been about 1970. I think, perhaps even
unconsciously, that may have been an influence in my decision
to study architecture.
In terms of mentors probably the strong influences were Peter
Corrigan, Ian McDougall and Howard Raggatt who all taught me
at RMIT. I was drawn to Transition magazine, which Ian
McDougall and Richard Munday founded in 1979 and was an
editor of the magazine in about 1985. So there’s a relationship
there to the text, I guess, to writing about architecture as well as
designing. My grandfather and great grandfather were builders
and they had been an influence in the background as well.
RS
Like Paul, I went to primary school and secondary school in
Melbourne and I grew up there. My father was born and grew up
in the Venice region. He was a bricklayer and I think that’s really
where it started for me. I used to spend weekends, and holidays
working with him and I just loved the nature of being on a
building site, the idea of building. So the question of how you
build and what comes out of that really interested me. So really
all I ever wanted to do was to follow that through and become
an architect.
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When I was at Uni I worked for Bernie Joyce of Joyce Nankivell
architects and he was really a mentor. Paul, did you know
Bernie?
PM
I never met him but I am well aware of the practice.
RS
So he actually helped me to, whilst at Uni, to actually begin to
see things a little bit differently and understand that nature of
practice as well as kind of design. Before I graduated I took a
year off from Uni and worked in Italy for a year for a small firm.
I won a scholarship when I graduated from Melbourne and
studied at the University of Architecture in Venice for two years
doing postgrad work. When I came from to Australia I worked
for Allan Powell for nearly two years. I think I would say that they
were very strong influences and supportive figures.
GG
So part of your background really includes as much of a
practical nature as mine – working on building sites and giving
craftspeople a hand.
RS
Yes, pretty much.
MB
My background story is different. I didn’t grow up in Australia. I
didn’t study here either. I came here when I was thirty-five so I
had already a bit of an exposure as a practising architect in Italy.
I studied humanistic at the Liceo classico in Cuneo that involved
the study of ancient Greek, ancient Latin, Italian literature.
Coming from this school I wanted to study architecture in such a
way and it is symptomatic that in the very first years I did lots of
architectural history courses at the University. When I graduated
from the Polytechnic in Turin I started working as a research
assistant to Roberto Gabetti. After my military service I went
straight to Milan and was fortunate to find a position at Aldo
Rossi and Gianni Braghieri’s office of architecture where I did
work for over five years while at the same time running my own
small practice in partnership with Marco Romanelli.
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I think that Rossi and Gabetti can be seen as my mentors.
On concerns and aspect of architecture
GG
Paul, when receiving a commission for a residential project what
architectural concerns do you take into consideration during the
act of designing?
PM
The driving concern for me is the concept. I would say the work
is primarily conceptual. I guess often with architects it’s maybe a
little bit simplistic but I guess a lot of architects look at the
language of architecture as having its own internal
characteristics and you work within that. Other architects often
look to influences from outside architecture to have an effect on
the concept of form making.
GG
For example the apartment building next door that uitilises the
image of indigenous elder William Barak designed by ARM?
PM
Yes, the building next door. Whereas this building might be the
former, next door might be the latter. It’s a little bit simplistic but
obviously there’s a cross-over of the two as well. But with the
work of our office I guess the first step is to establish a concept.
So with the Cape Schanck House it might be the idea of the –
what we call the kinetics of the environment and the creation of
a performance envelope so that it flows through the site. The
selection of materials and construction techniques flow on from
the concept. For the Trunk House we were again looking at the
ecology and maybe, you know, systems within the ecology. But
in that example that kind of aerodynamic form that was supplied
to the Cape Schanck House was inappropriate in a forest,
which is quite a protected environment. So with the engineer
Peter Felicetti, we kind of looked at how to create a structure in
a forest by using found tree forks or bifurcations we put together
a concept both about, the kind of simple hut and the structure
which worked pretty efficiently in terms of structural optimisation;
carrying the load. The house is basically a truss.
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Fig 149 Cape Schanck House
Paul Morgan Architects

GG
You developed details of the solution as well. I remember our
discussion of two years ago. When I went back to my studio I
thought about your answers of my question what carries a
building – the detail or the idea and you mentioned the idea. But
I can see that you are very much in the detail too.
Looking at your Trunk House I understand there are thorough
details within the construction. So you spent quite a lot of time
together with the engineer to work out the details of how you
can support that construction. What is then the overriding
decision? What comes first – the concept or the detail?
PM
Well, for me the concept comes first. But hopefully there’s an
integration and it flows down into the detailing. I think the trick is
to resolve the detailing so that there’s not too much evidence of
the effort taken to resolve it, if that makes sense. Like with the
bulb tank in the Cape Schanck House.
It looks like a fairly simple gesture, but there’s a lot of technique
that goes into making it to look like a simple gesture as with the
structure in the Trunk House.
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Fig 150 Trunk House
Paul Morgan Architects

RS
Paul is very erudite and addresses the concerns quite poetically.
I think with Paul there’s always a first or an instinctive response
to a site. You’re there and you have something sort of somehow
within you. There’s a response that causes you to draw
something that you feel responds. But I think my argument is
that it’s more a question of spatial considerations and that
there’s something that then also responds quite carefully to the
context.
When I am photographing I find particularly interesting things
that are maybe a little bit incomplete, or the things that are
something in-between something else. So I guess what I find
interesting is things that are a little bit awkward or how things
don’t sit comfortably. But that then has another effect – a certain
disquieting effect in the way spaces might work. The question
of materials, or the question of detailing is meant to facilitate
that representation or that sense. I think, as an example a house
we did a couple of years ago in Queensberry Street, North
Melbourne, where it was more this sense of a defiant sort of
presence in the street. There, the materials were evinced in the
construction.
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Fig 151 Queensberry Street
House, Robert Simeoni
Architects

So you read how a concrete slab exists there and material
slipped past it rather than hiding it. The building you read is a
certain constructability in the way the building’s put together.
But I don’t know whether that’s just something that’s read
afterwards. For me I just like the idea of being able to think
through, well, this sits here and that might slip past. So I don’t
know that it’s a pre-determined sort of gesture as such. But I do
like this idea of the incomplete. I find that a very beguiling sort of
idea. It’s when you’re on site and, you know, buildings may be
eighty per cent complete and you can just get a sense of it’s not
all finished but you almost want it to stop there and you don’t
need a client, you know, the building could stop there and it
would be more beautiful than when completed.
GG
A sort of leaving a trace behind you.
RS
Yes, I mean, that’s a term I have used before where you try to
leave a trace of construction or of the sort of something that lies
just slightly beyond the building. Whether that’s spatially or even
conceptually, that something sort of sits here and then perhaps
there might be something there.
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GG
I understand that the local context is one of your concerns.
RS
I mean, I think one of the things that we’d all do is obviously,
you know, I mean, there’s sort of questions of sunlight and a
question of prevailing winds...
GG
...I assume that is implicit in your design. Can we ignore the
environmental agenda since we have to respond to six star?
RS
But I think those sort of rating things are a bit meaningless. I
think if you design a building well, you know ... I think all those
sort of tools that are used now are just sort of ridiculous and
they are very simplistic or juvenile way of ascertaining what a
building is, and how it performs. I mean, we’re not in
Scandinavia. I happen to believe that drafts in a building in
Melbourne are fantastic. I like the fact that my building at night,
that our house leaks and that’s good. I don’t believe a building
has to be hermetically sealed.
GG
In Switzerland and in Germany we have regulations in place to
achieve almost zero tolerances. I mean with zero air gaps your
life becomes dependent on mechanical ventilation. If you seal
every corner and joints up to zero there is no air circulation and if
the power supply fails you are dead the next morning.
MB
Well, I thank Robert for ending his last comments by talking
about the favourable climate conditions of Melbourne. Because
this is something that has allowed us to work with. We are
interested in the integration between built and open space,
focussing as well on the relevance of the context, on the idea of
place. I think that issues such as place, context and topography
are more relevant to us than probably the notion of form in itself.
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Fig 152 Rose House
Baracco + Wright Architects

Concerns of structure are probably becoming secondary
aspects of our way of approaching a project. Because of the
very fortunate conditions in Melbourne we have been able to
actually test even further our interest in integration between
open space and built volumes. I would say that we consistently
work, even unconsciously, by embracing Melbourne’s climate
conditions trying to work with these climate conditions and
strive to make the clients understand that it’s okay to have a
breeze coming through. It’s actually beneficial instead of having
everything so controlled. This is how we like to think every time
that we have to design something. Obviously, we don’t start with
the idea of form – and for us maybe we would say space is more
important than form. But with space also comes form. Form for
us have always been very simple. We are not the type of
architects who are interested in manipulating form so much, or
even in making tricks. All the tricks are with engineering. We are
pretty simple, almost crude from that point of view.
On the medium of designing
GG
To make those tricks and represent them requires obviously
artificial intelligence and mechanical drawing, I mean it becomes
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difficult to make those things without software and computer.
PM
Well, for me it’s hand drawing. So I always produce extensive
hand drawings usually on yellow trace ...
GG
On yellow trace. I raise this point because a practitioner asked
me a few years ago, “why do you do it on white paper”?
PM
... It could be on white paper. I don’t know. It’s just out of habit.
Probably just because, you know, the practices I used to work
for had yellow trace. So I’ve continued to use it. So I do a lot of
hand drawing and then often I’ll set up perspective views. I still
have a drawing board that I use. Then, at a certain point, I’ll
hand it over to one of the younger people in the office and they’ll
model it in CAD or Rhino.
GG
Is this an easier way for you to communicate ideas to the client
and also to the builder?
PM
Well, yes – using Rhino and 3D Max is more precise obviously. I
mean, I used to be quite a bit concerned about my lack of ability
with modelling. But I don’t worry about it too much anymore
because it’s kind of the idea that’s important. We do some
models. But we probably don’t rely centrally on cardboard
models as much as some other offices. It’s mainly about the
drawings. But we do a lot of them to resolve the form making as
much as possible before committing to working drawings. There
is the writing part too, that occurs as well, which relates to what
we’re trying to achieve. We do have design workshops in the
office so that the concept is communicated to the team working
on the project from an early stage.
RS
I almost entirely follow what Paul said in a way. I don’t do any
drawing on computer so it’s sketches on yellow trace. Like Paul
said, again, a lot of drawings.
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Fig 153 Mulgoa Street House
Robert Simeoni Architects

I still don’t know any other way to get to a resolution except
draw everything and draw it and draw it until you feel it’s right.
We do a lot of cardboard models and we also use Rhino too,
sort of thing, so I’d hand it over to someone in the office who
can do that.
GG
When you commence with designing are you already very
certain at the beginning what the final material for the building
will be or do you just leave this open?
RS
I think I leave it open and it sort of begins to kind of find itself just
through the design process. Like Paul suggested that you do a
lot of drawings. I find in that process things become evident or,
you know, it becomes clear about what should be what and how
it might relate to other – something adjoining or something down
the road. Mauro’s comment about topography is really
important. So I think it’s a pretty kind of traditional response, I
guess, you know, hand sketches, drawings over and over and
then putting it onto computer. But also cardboard models that
we treat as not presentation models but more as models that we
can pull apart and rebuild and tack together.
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MB
We are very new in terms of using computers and technology. Of
course we use it but I can’t even draw a line in the computer. We
are sketching on tracing paper – on yellow or white, it doesn’t
matter as long as it runs – very often we use also the one that
usually you buy in a roll for the kitchen. It’s not completely
transparent but it works pretty well.
We start to work quite a lot in plans. Maybe some initial plans
are drafted at a computer through ArchiCAD or AutoCAD and
of course, we also make some 3D images. We sometimes have
part time graduates or students in our office working on the
production of renderings. However, these types of rendering are
hardly commercial, not trying to represent realistic outcomes;
they are rather more interested in evoking the feel and the ideas
that inform the project.
GG
Is building as a medium to produce models used in your
practice?
MB
Of course models are very important to us, too. And our clients
normally appreciate models, as these work well to show spatial
relationships between different areas of the building, especially
for residential projects. Models in a 1:50 or 1:20 scale can be
pretty helpful from this point of view.
PM
Well, models also are more difficult to apply to the kind of form
making that we do. If you can imagine the Cape Schanck house,
we did cardboard models. But imagine doing that bulb tank out
of cardboard it’s very hard to do. I mean, you can’t do it out of
cardboard in a way that’s not coarse and clunky. Similarly with
the Trunk House, those bifurcations which ended up being
90mm thick, how do you do that out of cardboard? To find
some little branches and twigs which simulate 1:100 bifurcations
ends up looking ridiculous. So model making usually isn’t an
appropriate medium for the way we design.
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Fig 154 Rose House
Baracco + Wright Architects

RS
I think models are good for what Mauro said, when you’re trying
to convey a feeling of the project or a sense of what the project’s
about. Models are particularly good for that. But it’s sort of
funny – there’s a point at which models then become awkward
and clunky, like you make a kind of model maybe in 1:100 and
without windows in it, for example, it looks fantastic. When you
try to cut in a window or something it looks silly so it’s sort of
a sense of what it is that it’s conveying. You’re not conveying a
representation but it is more a concept selling.
On the manner of designing and the role of an architect
GG
I was designing in the past off-site and on building sites. Do you
have similar experiences? Does designing stop in your studio or
do you continue with it on the building site?
PM
We tend not to change much on site. Because, you know, we
started doing institutional projects early on and you have to have
it documented as much as you can before the builder starts on
site, because your client doesn’t want to see variations.
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So we’ve kind of applied that to residential projects just because
that’s what we learnt and how we learnt it as a practice.
The Cape Schanck House had probably twenty A1 drawings for
example. There’s not much that changed on site. But sometimes
you don’t exactly know how to resolve some elements because
they’ve never been done before, like the bulb tank. To my
knowledge it had never been done before and it’s structural; it
holds up the roof. So you’ve actually got to go to factories and
talk to people and work out, I mean, you draw it but there are
refinements that occur during construction.
Similarly with the bifurcations in the Trunk House we had a fair
idea of how to achieve it but there were still refinements that
occurred – some refinements that occurred during construction.
But mostly we’d already documented it. We knew how we were
going to build it.
GG
Robert, I remember from our last discussion you said that you
go regularly to the building site in order to follow up the design.
But you mentioned too that when the practice gets bigger the
opportunity to inspect works is often lost.
RS
Well, I think, in a funny way, sort of in an opposite way to Paul
most of the work we’d done previously was residential work. So
there was always a degree of kind of fluidity in that in a way.
Then I started doing a little bit more institutional work. Things
had to become different – had to be a sort of documented
differently; documented in a way that didn’t allow that fluidity. So
I think for me that’s a kind of change in the way we’re working
and we sort of have to do that.
MB
My role in the office is somehow similar to what I do as a tutor at
RMIT – I am exposed to some design ideas and review or
discuss these. I also normally attend to initial meetings and key
meetings with the clients as part of the design process. I often
discuss various aspects of the project with Louise, sometimes at
night time, when I come back from RMIT. Louise is the
full-time person in our office, the real and consistent practitioner
at Baracco + Wright Architects. This is how we work.
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On the architecture of the twenty-first century
GG
I am reflecting on a lecture Dietmar Eberle gave at the ETH
Zürich and where he described that after the second world war
architecture was determined by programme, and how this
began then to change in the 1980s. It looks to me that
architecture these days is much more determined by density
than by function or how a space could be perceived.
PM
Well, I guess – it’s hard to summarise it but two prominent
aspects would be sustainable design firstly and housing
secondly. The housing relates to the density of the city and the
density of Melbourne has to change. So it’s a matter of how we
achieve that. There’s some interesting kind of prototypes that are
occurring at the moment.
RS
I would add another phenomenon, which is sort of media. I
think you have the great diffusion of the sort of television shows
where they talk about building or they show the building. I think
in a sense we can talk about the idea of craft and building well
and things like that. But when you have a show that shows
something being built overnight or the nature of what building is,
it becomes commodified to a very odd sort of level. It’s no
longer building. It’s something that’s there, you know, the term
product is used a lot. I find even when you see real estate
advertisements the descriptions of what it is changes.
GG
The concern of durability plays a role here too. Are we designing
for the eternity or because people are changing every twenty
years their habits, and behaviours or moving on? What might the
future structure then be? Aldo Rossi’s concept of permanence
could become an approach here to look into existing
constructions and how we can re-organise them to serve
different functions.
MB
This also relates to very different historical and cultural conditions
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I mean, my sister has changed her house once in all her life.
She’s fifty and she won’t change anymore. In Italy people don’t
move. Here people move and relocate themselves and for many
people they are continuously selling and moving. I’m not sure if
it’s the case now but it definitely was the case for many and a
way to make some ground in financing your life. So it’s very, very
different from my family and friends in Italy.
On the idea of sharing knowledge
GG
Leon van Schaik and also Martyn Hook for example often make
the point about the importance of establishing a community of
practice in order to situate your own work within a defined
group of peers. I can see now the necessity of such a structured
community, its dynamic and the impact on things. The question
for me is then how can we share knowledge? I think of the
knowledge that’s implicit when we’re designing and of what we
are experiencing in particular on building sites.
MB
Well, this conversation we have right now is already a form of
sharing.
PM
Within that idea of the community of practice I guess you and
Mauro perhaps have a slightly different experience in that you’ve
come here to Melbourne and so there’s probably – I can’t speak
for the two of you – but there’s maybe a slightly different
relationship that you both have.
I don’t know. However, there are a couple of semi regular, you
know, meeting-lunches or dinners that occur. Robert and myself
and two other architects have dinner maybe twice a year and
just talk about our practices at a fairly pragmatic level.
RS
I think it’s also interesting to be here and be part of the
discussion. I remember when Mauro came to Melbourne for a
talk at RMIT – where I was then a third year student – and gave
some insights about Aldo Rossi but also about some Italian
builders.
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What’s been remarkable is to think about the sense from that to
the complete sort of immersion within the local here is in a way
quite extraordinary because it’s within a really short time as well
when you think about it. I think you came only for a few weeks.
MB
Yes, just for four weeks ... this was in the late 1980s and early
1990s.
RS
I think Melbourne, from an architectural point of view, is quite a
welcoming sort of city. I don’t know that one would make the
transition to Italy as easily as you’ve made it here. I mean, it’s
something about the local conditions that offers that as well.
GG
Well, I think about the time when I arrived here from Basel as a
German who studied, lived and worked for almost fifteen years
in Switzerland. It took me seven years or so to get my first
commission in Basel, still the same kind of language but two
different countries, two different histories. When I arrived here I
got a completely different reception. You get this feeling of being
welcomed, in a sense of offering and sharing, and that keeps
you going.
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Fig 155 Franke House
Fig 156 Garden House
Baracco + Wright Architects

“I didn’t grow up in Australia. I didn’t study here either. I came
here when I was thirty-five so I had already a bit of an exposure as
a practising architect in Italy.” Mauro Baracco

Fig 157Wood House
Fig 158 Avenel House
Paul Morgan Architects

“I grew up and went to school in Melbourne ... my grandfather
and great grandfather were builders and they had been an
influence in the background as well.” Paul Morgan

Fig 159 Zinc House
Fig 160 Alexandra Street
House, Robert Simeoni
Architects

“I went to school in Melbourne and I grew up there. My father
was born and grew up in the Venice region. He was a bricklayer
and I think that’s really where it started for me.” Robert Simeoni
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Conclusion
What is remarkable to me is the universal language of
architecture and the realm of shared concerns with architects
from Australia and unique parallels to my work. This new
community facilitated by the PhD enables me to pursue an
ongoing interaction with its members and to share experiences
or to collaborate on a project when an opportunity arises.
The constructive discussion with the group of Melbourne
architects reveals new insights of practice in particular of how
these individuals operate in the context of Australia, and what
are the concerns and experiences evident when working on
architectural projects.
The study into a community of practice provides for a new
comprehension – enabling understanding of the importance how
a defined group of peers can improve practice. It leads to a
framework through which work of common concerns can be
compared and tested. Critically testing, assessing and evaluating
findings requires often a peer-reviewed study. In the community
of practice we share and circulate our data extracted from
projects of similar scale, scope and nature. This may include the
experiences made throughout the various design stages, of the
town planning process, and from the tender process to the
completion of the project – the built works.It is these
accumulated information we review in a structured discussion on
regular meetings while each individual will contemplate what
knowledge to extract from here to implement in future design
propositions. This is a ongoing open research process of
building knowledge.
While the identified local practices are connected with this
practical framework, it enables individual practitioners to
evaluate their findings made on building sites, to discuss and
assess arising themes of construction and materials, of technical
and regulartory, nature. The constellation of such a group with
common concerns of materiality, craft, detail and context is an
approach about building and sharing knowledge. In particular
this references the tacit knowledge of individuals which is usually
not advertised, neither available in books, magazines, nor in any
internet medias.
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Through the inquiry I now understand in which framework I
can position my work. The establishment of the community of
practice is critical to the transformation of my own practice. The
research helps me to understand how recognised peers act
within the local setting of Melbourne – whether in the Making of
things or in the Warhrnehmung of the environment. From this
awareness I can learn and reflect upon it, and I can extract and
employ knowledge I might need in my practice to overcome
arising project constraints which may not be possible otherwise.
The present community of practice is flexible and can expand
over time. It is not absolutely limited to peers with similar
approaches and architectural concerns. As I have described
and illustrated throughout this chapter, there are the interesting
‘thoughts’ of the many acknowledged ‘potential peers’
expressed in their projects. In comparison these are often
different to my work, whether in the manner of practice or on the
level of concerns e.g. place-context, materiality, or on the level of
how to build architecture. Still, I can see a potential source of
knowledge that resides in differences. Sometimes unexpected
generated themes, and how they are developed in practice,
lead to innovative solutions. The community of practice can
benefit from this insight when sharing these understandings
specifically as a precedent for future projects in order to test out
architectural boundaries.
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A CONSCIOUS DESIGN – HOUSE HORIZON

“Until you make the unconscious conscious, it will direct your life
and you will call it fate”. Carl Gustav Jung
When I was walking, without any guidance, through the Swiss
Alps, unconsciously I discovered a way out of a dark cave. I
never went back to the same place again to explore what I had
experienced. At the end of 1991, I began working in an
architectural atelier – practising day in and day out – but never
looking back until 2012 when I commenced my PhD.
In this chapter, I will chart the development of a single house and
show how this reveals a conscious understanding of a reflective
approach to designing and demonstrates how Wahrnehmung
and Making are manifested in my architectural practice. The
research of recent years has enabled different approaches to
critically reflect on my projects. Specifically, the manner in which
I have extracted design ideas, inherent in built works, revealed
new insights. While I commenced the task in a mode of
observation – in a visual and analytical form to explore the
objects – taking a kind of spectator position has left me with just
‘technical’ information. This changed with the act of
Wahrnehmung, as a medium to be present in a situation and in
experiencing a construct in a perceptual way. It has allowed me

Refer p67
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DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Wahrnehmung

Fig 162 Village of Fuhrbach.de
Fig 163 Basel.ch

Fig 164 Melbourne.au
Fig 165 Prahran.au
The world of Wahrnehmung
can bring past experiences
into consciousness. It might
begin by reflecting on where
somebody grew up (162) and
having been in-between (163)
before arriving here (164). It
ends with the new awareness
of the place and its subject
site (165).

to understand construction, space, and its materialisation in
depth from which I was then able to further explore and extract
embedded design knowledge.
This research work was undertaken after the completion of the
inquiry into the selected output of work and considers the
extracted findings documented in the chapter ‘Paradox of
Basel − Melbourne’ and articulated in the chapter ‘Core of
Themes’. While a speculative design builds on the concept of
‘if’ − in the sense of what something could be, and on knowing
that such a proposition is directed towards a hypothetical
solution − this practice of designing is about focussing on design
work to be realised on land in Melbourne’s inner city suburb
Prahran (see Fig 166). The notion of a conscious design is
manifested in a particular solution achieved through an
awareness of practice. Of specific interest here is the question
regarding which aspects of architecture inform practice and how
the act of designing unfolds when incorporating the tools,
established thematic concerns (immediate context, materiality,
spatial expansion, economic planning change of level), and the
constraints of the design task.
Unavoidably, the conception of what is a house and what is the
fundamental essence of architecture in the context of a dynamic
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and changing society accompanies the practice of designing.
The act of designing can evolve from a position of broad
background and experience with different understandings, ideas,
or thinking processes. While some respected peers follow the
notion of form-finding regardless of the socio-built environment,
others pursue a kind of contextual approach or a dual strategy
of both conceptual-contextual. Seeing my position here from a
point of interest in the established concern of immediate context,
I wonder how a design idea can emerge out of a particular
place. While I have commenced the task and interrogated the
locale through observation I have experienced this more as an
organised process. By reflecting on it, any further practice of
designing would lead to a final design with a thought-ahead
contrived outcome (see p136, Fig 211). It is not the intent here
to commence design practice around an idea based on the
notion of critical thought or on pure reason.

DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Wahrnehmung

Rather, to commence designing with observation as an analytical
activity I am interested in exploring a place beyond simply
focussing on looking at something from an abstracted position.
Inspecting the subject site and the existing house evokes
memories of past experiences where the act of designing was
first informed through what was present – an existing building
with its setting on a specific site − or an existing house on a tiny
site bulldozed to make room for another house. In receiving
information about the existing conditions, plans were studied
which identified the building’s constructed components and
spatial relations while the analysis of a survey was supposed to
deliver answers regarding the topographical situation of the site
and its adjacent surroundings.
Having experienced different ways of designing and in particular
through the research for this doctorate, I am situating my
practice around the idea that architecture needs to address both
how a house comes into being and how it performs. This raises
the question of what aspects of architecture do I have to take
into consideration and how can I explore these aspects further in
order to to inform the practice of designing.
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DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Wahrnehmung

Fig 166 Place
Figure-ground plan, Chomley
Street, Prahran (AU)
Located within a low to
medium density built
environment of different
building typologies - the single
storey vernacular gabled
house and the multi-storey flat
roof apartment block - the
subject land at 38 Chomley
Street is of rectangular shape
and contains a single storey
house, semi-detached from
the single storey adjoining
house at 38A Chomley Street.
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Wahrnehmung of a place
When designing the proposition, practice begins right from the
outset, with experiencing the place, its surroundings and the site
through the medium of Wahrnehmung. Parallel to this I am
aware that the practice of designing should be structured
around the established five thematic concerns: immediate
context, materiality, spatial expansion, economic planning and
change of level. Here, in this moment of undertaking my
perceptual exploration of a location, unavoidably I reflect
immediately on my practice in Basel and how I have experienced
the built environment there. By moving from my standpoint now
to different directions as far as my body can absorb, I sense a
sort of chaos around me. A jungle of overhead powerlines
swinging from one timber pole to another crossing over streets
and even through trees, evokes disturbance, annoyance and
hence impacts on my mood. Inevitably, this situation affects the
practice of designing as the experienced chaos becomes an
additional constraint to be resolved in the design. Whereas to
the west, brick houses are well maintained, to the north broken
fences, sloping verandahs, fading weatherboards and even
entire houses evoke a scene which could be characterised by
the expression ‘in need of urgent repair’.

DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Wahrnehmung

Figs 167,168 Street elevations
Illustration of the perceived
immediate context in proximity
to the subject site,
west and east of Chomley
Street.

In considering these first perceived insights I am wondering
whether and how the experienced order of Basel and its
suburbs would influence this further inquiry into spaces of
Melbourne’s inner-city suburb of Prahran. At this point in time I
am unaware of how the introduction of Wahrnehmung will
impact on design practice or to what extent it will be manifested
in the architectural design.
In his 1946 lectures, Maurice Merleau-Ponty noted that “the
world which we are to rediscover is the world of perception
[translated as Wahrnehmung in German literature] which is the
world as we perceive it, the perceived world”18 [le monde percu].
Exploring the place and the area of immediate context through
Wahrnehmung is the initial idea and intent to discover the
unthought and the not-already-thought by contemplating that
this attempt could lead to a new recognition. Entering into a
particular area through a bodily interaction with present
situations of spaces enables me to experience different kinds of
physical and atmospheric characteristics of locations and to
penetrate to the core of things. The act of perceptual exploration
of a locale is not considered to be present at a particular place
by just attending it. Rather the idea is to remain in presence
within this intermittent but also ongoing act in order to spark

18 Maurice Merleau-Ponty,
Phenomenology of
Perception, London:
Routledge, 1945, 82.
“I can make a tour of
inspection of them (objects of
the world) and in that sense I
am conscious of the world
through the medium of my
body...body is not in space, it
inhabits space”, ibid, 101.
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experiences of moments and sequences. Wahrnehmung begins
here from the near to the far. It unfolds into the depths of the
immediate environment and spreads towards the subject site.
To immerse oneself in-between spaces of buildings, laneways
and fences, in form of a direct conscious engagement and selfreflection with situations of phenomenal constructs elicits a
unique lived experience. It reveals (to me) the conditions of the
perceived, their characteristics, settings, relationships to other
objects, to light, shade and to earth, and what things are present
or might be missing. Here and now, at this specific space, I
bodily sense an aggrieved Aura19, a kind of gloomy atmosphere
without a horizon. Exploring the site from here by moving
across the open spaces of courtyards and a walkway between
two brick walls, engenders a tactile experience where the
topography of the site and its specific conditions of soil, texture
and flow evolve as a new understanding of a particular location.
Loose, solid, porous, dense, and sloping are some of the
physical earth characteristics that lead to the question of how to
combine horizon with topology and how this could then be
translated into the design.

1162
windsor p +61 3 9525

19 Benjamin, who has coined
and introduced the term Aura,
in the discourse of aesthetic
theory, gives a deep account
of it, and in particular its
decline in the work of art.
Benjamin’s notion of an Aura
through sense-perception of
things in nature is contradicted
by the masses that seek to
consume it at close distance,
which is fullfiled through the
reproduction of pictures – the
declination of uniqueness.
Walter Benjamin,
Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter
seiner technischen
Reproduzierbarkeit, Berlin:
Suhrkamp, 2010
[The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction]
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Horizon
As I have been experiencing the immediate context and the
subject site, new insights came to light. In the search for how I
can connect a finite space − cooped up within its surroundings
− to another world, the idea of a free open horizon to the west
emerged as a solution. While it enables the existing hidden
gloomy rear to become part of spaces in which we live, it acts
here as a fourth dimension and at the same time it amalgamates
with the topographical conditions. Since horizon is endless it
needs a form of a boundary to make the space between it and
the perceiver visible. Physical boundaries marked by relatively
high fences, on narrow and tiny lots, are already one
phenomenon of the experienced place. Inside spaces to the rear
are often disconnected from external spaces, and have a
potential to be re-designed and linked horizontally to the front, to
the outside − the most likely spaces for common events and
interaction with situations and objects.
Topology
Originally used in mathematics, the term topology has found its
way into parametric and landscape design. Since the generated
idea of horizon is a driver for further actions in the pursuit of
designing, I became interested in the relationship between
topology and a house within its settings, and how to intersect
the spatial lived experience and the existing conditon of topos
with construction and space. As the vast landscape of Australia
becomes to me a place of socio-cultural significance and seeing
the soil as part of it, I am seeking to establish a spatial link to it
where the relation of a house, its shape and the earth forms a
transition of surfaces of elevations and surfaces of soil. The
interest of a house to be grounded to land plays a role in both
these outlined ideas. As a design is related to a particular place,
it belongs to it, it is connected to it, it can’t be taken away and
built at another place – if so, the outcome would be arbitrary.

DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Wahrnehmung

Refer pp. 56 − 57
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DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Making

Figs 170,171 Working models
1:100
First experience of an haptic
shape on small scale - ideas of
topology and horizon
materialised by making a
wooden model for the
subject site in Chomley Street

Making
What was explored and discovered through Wahrnehmung are
the ideas of horizon and topology where the topography of the
subject site rises from west to east. It is these experiences, built
up in conjunction, that inform the further practice of designing –
the act of making an architectural design for a specific piece of
land within its immediate context.
20 Architects make
architecture is a statement
I am hearing often when
engaging with practitioners
and academics.
As far back as the close of the
fifteenth century, the era when
the Baumeister [Masterbuilder]
and the architect were one,
began to end, splitting into two
roles complete with the sun
set of the nineteenth century.
Since then, the idea is realised
in the design rather than be
amalgamated with materials,
the manual building process
and the built work.
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How do I make20 a human habitation at Prahran on a tiny lot of
6.5 m by 27m considering the idea of horizon and topology is
the first thought arising within the transition of perceptual
experiences and its recognition toward the next phase of
designing? It is a bodily act of making a design work when doing
what I am doing. In a reflexive operation, design practice occurs
in unison with making by interacting with selected building
materials, present at the studio, and thinking how a construction
for a house can be made and assembled on site. Within the act
of making, past experiences of practice in Switzerland and
Australia are unfolding.
It is in this procedure, of reflection-in and on remembering,
where experiences are transformed into action interpolating past

and present, contemplating what the design constraints of
Melbourne are, what could be employed from Basel, and what
seems to be important for the subject site.
Donald Schön describes reflection-in-action as a reflection on
what we are working on as we are working on it while in
reflection-on-action: “we reflect on action, thinking back on what
we have done in order to discover how our knowing-in-action
may have contributed to an unexpected outcome.”21 This
evokes the thought of what the nature of knowing contains and
transmits to the act of making. The unconventional undertaking
of making requires simultaneous actions on three different levels
− the macro, the micro and the thinking of the spatial − in order
to achive a design solution that can be realised without any
additional detailed design exploration of materials in the practice
of designing. I am concerned with the structural components
and of how to assemble them – joining becomes a particular
part of making. In this act, I seek to examine, at an early stage,
building materials to be used for the construction by looking into
their physical performances and aesthetic characteristics
(see Figs 172,173). This is to understand how parts, junctions
and sections can be connected (see Figs 175,176,177) in order
to obtain an outcome of a whole. In the doing of testing the
sectional design components a reflexive moment occurs of an
unforeseen situation of how the concrete skeleton, that provides
for the architectural space, is to join up with ground and
foundation while the designed macro level indicates a construct
of permanence (see Figs 174,192).
The concern of the micro – the finishing material layers – with its
application and the manner of joining, of both the external and
internal surfaces, is important to the act of making. It contributes
to the Gestalt22 and defines, with the macro, the available net
space for the spatial layout. In this phase, there is not much
room for hesitation; accordingly the selected building materals
need to be tested and defined at this point in time. It is in this
design situation and the physical examination of the model
(see Figs 178,179) and the single parts such as bluestone
(see Fig 173) and wooden slats, the sampling, touching,
smelling, looking, balancing, turning and moving of it, where
thoughts on the aspect of presence arise.

DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Making

21 Donald Alan Schön,
The Reflective Practitioner,
New York: Basic Books, 1983,
26.

22 Gestalt − here not to be
drawn on Max Wertheimer’s
and Christian v. Ehrenfelds
Gestalttheorie of the
psychological field and its
subject of Gestalt-Qualitäten
[gestalt-qualities] and the
qualities of consciousness
− but more focused on the
architectural Gestalt, related
to physical phenomena and
as the result of an architecture
where parts and correlated
aspects of aesthetic, functional
and technical qualities form
a whole; it is a concrete and
unique structure, bounded to
its immediate context,
enabling inhabitants to
perceptually experience,
consciously and unconsciously
spatial situations.
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Fig 172 Concrete
blocks for the
macro level to
obtain a
construction that
supports the notion
of durability and the
emerging ideas of
permanence and
presence (see
p111).

Fig 173 Volcanic
basalt (bluestone)
slats for the micro
level, joint on the
macro to establish
a relationship
between Victorian
history, locale, and
the built
environment of the
immediate context.

DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Making

Fig 174 Vertical section
Making a design is
accompanied by thoughts
about constructing the
proposition on the subject
piece of land.
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DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Making

Figs 175,176,177 Joining
sections
The making of a design begins
with a structural exploration of
loadbearing elements and the
micro structure - the finishing
layers of walls and floors.
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5437

_J8R5438

DESIGN PRACTICE
design situation: Making

Figs 178,179 Working models
1:50
Testing the proposed volumes
in relation to the site setting,
adjacent house and building.

When exploring the spatial layout and designing its organisation
_J8R5442
(see Fig 181)
a common concern of theoreticians of how to
design a house − from inside to outside or vice versa − is part of
my reflection. Since the ideas that drive the practice of designing
are derived not from a position of thoughts and reason but
through experiencing a place, the question of what is the
significance of space and how to make the spatial layout
remains. The concrete skeleton, as described above
(see Figs 172,180), provides for space but requires testing of its
spatial qualities.
By making a space − through shifting, twisting, increasing and
decreasing surfaces − and setting it within given boundaries and
volumes, I understand that the idea of entrance is the emerging
link connected with space, and this is also true for an inhabitant
who interacts with and uses spatial layouts in a particular way.
Working at this stage on the floor plan − and at the same time
on inquiry into the typology of access, and the testing of
openings and their sizes and locations − evokes a reflection on
space, light and shade that sparks interest in the idea of
moments of moods.

5439
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DESIGN PRACTICE
design review: on action

Fig 180 Longitudinal section
Dematerialisation of the model
to expose the macro structure.

Joining
To assemble materials on all levels requires not only an
awareness of their mechanical properties and local resources,
but also includes the understanding of a site – what is there,
where to join different spaces and which aspects of architecture
the proposition wants to address. As the term detailing is often
used to describe the manner of how a house is designed and
put together, joining gives an account of its necessity and of
what the purpose is to articulate it in a particular way When
designing parts, angles, and sections (see Fig 175,176,177,182,
183,188) of the selected materials I am interested in what we are
really doing in joining that occurs on all levels – on macro, micro
and spatial (see Fig 181) – of making. Smelling the concrete
dust, hearing and seeing the concrete cutter on a completed
building site making a groove in the area where I am present
writing this paragraph, reminds me of a paradox in the process
of designing. Very often building materials, whether of equal or
different performances are seamlessly joined in the architectural
design diagrams, while in my design work the separation of
materials already takes place in the act of making.
Joining, as a need and as a form of isolation and control,
becomes a counteract against the physical material properties of
contraction, expansion, tension, torsion, size, weight and

When I realised the ideas of
horizon and topology by
making a wooden model
(refer Figs 170,171) it was
used as a point of transition in
order to understand how
these concerns could be
transformed into a concrete
construction. As the model
establishes a relationship
between the lot’s setting and
the adjacent buildings, it
informs the reader about the
resulting shape.
Manual design drawings seek
to provide an insight of space
and skeleton that implies the
use of envisaged materials,
and the handling and joining
involved to assemble it.
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Fig 181 Horizontal sections
In the act of designing the
spatial layout within the
boundaries of the concrete
construction memories relating
to how I lived and moved
through a house in early days
and how human behaviour
has changed - specifically over
the last two decades - come
to the surface. Through this
reflection I become aware that
people in Basel appreciate and
experience space in a different
way from people in Melbourne.
It is these factors, coupled
with the human intention to be
in a physical construct of
walls, floors, ceilings, windows
and doors that are important
ideas that need to be
considered when working on
spatial layouts.
Once space gets inhabited it
becomes a place of social life
and activities influenced
through the joining of spatial
organisation and materials.
23 Peter Carter, Mies van
der Rohe at work, London:
Phaidon, 1999, 27.
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pressure in order to avoid the common causes of cracking,
splitting, deformation and material destruction. What comes
second is how to express the need of joining.
According to Mies, “architecture begins when two bricks are
put carefully together.”23 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, a master of
handling construction, materials and detailing (see Figs 189,190,
191) has made, amongst other things, a lasting impression with
respect to the use of architectural components in his works.
Many thoughts were employed to identify where and how
materials meet in finely finished expression. How the concept
of aesthetics was addressed to all my past propositions in
the doing of joining was often dependent on the nature of the
material, the availability of skilled people making things on
building sites, and on the building budget set at the time of
briefing. From a technical point when designing the notion of
aesthetic in the joint is attached to practice. “Why do you hide
the downpipes of the gutters, you hide the gutter
(see Figs 19,107) too and you put a lot of effort in this detail of
your architecture”, was a critique I received from a panel
member during my second Practice Research Symposium.
Reflecting on realised designs, research and feedback, both the
aspects of techniques and the aesthetics of joining are
somehow in reciprocal dialogue and are ingredients of

DESIGN PRACTICE
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Figs 182,183 Joining of
window - wall section

architecture that I have been pursuing. Aesthetic of joints is not
to be seen as a motif of decoration; it becomes a question of
constraint, expression and restraint in the act of making, and
within this phase of joining, designing is informed through
reflection on the past.
Once again, practice of an individual experienced in two places
emerges in a complex situation of joining that evokes three
fundamental questions of architecture − what, how and where. It
is a conscious reflection in-action that takes place in this specfic
design situation of practice. At the same time, I am exploring
both the notion of what is the purpose of a house, its use
(see Figs 184,185,186,187), the dominating aspects of
architecture, how to put a house together and where further to
look into − to find something else that might exist in-between
space, body and experiences.

The inquiry into design
practice in order to explore all
material components related
to joining, begins and is
present at each design phase.
It never ends and is important
for the act of making and to
the outcome − the built work.
When architecture is the result
of design practice and the
process of constructing, then
joining of every single material
part and sections becomes a
hinge to the whole. It requires
both research off-site, and on
building site during the period
of constructing a house.
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Fig 187 Kitchen room
In the doing of structuring
the spatial organisation for
the kitchen room there is a
moment where I recall the
Swiss experience and of how
such a space was designed
in order to facilitate functional
work processes. While the
function of a kitchen is almost
universal the purpose of it is
not. The question remains as
to how people use a kitchen
room and how important a
spatial social interaction in the
cultural setting of Melbourne
becomes.
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Construction joint
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Cement Board 9 mm

150

Cement board 6 mm
Construction joint 5mm
Wooden window frame

32

Wooden window casement

12

Window glazing 6/20/6 mm

Air Fill
Bluestone 600x70x20 mm
Wooden window reveal

Concrete blocks 400x200x150 mm
Cavity 32 mm
Wood paneling 12 mm

Fig 188 Horizontal section of
south-west corner
Joining of wall-window
outlining macro and micro
levels − invented corner
section (not a repetitive detail)
− and designed for a specfic
place, site and proposition.
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In the German speaking part of Switzerland, with its
sophisticated infrastructure and diverse technologies, detailing
has led to and consequently informed a process of designing
rooms for a particular function, as well as of constructing − from
commencement to completion. Joining takes into account both
the use of space and of how a person might perceive it, and the
heterogeneous elements of floor, walls, ceiling, door and window
assembled into a unity.
The notion of in-between considers joining as a serving action
and is seen as the means to an end, rather than an intention of
expressive material details.
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Fig 189 Horizontal corner
section of Seagram Building
Mies van der Rohe
The external layer in front of
the structure as an
independent skin − not in
conflict with shrinking and
expanding tolerances of the
internal load bearing structure.

Miesian detailing of a reveal
as a joint at which different
materials meet.
Fig 190 Toronto Dominion
Bank
Joining of stainless steel
elevator door frame and
Roman travertine.

Fig 191 Toronto Dominion
Bank
Joining of oak elevator door
frame and wooden wall panels
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Fig 192 Cross sections
A heavyweight concrete
construction, solid connected,
grown out of the earth.
While the concrete skeleton
is permanent, its hierarchical
composition supports the
idea of permanence within
architecture. As permanence
is a response to a change of
situations that occur in
societies and the demand of
adaptable, flexible use of
space, it too answers
environmental concerns of
increasing energy
consumption – that come
with constructions lasting only
a short period of time and the
resources involved for
demolition and waste
proccessing.
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The emerging aspects of architecture
It is in the doing, and through the manner of making, that new
architectural aspects come into being in particular situations,
each informing practice. While the conscious design enables the
testing of thematic concerns, established and articulated in the
chapters of ‘The Paradox of Basel − Melbourne’ and ‘Core of
Themes’, it also clarifies which themes and aspects become
important for practice. Since the practice of designing was, for
the first time, consciously performed throughout this proposition,
the implemented medium of Wahrnehmung at the outset of the
design work has not only generated initial design ideas but also
impacted on practice. This occurred within the act of Making
where new aspects of architecture, during actions, emerged
and superseded, in particular the previous concern of economic
planning. Specifically, the ideas of horizon and topology
generate the shape of the proposed house while permanence,
entrance, presence and moments of mood arise in the
action of joining the proposition into its final design solution. The
specific meaning and influence on the design will be explored
further.

Permanence
The relation of architecture and time seeks to clarify the
association of construction, flexibility and durability. The thought
on function whilst working on a design proposition is a common
concern yet never fully explored in practice. The morphology of
cities has changed over time with the consequence of the loss
of established urban fabrics and architectural structures.
Designing spaces today requires reflections on how many
different generations can live in a house within its existing
skeleton, and how the notion of function would interfere in and
change the form caused by the demand for a new way of use.
Considering here the overseas experience, about sixty percent
of Europe’s built environment was hastily constructed between
1950 and 1980. In this scenario architecture was determined by
programme, selected for a specific period and a particular
society that lived in families. Since these constructs were
erected in concrete and mortar with load bearing walls to the
outside and the inside. The modification of it became a major
problem and evolved through the change of a new generation
that lived not any more in a familiy structure and which
requested different sizes, shapes and use of spaces. While
permanence is an idea that acts against the notion of an existing
form to be changed where a specified overarching function
determines its Gestalt, it supports flexible space requirements
that become different with each generation of inhabitants.
In order to bring quality to lasting Bauten [constructs], new
interpretations of construction is required. Permanence provides
for a bridge to these approaches and can be seen as an
intangible quality in architecture. This thought is reflected in the
Prahran project whilst the heavyweight concrete skeleton seeks
a correlation between the existing and the surrounding fabric.
Here, the external becomes permanent and the internal
temporarily achieved through long clear spans (see Fig 192) that
result in a spatial independence and a flexible use of space.
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“The city of Split which grew
up within the walls of
Diocletian’s palace gave new
uses and new meanings to
unchangeable forms. This is
symbolic of the meaning of the
architecture of the city, where
the broadest adaptability to
multiple functions corresponds
to an extreme precision of
form”. Aldo Rossi
Rossi’s investigation into
typologies and his concept of
permanence, structured
through place, space, time
and form, belonges to the
context of the Europen cities.
However, I can see a parallel
in Rossi’s position and my
thoughts of permanence.
Specifically, where the form of
the construction is intact there
is no need to remove it
respectively design a structure
for a new house in a way that
allows for flexible and different
use of space without any
change to the existing
structural shell.
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Fig 193 House door in Prahran
Fig 194House door in
Haldenstein (CH), P Zumthor
Fig 195 House door in
Elsternwick (AU)
Entrance deeply recessed in
the centre of the elevation and
facing the side boundary.
Entrance exposed and facing
the public eye.

Entrance
As one of the five independent architectural elements, the door
− the main entrance to the internal space − is more than just a
barrier between outdoor and indoor. The interest and
importance of it seems to be acknowledged by a Council town
planner demanding during the design assessment that “the door
should face the street to provide for surveillance”. In the practice
of designing, the investigation into the typology of access occurs
on different levels. It considers important questions such as what
is the function of the door, where is its location and how is it
connected to the house and linked to space. Opening and
closing are the main functions of the house door. But entrance
is about more than just the objectives of entry and exit. I am
specifically interested in where it should interlock the private
open space with the private interior space of the house, and in
its subjective functions − the experience one makes on the way
to the door and standing in front of it. In the Basel projects of
building conversion many thoughts within practice were directed
towards entrance. The concerns of a main building and
apartment access was always present in the act of designing in
order to achieve maximum usable space without interferences,
without oversized corridors, and to identify the point of departure
from where to access each room within its different functions
126
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Fig 196 North elevation

such as sleeping, cooking, studying, washing. Entrance was and
is too, a location to sojourn, a threshold of social interactions. In
this context, past experiences determine the typology of access
to the Prahran proposition. Considering that the brief is set out
to design a house the solution reflects almost the centred
position of a building and apartment access.
When I was walking as a child to our local school I experienced
it as two different phemonenon. While the way from our house to
the school was physically the same way as from the school to
the house, emotionally it was not. So entrance can unlock
events or occurrences whether of sorrowfulness or happiness
bringing burried knowledge into awareness. In the act of making
a design I can see that the transit point of public to private space
lies within the fence gate. The medium of Wahrnehmung
culminates in this spot. Moving to the front door and then
standing at the door can elicit expectations, aspirations or
memories and bring them into consciousness. Specifically, one
might be reflecting on what is behind this door, how someone
may be welcomed or seen off, what is the space made of and
how does light and shade transport us through it. It is the
possibility of a lived experience one can make between locations
of gate, door and space − thoughts on the subject-object nature
that I am reflecting on with respect to the aspect of entrance.

Whilst drawing the elevations
at a time when the skeleton
and the spatial have already
been developed,24 in a
reflexive moment the notion
occurs of what is visible and
what is invisble in architecture.
How presence is related to
space and to planes, what is
private and what becomes
public, and how much natural
light does a room need
without jeopardising the
aspect of shade in architecture
is of interest to me when
exploring the relationship
between entrance, openings
and presence.
As Richard Sennett has, in his
writings, introduced the term
of das Intimitätsprinzip
[the intimate principle} and
pointed to the loss of privacy
through the overwelming
introduction of glass facades −
that follow the principle of
transparency − leads me here
to the thought that a facade
has not only a technical and
aesthetic function but also a
social one.
24 Using the term developed
at this point in time of the
actual design situation
underscores the manner of the
practice of designing − the act
of making a design on three
levels simultaneously.
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FIg 197 Zinc House (AU)
In the act of making a design I
get drawn back to experiences
I made by interacting with
situations and the architecture
of a house and a chapel. It
evokes memories about how I
have perceived the aspect of
presence.

Presence
In the act of making, where I build a model for a proposition and
interact with materials to be involved in the process of
constructing a house, there is a situation where testing of an
existing structure is possible. With this tactile experience of the
model I become aware of the turning point from the abstract to
the concrete − from the design to the making of a thing where
something comes into being and remains within its
particular socio-built environment. The awareness of presence
during the practice of designing ultimately raises the question of
what is a house, what is it for and what does it do to its
inhabitants? Still existing in memory, the houses in our
community were understood as simple, essentially vernacular
constructs, to be used for shelter and living. Houses then were
identified as identity, as a thing of being, grounded in a specific
context and belonging to it. Materials were selected in order that
rooms could come into being rather than to express form. They
were things in rooms for use in daily life defined spaces. There
was a relationship between those things and people. Today, I am
confronted with a presence in architecture that seeks
representations and expression for references of fashion as
demonstrated for example, through the visual concept of images
available in magazines and online media − information, if
128
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Fig 198 Saint Benedict chapel,
(CH), Peter Zumthor

conceived, may have an impact on design practice. In working
against a globalised architecture of representing isolated objects
conceivable through purely visual impression I am interested in
an authentic physical being of a house-building and its spatial
structure (see Figs 199,200,201). This approach includes the
notion of the tangible and intangible characteristics of the
architectural body and space we can experience through
actions of connecting with a thing and penetrating surrounding
areas and zones. In the pursuit of presence in architecture I am
pondering the scale, shape, openings, material compositions
and the setting of the proposition − that is for the subject
land only. What might be absent or remain depends on the
complexity of constraints and the restraint of physical and
emotional structure.
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Fig 199 Franke House,
Elsternwick, (AU)
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Fig 200 Therme Vals, (CH)
Peter Zumthor
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Fig 201 Villa Mairea, Alvar
Aalto
Without having ever been at
the villa in Norrmakku Finland
this picture comes to
consciousness and is a
powerfully expression of a
moment of mood experienced
by the two people on the
treshold of the inner and the
outer spaces.

Moments of mood
In reflecting on my built work, in particular the spatial
organisation, I was drawn back to my childhood experiences of
how we moved in spaces and between things, where did the
sun came in, where did it leave the house, how was the space
perceived in the attic in comparison to the underground and
ground floors. Looking back, I can see in my previous plans
similar arrangements where objects such as furniture, sit in
spaces, stand free of the walls, while shelves are recessed.
While the design brief specifies the achievement of open-plan
living, I am unable to suppress events and influences from my
past. My pen works in the opposite direction and rooms from
my past – whether in the one-family house or in later apartment
living – become the present. At the same time, there is the
understanding that each room enables different occurrences of
moods perceived in moments of being connected with
sequences of phenomena. This is evident while I am writing the
section about ideas, in specific of presence and in moments of
mood.
Sitting in front of a computer in a south facing room with the
assistance of artifical light, no thoughts can be transmitted. But
by moving across the room and using pen and paper, a sort of
pachwork is evolving. In walking through the corridor entering
132

the north facing room, I sense a different atmosphere that
transposes me to a level where I can express and document my
interest in moments of mood.
In his essay on new aesthetic, Gernot Böhme describes the
relationship between surrounding qualities and human
conditions as something that both are connected with.
Accordingly, “this something through what surrounding qualities
and conditions are correlated − that are the atmospheres.”25 It
has never been easy to talk about architecture. Indeed,
illustrating and articulating an intangible medium is even more
difficult. Nevertheless, since I have bodily experienced places of
more than one situation it seems to be relevant to design
practice − in regard to make available for and to find out about
an experience a resident might undergo and has done so in
realised designs. Moments of mood is not an abstract idea
discovered through designing the Prahran proposition, on the
contrary, I am interested in making it into a concrete being. This
requires thoughts on the means of atmosphere and of how
a space resonates with it. In terms of the notion of a bodilysensuous experience of situations in spaces, it is important to
highlight that the interest in moments of mood is not related to a
cognitive concept nor to a form of staged conditions under
which atmospheres can occur (such as on the stage or in a
theatre). Instead of setting, the act of making seems here to be
the approach to practice where conditions are brought into
existence through both a spatial configuration that can be
explored by choice of movements in different directions, and the
expression of intangible and tangible materials.
Designing a non-linear space of phenomenal construct, where
one can enter and explore − in an non-predefined way − curves,
corners, openings, narrowings and voids assembled with
materials of sound, light, shade, stone and wood, generates
atmospheres of different charateristics that can make
a spatial lived experience possible. In this instance, the aspects
of presence and moments of mood
(see Figs 197,198,199,200,201) are inextricably linked.
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25 Gernot Böhme,
Atmosphäre, Essay zur
neuen Ästhetik, Berlin:
Suhrkamp, 2013, 23.
[Atmosphere,essay on new
aesthetic]
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Figs 202,203 Section of north
curved window partition.
Figs
204,205,206,207,208,209
Space of under ground and
ground floor.
Exploratory diagrams related
to presence and moments of
mood
Studies on the characteristics
of atmospheres, on how
inhabitants could experience
a phenomenon.
An attempt to explore what is
needed to unlock sensuous
qualities of spaces, of
moments of irregularity and
the unexpected in expected
situations.
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Figs 210,211 Exploratory
drawing of a vernacular and
contemporary house for the
subject site in Chomley Street.
A hut as the ultimate symbol of
shelter. Before having explored
the locale and subject piece
of land my body is glancing
back to the memories of the
vernacular, the experience
made in this type of house
wondering how would that
space be perceived today
here, or could there be
an architectural outcome that
combines both past and
present.

Conclusion
After more than two years of research, the work of a conscious
design demonstrates a test against established thematic
concerns, their relevance to the proposition and illustrates a
practice of designing. This review of the conscious design seeks
to highlight what is discovered, what is understood and what
changes in practice have occurred. In designing the proposition
of a house, to be built on a narrow site in Prahran, emerging
architectural aspects are identified and articulated. In particular,
permanence, entrance, presence and moments of mood often
arose unexpectedly throughout practice, whether through
specific actions or reflection on design situations, performed offsite, and within different design sequences.
While five thematic concerns − a value system that enables for
a first transformed design practice − were previously identified
throughout the inquiry into past works, the current research
reveals that these concerns are negotiable within complex
design situations that occurred during the act of making the
proposition.The design practice does not begin around the
thoughts of detail nor does it end in it, rather it is hinged on both
Wahrnehmung and Making. While the realm of Wahrnehmung is
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Fig 212 Drawing of the west
elevation
In the act of conscious
designing the perceptual
experience of the immediate
context and the subject site
generates an idea that informs
practice and impacts on the
design solution where shape
and space are the result of it.

explored and understood in a new light, it informs the practice
of designing at an early stage by delivering an intial design idea.
In this way it becomes the tool of knowing where and how to
interact in specific situations. Since the act of making a design
proposition correlates with joining, it requires the two mediums
of building (a model) and drawing (parts, junctions, sections and
elevations) throughout practice. Designing often implies a
conscious manner of reflection in-action. This awareness is
important in establishing how an emerging idea at a particular
design phase can be identified, extracted and documented.
As a result, I am informed about what become new aspects of
architecture, why these aspects are significant to me, how to
negotiate concerns against constraints and how to implement
apparent ideas into practice.
As the way of doing things has changed since commencing the
PhD, it has become different again. I am now operating in a new
mode of consciousness and reflection. What has been (in the
past) a process of designing, conveyed in a logical order, has
translated into a practice of designing. When design activities
are aligned with architectural institutes, registration boards and
text books, as well as with design guidlines evolved out of the
sustainable agenda, the way of designing often drifts into a form

Refer p34
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of process influenced by emerging external specialists of
facade planners and other consultants such as energy rater,
light, acoustic or interior planners. Concerns and architectural
value systems implicitly end in a correlation and dependency of
external forces that impact on designing. Thus, the possibility of
including original ideas in a process-based design is lost by the
expanding constraints. The emerged design practice, conscious
about and in control of these implications, is structured around a
framework of Wahrnehmung and Making as a bodily act where
the former generates a locally born idea and the latter is to put
architectural design components on all levels together − with
selected building materials present and in considering processes
to be used for constructing a house. It forms the current practice
and is both action and the way in which the action is performed.
In reflecting on the design proposition for the Prahran site,
practice unfolds in a conscious manner by testing the
established thematic concerns against the above described
project constraints and expectations while the mediums of
manual drawing and Wahrnehmung are used in action both in
my studio and at the place – the socio-built environment of the
immediate context and its subject site. In this conscious practice
of action and reflection, the making of the design is informed
through Wahrnehmung. This construct, where researching is
undertaken through designing (Wahrnehmung + Making), leads
to new understanding and findings.
The awareness of Wahrnehmung as a ‘tool’ of knowing where
and how to employ this medium allows me to explore a place in
new light. Rather than using a form of observation as a one
dimensional approach of analysis through sighting, it is
perceptual interactions and engagements – bodily, conscious
of all senses – with things which evokes characteristics that are
unique to particular locations or objects. It is through this ‘tool’
that I was drawn into an atmosphere where the phenomenal
appearance and ideas emerged – sensed as horizon and
understood as topology – which belong to the specific place.
Wahrnehmung does not stop here. It penetrates into the act of
Making – the design proposition. In the past, digital computer
drawings became a mechnical operation with an outcome of a
precise product; now, the study into manual drawing allows in
depth interaction in design situations.
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Fig 213 The Golem (1920)
Director: Paul Wegener
Designer: Hans Poelzig

In this doing perceptual reflection on the experienced place
and selected building materials, present in the studio, are in
reciprocal dialogue with Making a design. It is in this act that the
aspects of entrance, permanence, presence and moments of
mood arise. The identified acts of Wahrnehmung and Making,
their described meaning, and the emerging aspects, become
critical to my practice thus facilitating its final transformation.

In my fifth practice research
symposium, I have, almost
intuitively, presented, as part
of my ongoing research work,
this image. It suggests a
relationship that may exist
between its poetic appearance
and a practice that I intend
to pursue in order to design
rooms with multi-sensory
qualities. As a result of my
inquiry, I am now aware that
this picture serves as an
important reference point for
my idea of architecture − that
is to make a space of human
and emotional structure
enabling the interaction with
situations of ordinary local
phenomenal constructs
through Wahrnehmung – that
elicits spatial lived experiences.

Refer p125 to p133
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Fig 214 Zinc House
Melbourne-Windsor (AU)
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TOWARDS NEW ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE – MAKING A TABLE

In establishing my practice in Melbourne after my arrival from
Europe, I found myself unsure as to what the ideal structure
might be, and how it might operate most effectively. In my
practice in Switzerland I have been focused predominantly on
building conversion. By reflecting on my Swiss experience I was
practising on existing constructs, on objects or artefacts in place
and doing a design in order to change, to transform their
existing structures. Thus practice can be seen as an act of
gestalten [form, space making; to give a thing a particular shape
or a different spatial layout]. When working on a project, the
architectural discipline specifically talks about entwerfen
[designing] but the term gestalten is also very much in use within
the architectural language of German-speaking countries. In
contrast, in 2005, I established gestalten in Australia and
Switzerland as a practice to work on residential and commercial
projects. Influenced by Walter Gropius’ idea of how to form and
operate a practice (such as TAC26) my practice was thought to
be an open one, a kind of a studio where, in times to come,
practitioners could join, work, and to be recognised as an
architectural gestalter [maker] and as an equivalent associate.
However, since the idea was outlined it has never materialised.

26 Gropius’ interest in practice
was based on the notion of
collaboration rather than
indivdualism fulfilment when he
became a founding member
of The Architects Collaborative
(TAC) at Cambridge,
Massachusetts, in 1945.
Gropius always saw himself as
a team member rather than a
leader – despite the fact that
his partners were often former
students.
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Figs 215,216
Zinc House NOW
Presence in architecture,
conveyed through the physical
occurrence of its structure...

gestalten
In my practice, gestalten, I have been operating in the shadow of
the unconsciousness guided by past experiences made in two
distinct worlds. Practising in this way, without being aware of
one’s own knowledge, has often led to defining design problems
in order to gain – rather than explore – a solution by using a mix
of representative mediums such as descriptions based on
observations, sketches, CAD drawings and models. While the
research has identified a practice in two places, testing the
findings within the work of the current design proposition has
allowed me to clarify the taken actions and devices. Today, and
through the new understanding, gestalten becomes architectural
practice – that is, conscious reflective practice. The manner in
which this practice works can be described as a performance in
two acts – Wahrnehmung and Making. While the former
becomes a tool of knowing where and how to interact with
situations in spaces of local constructs, the latter ends with a
solution of an architectural Gestaltung [design].
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Fig 217
Zinc House NOW
The passage as a point of
departure
...and through the experience
a person can make by bodilysensuous interaction with it.

In Wahrnehmung, the challenge is to bodily explore – through
moving and resting – the socio-built environment of a specific
immediate context, followed by the documentation of the spatiotemporal experience. The knowledge that emerges from such an
inquiry enables one to incorporate this awareness into bodily
action that permeates a subject site and which generates a
further understanding of a particular area. While making is then
informed through the arising site knowledge of spatial, material
and tactile characteristics, it leads to action first materialising an
identified initial idea by building a model. Secondly, the approach
is to interact with pre-selected building materials and practising,
through the medium of hand drawing, simultaneously on
different layers. The drawings produced will represent both an
architectural proposition and Baupläne [building plans].

Wahrnehmung refer p106

Making refer p110
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Figs 218,219
Franke House NOW
Presence in architecture,
conveyed through the physical
occurrence of its structure...

The term layers refers to the
macro and micro elements of
a house. Since external walls,
floors and roof are determined
as load-bearing structures,
the micro describes the
finishing layers both internal
and external assembled to the
construction.

27 In January 2003, minimum
energy efficiency measures for
dwellings were introduced into
the Building Code of Australia
(BCA).
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The architectural practice value set
While the testing of former design propositions and the
evaluation of built work have indicated that my recent practice of
designing was associated with five thematic concerns of
immediate context, spatial expansion, economic planning,
materiality and change of level, the research of the conscious
design project made matters comprehensible with respect to
what becomes important – what can be included or excluded –
and what aspects inform future practice. The fact that I do not
explicitly express the notion of ecological principles and
environmental sustainability does not mean these agendas are
overlooked since they were to a certain degree implicit in every
design. While many regulators and architects in Europe
embraced the principles of an eco concept in the aftermath of
the Oil Crisis of 1973 focussing on application of solar panels,
geothermal technologies, thermal insulations for glazing,
elevations, and roofs in order to reduce fossil fuel energy
consumption, Australia has taken an approach of “minimum
energy efficiency measures for houses.”27 Since then, a variety of
star-rating systems have been introduced, escalating over time
and becoming design guidelines enforced by governments. I
have experienced these guidelines previously as constraints.

Fig 220
Franke House NOW
Light and shade transports us
through space
...and through the experience
a person can make by bodilysensuous interaction with it.

As it has become apparent – through the reflection on concerns
and the current design work – Wahrnehmung, at the outset of
the proposition, informed the further actions of practice. Thus a
shift from previous concerns to different aspects of architecture
occurs. While the transition from a pragmatic to the evolved
phenomenological position within a design situation is highly
complex, my transformed practice demonstrates the ability of
both how to operate with constraints – whether of legal or
planning forces – and meet compliance. In this way, I no longer
see regulations as something to be met rather as a challenge to
overcome. The conscious design proposition – House Horizon –
for the Prahran project, meanwhile approved by the Council’s
planning department and in the process to be realised, has
provided for a qualitative evaluation and answers the question
involving the extent to which my value system becomes
embedded in architectural practice.
The new found awareness of the practice value set, inherent in
past, and current projects, allows me to structure a refined
architectural position from which I can draw. The emphasis is on
pursuing an holistic outcome manifested in the conclusive
development of gestalten–Gestaltung–Gestalt. This is the
transformed construct to apply for any future architectural work.

Gestaltung − which
can be translated into
English as design − has
many connotations and
interpretations which cannot
be captured by a single word.
In principle, Gestaltung refers
to a shape coming into being
and resulting in a specific
form. This, in itself, can be
either material or conceptual.
Whilst, for example, the
sculptor’s practice of gestalten
leads simultaneously to a
material form of Gestaltung
and the resultant Gestalt, the
architect’s practice of
gestalten makes a Gestaltung
which is conveyed through
models and drawings to be
later materialised into a Gestalt
on the building site. Thus,
Gestaltung can serve as a
bridge between architecture
and art − between the artistic
creation of sculptures and the
constructing of a habitation.
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Fig 221 Exploratory diagram of
Wahrnehmung
Explored subject site
(refer Figs 166,169) in relation
to the sited proposition which
embodies the perceptual
experience.
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Fig 222 Vertical section
A heavyweight construction
of non-permanence, UBS
buildings, Riehen (CH)

Fig 223 Steel skeleton
A lightweight construction of
permanence, Zinc House,
Windsor (AU)

Fig 224 Timber skeleton
A lightweight construction of
permanence, Franke House,
Elsternwick (AU)
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Fig 225 Zinc House
Windsor (AU)
Since the thematic concern
change of level is manifested
in the propositions and built
structures, I come – through
site inquiries and the reflective
design diagrams – to the
conclusion that this concern
embodies tangible and
intangible forms of
architecture. Change of level
expresses both the
relationship between spatial
structure-construction and
land, and aspects related to
presence and mood.

Permanence refer p125
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A review on the established themes
In the doing of inspecting the building site in Prahran in April
2015, there is a moment where I can, for the first time, bodily
interact, through movements or in a resting position, with a
situation and a free standing built external wall. While the mason
proudly announces “this wall is rock solid and stable”, I sense
a form of lightness, as if this wall section is not connected to
the earth and is floating above it. Again, this experience on the
building site made me aware that a critical review of my
architectural ‘themes’ was needed. The assessment of some
emerged aspects and established concerns through conclusive
diagrams, in conjunction with the results of Wahrnehmung
seeks to determine their significance and importance for the
future architectural practice. I have revealed for myself a way
of working that has materialised Wahrnehmung into a way of
understanding, a tool of knowing through reflecting and drawing.
I now understand that ‘themes’ identified in the work assist in
framing how to ‘make’ the architecture but do not define it.
First, while the idea of permanence was developed and
materialised in past projects (see Figs 223,224), consequently it
is possible to introduce this tested concept as a core concern in
my work. Secondly, I now understand – through the

documented experience of the building site visit and reflection
on recent findings in conjunction with the diagram (see Fig
225) – that the concern of change of level is interwoven with the
aspects of presence and moments of mood. Hence, the realm
of Wahrnehmung has allowed exploration of a place beyond
an inquiry based on thoughts and pure reason enabling me
to recognise situations that would not have been otherwise
possible. Thus, experiencing architecture that constitutes the
concern of change of level can evoke memories, set off moods,
and bring presence into being. Here, in this simple example, we
see in candid realm the nexus of the poetic + the pragmatic that
I had long misunderstood.

presence refer p128
moments of mood refer p132

The table as the practical transformation of gestalten
When asked the question at my completion seminar, “What are
you exhibiting for your final PhD presentation?”, I wondered how
it would be possible for me to show the transformation of my
practice. I contemplated the use of new practice mediums such
as hand-drawing and building (a model) that could illustrate and
show the identified architectural practice structure. It was in
such moments of reflection on past experiences, designs, and
built works, that I became aware of a similarity between the two
socio-cultural worlds of Switzerland and Australia experienced
on building sites in Basel and Melbourne. There, during my
inspection of building works, I identified a painter’s action of
unhinging the entrance door of the dwelling and turning it into a
horizontal position, putting it onto two painting buckets. While I
was expecting this process would support the painter’s doing of
painting the door I soon understood that this action served the
purpose of using the door just as a temporary breakfast table.
Considering that entrance emerged as one of the key aspects in
the previous proposition, I was convinced that I had discovered,
through reflection on past experiences, an initial idea that could
be used to show in a practical manner how the research work
informs gestalten. While the architectural element of entrance
provides the link for the idea of a table, it is the attempt and
experiment – that goes beyond the two acts of Wahrnehmung
and Making a design – to build an artefact through which I could
demonstrate the transformation of my new architectural practice
and its architectural value set.

Refer p126,127
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Fig 226 Library
South Yarra Victoria (AU)
Lightweight construction

Wahrnehmung
For the first time I am positioned to explore a place for a design
task without the intent to use the experiences of particular
spaces in order to make a design for a house. However, the
medium of Wahrnehmung is the act of understanding a built
environment, its specific particularities and characteristics which
potentially I could connect to an artefact – the table.
Knowing that the table will be used in my practice and studio –
to be designed, and to be built in Osborne Street South Yarra – I
began Wahrnehmung as ‘bodily-sensuous’ interacting with a
socio-spatial structure – the immediate context and its subject
site – commencing at the South Yarra Library as the point of
departure. In reflecting on the interaction with a place and
situations in spaces I have experienced the locale and situations
in-between the constructs, within their settings and the
relationship to the topographical condition, as characteristics of
suburban, brightness and darkness, roughness and
smoothness, modernity and nostalgia, of lightness and
heaviness, openness and closeness, verticality and horizontality.
While the emphasis is firstly to make a design for a table that
reflects not only on functional and construction matters but
importantly also on my architectural concerns, I have drawn the
attention to the place and its immediate context – to one of my
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Fig 227 Library
South Yarra Victoria (AU)
Point of departure
Wahrnehmung of a place –
the immediate context with the
subject site

thematic concerns – and to what I have discovered there.
Hence, the emphasis is on specific place knowledge – of
lightness, openness, horizontality, verticality, and the
experienced limited palette of materials of some buildings –
extracted from Wahrnehmung. These are the initial design
aspects which inform the following act of Making.
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Making
This act begins with a reflection on the results of Wahrnehmung
and how the next phase of making the design is then structured.
Lightness, openness, verticality, horizontality, and the concern of
a limited palette of materials become initial themes that inform
the next action of drawing. I am using my 8B pencil and making
some rough drawings of rectangular boxes. This is more a sort
of therapy – to keep my emotions somehow under control –
rather than a conclusive diagram. I am aware that, at this early
stage, I have already entered into a complex design situation
where I am concerned with constraints and expectations
contemplating how to join all these components and ideas into a
conclusive design solution, and how this design can then be
built. In the doing of hand drawing I feel connected with
Wahrnehmung, being in-between the two mediums where a
reciprocal dialogue emerges. The pencil drawings are not
mechanically straight lines on my paper, appearing wobbly, and
this fact first starts to annoy me and is changing my mood
wondering why can I not be more precise in my doings. Still, in a
reflective moment on the drawing and its variation of tone, by
touching, turning, and moving it into different spaces, I
experience qualities of deepness, brightness, shade, and of
some blurred space that reside in the intermediate. In this way I
find myself intuitively in contact with the perceived immediate
context – that was neither uniform nor in plumb. This instant
understanding of both the power of hand drawings and hand
drawing as a medium for exploring perceptual ideas is critical
to my ongoing actions and provides the link to enable me to
continue the making of a design with this the medium. In this
manner, I seek to examine my concerns of materiality,
permanence and change of level by considering how can I hinge
these aspects with the ideas of lightness, openness, verticality
and horizontality. Specifically, the act of Making in conjunction
with Wahrnehmung through drawing is a way of approaching the
implementation of aspects and ideas into a design solution
which may arise in the perceptual experience when the table
comes into being.
The awareness of steel as a relatively lightweight component
with its physical properties, in particular of strength and the
possibility to span it, to a certain distance, horizontally without
support, enables me to select this material for the construction
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Fig 228 Exploratory drawings
Reflecting on the experienced
constructs and the place
knowledge extracted from
Wahrnehmung such as the
atmospheric characteristics
of heaviness, lightness,
horizontality and verticality.
This reflection on the
experiences made is almost
to find something, to find out
how to merge these identified
ideas with my concerns and
aspects, and how then to
transform it into a design
situation from which I could
extract further knowledge –
form Wahrnehmung of the
current circumstances that
could assist me in the making
of the design.

of the table. While I was always interested in using only a small
amount of different building materials in architectural constructs,
I expand this position to the making of a design for a table. This
idea can elevate the joining level of parts and junctions hence to
control whole sections in terms of connecting, shrinking and
expanding capacities. Thus, under these circumstances I intend
to use just two distinct materials in one design where wood, also
a lightweight element, becomes complementary to steel. While
Wahrnehmung is, as articulated, critical to practice for several
factors such as to understand a place, the actions in my studio
and on building sites, I need both materials to be present already
in the act of making a design. The steel flat bar, an RHS as well
as an SHS section and pieces of hardwood are in reach whilst I
am drawing sections and elevations. This allows me to directly
interact with situations in my studio while the materials are
exposed. In the doing of moving the material components into
spots with different natural light and shade conditions, I do
perceive some kind of atmospherics generated through the
various aesthetic qualities of the materials. I understand the steel
material specificities of the untreated surfaces as dense, sleek,
and glassy, and I sense this as coldness, hardness and lightness
This changes immediately to a sensation of stiffness and
darkness experienced in the moment of interacting with cross
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Fig 229 joining
Sectional drawing
Steel flat bars in junction with
SHS section

sections of the steel materials. Reflecting on wood in the act of
making the design I become interested in the ease of handling
this material in the testing of assembling it to the top and bottom
of a steel section while at the same time I experienced
atmospheric characteristics of softness and hardness,
roughness and smoothness, colourfulness and colourlessness,
generated through the aesthetic qualities of wood. This inquiry
into material at the outset of Making is of great significance.
While it is possible to obtain detailed information about both
materials through books or online databases to obtain relevant
physical and chemical properties which facilitate my concerns
on technical matters and build ability, a knowledge of aesthetic
qualities evoken in the material presence and through
Wahrnehmung provides a link to my aspects and ideas. In the
assembling of two materials through drawing, I simultaneously
reflect on the concern of permanence by understanding that this
is crucial for the design solution. It is this one theme that may be
the key to the outcome of the whole. The Making is starting to
expand into an intense and a nerve- wracking act to find out
how permanence can unfold in the design and how it can
become the hinge of my thematic concerns of change of level –
interwoven with the aspects of presence and moments of mood
– by considering the initial design ideas.
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Fig 230 Joining
Sectional drawing
Cross section of macro
structure (SHS section), micro
structure (finishing layers of
wood-Mountain Ash/Alpine
Ash), and the supporting
column (steel flat bars).

What emerges out of this intricate design situation in the doing
of drawing, gesticulation, of sighting, inspecting, calculating, and
of comparing built structures with the current design is the
awareness that the construction of the Zinc House and the
experienced South Yarra Library may allow for inspiration as to
how I could integrate permanence into the design of the table.
While both constructions indicate supporting columns located to
the sides and outside of the steel-frame, it is this solution that
leads me to the conclusion of using and exposing columns in
the design, to the outside of the table’s proposed macro
structure. In this way, two ‘horizontally-flowing’ steel frames are
connected with four vertical outside positioned U-beams. What
follows in this design phase is a reflection on my medium of
hand drawing and on drawings – the size I will draw on and the
amount I might need for the scale of projects I am working on in
my practice. While six A1 sheets are required, I intend to expose
all drawings on the table in order to be able to interact and
experience a whole design through Wahrnehmung. This request
ultimately creates a major hurdle, considering a horizontal span
of 3600mm and depth of 900mm is needed for a table with one
section of it unsupported. I find myself, at this point in time, ‘dug
into a deep hole’ and unsure how to get out of this ‘mess’.
Seeing the constraints and implications from a positive
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Fig 231 Design drawing
Exploring the relationship of
extracted place knowledge,
concerns, aspects, and
the distance between the
supporting vertical elements.

Fig 232 Wooden model
The final model, as shown, is
built in the scale of 1:2 using
25mm structural plywood for
the horizontal planes and
38x38mm hardwood for the
vertical supports. What was
supposed to be a ‘simple
action’ turned into an
emotional exploration of how
the ideas, aspects and
concerns could be joined in
order that the whole could
emerge into a stable
construct. Steel was not
used but anticipated through
oversized wood. Building the
model was undertaken as
building a house in the 18th
century where engineers did
not exist.
In the end, and after several
failures and turmoils due to
wrong sizes and the position
of the four vertical supports,
the model came into being
and turned my mood from
disappointment to suprise and
amazement.
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perspective allows for an opportunity to reflect on the existing
design situation and the design task again.
The review of the anticipated table dimensions and location of
the vertical supporting beams reveals the practice need, in the
current state, to employ the medium of building. This is to build
a model enabling me to physically test the present design
situation. In this way I like to seek clarity about the level of
stability to determine whether the emerged shape with its
construction can be built. A physical model at this late phase of
making the design is intended not only to reveal the quality of a
construction, but becomes a possibility to verify, through
Wahrnehmung, the proposition’s atmospheric characteristics.
Hence, the idea is to build a large model using wood sections
to be assembled into the intended structure. While the physical
construct of a model comes into being in a workshop, it is the
moment where the aspect of permanence and the thematic
concern of change of level are manifested in the Making of the
design and linked to the identified phenomena experienced
through Wahrnehmung of a place – the thematic concern of
immediate context. The model and consequently the design
solution allows first for an understanding of how the making was
informed through Wahrnehmung, and then leads to insights how
about Wahrnehmung, situation and Making may be interwined.

Fig 233 Making – the design solution: plan view

Fig 234 Making – the design solution: ‘west’ elevation

Fig 235 Making – the design solution: ‘north and south’ elevation

Fig 236 Macro level
coldness
hardness
lightness
Wahrnehmung –
being connected
with place
knowledge,
aspects,
and these
atmospheric
characteristics
generated through
the presence of the
steel materials.
stiffness
darkness
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Fig 237 Micro level
softness, hardness
roughness
smoothness
Wahrnehmung –
being connected
with place
knowledge,
aspects such as
moments of moods,
and these
atmospheric
characteristics
generated through
the presence of the
wood material.
colourfulness
colourlessness
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Observation of a place
In my Swiss practice, the local context became a concern for
building propositions. In considering context as a theme for the
design, my idea was to identify the conditions of the particular
location and its subject site, and address the findings in the
design. Thus, I have taken the approach of ivisually inspecting
the site and adjacent properties followed by data collection of
existing surveys or photographs and preparation of a written
document outlining the information from the action undertaken.
In this way I identified, using a kind of rational process through
activities of observing and analysing, the topographical and
technical factors of an existing place.

In reflecting on the situation
where I begin to identify the
immediate context of a
particular place, I become
aware of the common
concerns in my community of
practice. Specifically, the
knowledge shared by Robert
Simeoni of his concerns in
regard to context, the way he
experiences a place and the
interest to explore things that
sits in the in-between, and the
approach of how then these
insights should be facilitated
through materials (refer
p87), provides a link to my
practice. It too consolidates
my argument that a place is
a source of knowledge for a
design.
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Wahrnehmung of a place
In my Australian practice, I have begun to understand a place in
a similar manner as in my Swiss practice. This has changed
through my research work, demonstrated in the propositions of
‘A Conscious Design – House Horizon’ and for the table. In this
way, I begin to identify a defined immediate context and its
subject site by moving and resting in spaces, focussing on
acting in a conscious way, to be concentrated, motivated and
not to be restricted, allowing my body to move freely without any
force in various directions. This new medium of Wahrnehmung,
somehow guides me into areas of a different kind of atmosphere
experienced. Still, there are moments in this act where I
contemplated whether I had ‘unconsciously’ missed something
in some explored locations. These are those brief periods of
reflexion in a situation and on recognised things where I often
perceive nuances of form and material in spaces. I could not
resist, in those times to touch fences, to knock on and brush
over walls or small bits and pieces, to interact with situations of
darkness or shadowy passages, with the blurriness or mystic
nature of some spots. It is those suddenly emerging
appearances and sensed identities of different phenomenon
that become interesting to me as a source of place knowledge.
Hence, Wahrnehmung is ‘bodily-sensuous’ interacting with
situations in spaces and areas that allow me to discover
characteristics belonging to a specific locale going beyond
the rational and logical method of the past. This is the
transformation where Wahrnehmung informs now designing –
the act of Making a design.
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Fig 238 Digital Floor Plan
Apartment project Basel (CH)
Computer drawing of a typical
floor plan

1

(25 statt 15cm)
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Planning a design
When I left Germany for Switzerland, I arrived there with the
experience of a craftsman and engineer. I was influenced by
what was new to me in the socio-cultural urbanism of Basel and
its high concentration of art that led me to consciously reflect on
my profession. In this way I found access to the domain of
architecture and established, after working several years for a
local architect, a practice that can be described as Architektur
Planung [planning of architecture] and Bauleitung [construction
supervision] – a service, offered by many practices for clients
who are acting as owner-builder, to inspect works and to direct
craftspeople on building sites. The design was informed by
functional space requirements and the physical properties of
selected materials. The knowledge of spatial performances and
technical matters was accumulated in practice over years and
helped me to plan the design. To plan an object, I took the
approach of a methodological process when ‘designing’ – each
stage became meticulous acts that included a site visit,
observing, analysing data, followed by an activity of transmitting
the extracted information into a drawing by using a computer.
As the planning was driven by the concern of craftsmanship
and technical aspects, Bauleitung became an extensive part of
practice in the process of building the planned structures.
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Construction joint
Cement Board 9 mm

150

Cement board 6 mm
Construction joint 5mm

12

Wooden window casement
Fig 239 Digital Section
Project - A ConsciousWindow
Design
glazing 6/20/6 mm
Computer drawing of a
window-wall section. AirInFillthis
manner of designing the
Wooden window reveal
design emerges eventually on
a computer.

32

Wooden window frame

Bluestone 600x70x20 mm
Concrete blocks 400x200x150 mm
Cavity 32 mm
Wood paneling 12 mm

Making a design
When I left Switzerland for Australia, ‘I took my Swiss practice
with me’ and transferred knowledge into the Melbourne practice.
Since then, completing a PhD has enabled reflction, for the first
time, on my works (not on my profession). The enquiry allowed
for an understanding of how I practiced in Switzerland and in
Australia prior to commencement of my doctorate. Hence, I am
now in the mode of designing. Specifically, I make a design that
is informed by Wahrnehmung. Thus, designing is ‘instructed’ by
the revelation of ‘phenomenally perceptual experiences’ –
extracted knowledge of a particular place that gives the act of
making a design a certain direction. It allows me to construct a
visual impression how the shape of a table could become
apparent – in this way it assists the act of making. The action of
hand drawing unfolds from here, where my knowledge of place
– lightness, openness, horizontality, and verticality – ascertained
from Wahrnehmung, coincides with my aspects of permanence,
presence and moments of mood. It is this design situation that
requires reflection on how the knowledge evoked can be
merged with the other aspects into a design by also considering
the technical-functional constraints – in this instance of a table.
What follows is a reflection on the whole – simultaneously on
each single factor – in the medium of hand drawing, gesture,
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Fig 240 Manual Section
Project - A Conscious Design

and building (a model) at a later phase of the Making. I
understand this reflection in my practice as a form of
Wahrnehmung. In a bodily-sensuous way I am in contact with
pencil and paper, tracing lines and hatches to illustrate the visual
impression in conjunction with the aspects. I can feel the
drawing paper and at the same time the surrounding materials
while both the drawings and the materials emanate
atmospherics of similar characteristics. The hardness and
softness, through single horizontal and vertical pencil lines,
brightness and darkness, openness and closeness in the
in-between spaces, are in reciprocal dialogue with the
experienced qualities generated through steel, wood, and things
within a place – the explored immediate context. In the action of
hand drawing I also understand that the critical part of the
design is hinged around permanence, and that I have not yet
discovered how to implement these aspects into the table
proposition. This is the moment where some emotions of
sadness and anger arise, turning into gestural action – hand
circulating, moving around the drawing board, drawings, and
materials, walking through rooms with different layouts, light and
shade condition, penetrating into the outside and interacting
with the site and the structure of the Zinc House, that is located
opposite my studio. While in this act of Making I undergo a

This is the first step in the
transformation of practice,
using hand drawing as a
medium to explore the
possibilities of how to join the
architectural elements of wall
and floor.
While the hand drawing
illustrates a joining section of a
construction, it represents a
situation or moment in which I
was drawing. Specifically,
emotions and moods are
present in the graphite lines
and hatches, in their forms,
density, evenness, and
unevenness. Wahrnehmung
of the moment, where body,
tools, and materials are close
together, allows for a deeper
insight into how the making of
a design is influenced. In the
way I draw I do experience a
relation to the craft on building
sites and the concerns about
how the different building
materials could be assembled
and exposed to the place.
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Fig 241 Manual Section
Pencil hand drawing on white
paper.
In this sectional drawing, I
develop a solution to
implement the thematic
concern of spatial expansion,
in the form of a drawer, in the
design and show how to join it
with the steel frame section.
In the doing of drawing, line
by line, I feel connected to
materiality – the qualities of
steel and wood.
Wahrnehmung of this
situation leads me to the
awareness that both the
concern of spatial expansion
and materiality are in contact
and hinged with the aspect of
permanence.

The concern of a physical
model arose in the
conversation I had with my
community of practice.
Specifically, Mauro Baracco
provides here for an
understanding of how
important and helpful models
have become in his practice
(refer p131) when designing
residential projects, – a
possibility to reflect on spatial
relationships, or as Robert
Simeoni pointed out “models
are good to convey a feeling of
the project or a sense of what
the project is about”.(Refer
p132)
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transition of emotions from negative to positive, of being
surprised and amazed, I experience a design situation, spaces
and things under different circumstances, in a manner I have not
had before. This lived-experience, brings existing knowledge to
surface and clarifies specifics. In particular, the thematic concern
of change of level appears to me in its current form as
phenomenal construct with identities of stability, presence, and
moments of mood, hinged to an aspect of permanence.
Ultimately, gesture emerges as a medium of perceptual action
complementary to the practice medium of hand drawing. It leads
to the understanding of how and where the aspect of
permanence emerges. This is the insight that provides clarity
and assists in the ongoing making of the table design. While I
have never built a model in my Swiss practice, in Australia I
began to use this as a form of physical representation to assist
clients better understand the architectural design propositions.
In this final stage, I build a model in order to verify the actual
design and to find out where my practice aspects and technical
concerns need to meet in the table construction in order that the
final design solution might be built. While this action enables the
testing of various dimension and supporting elements within the
intended construction, it allows to experience of the whole – the
built design as a model. Through this manner,

Fig 242 Manual plan view
Pencil hand drawing on white
paper.
Whilst drawing, I can
experience the selected
hardwood for this drawer, the
smell, softness, and hardness
of it. It impacts on my mood
and enhances the ability of
hand drawing.

Wahrnehmung unfolds in parallel way me both in the doing of
testing and experiencing. It allows to reveal the emotions and
sensations evoked in the disappointment and dramas that
come and goe within the doing of building this model, and it
provides for an understanding how the ideas, aspects and
concerns came into being.
Making is different to the past process of planning and becomes
the second act of the transformed practice. Wahrnehmung
informs Making and occurs in this act throughout its various
actions of hand drawing, gesture and in the building of a model.
In this way, the knowledge ascertained from Wahrnehmung
helps to complete the making of a design.

In reflecting on the actions
which occurs in the act of
making a design, I understand
that the medium of hand
drawing provides for another
connection to my community
of practice. While Mauro
Baracco argues that, “I can’t
even draw a line in the
computer... we are
sketching…”(refer p93), Paul
Morgan advises, “for me its
hand drawing...I always
produce extensive hand
drawings...,” and as Robert
Simeoni puts it, “I don’t do any
drawing on the computer…
”(refer p91).
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Fig 243 The beginning.
Altering the design on site
The tolerances of tools and
materials as well as the
availability of some special
steel members impacting on
the design. The information
about these factors was
unknown to me at the time of
making the design. The tacit
knowledge of the ‘Master’ –
accessible on a building site –,
assists in the doing of altering
the design. The experience
made is of value to my
practice and is the basis on
which I can extract knowledge
for future propostions.

Fig 244 The practitioner
Cutting steel sections
The work on the saw
transforms into a physical and
emotional challenge. Whilst
cutting SHS sections the blade
broke once, and the pencil
lead several times in the
studio. In both instances,
Wahrnehmung informs me
about what I did and how I do
things in two places. In this
way, it connects me with the
making of the design and the
building of it enabling me to
exchange understandings.
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Building the table – steel works
Building the design of a table, with the assistance of an
Australian steel furniture maker, starts with an upset. I have not
allowed for a saw blade thickness of 2mm. Accordingly, each
section of the designed steel frame needs to be adjusted so that
section and junction meet at the intended position. Here, the
design is altered on the building site (the workshop). Still, it
impacts on the time schedule and means building commenced
with a delay.
In the doing of cutting the SHS 50x50mm section I can not
resist reflecting on the disappointment – the fact that I had not
allowed a tolerance for the circular metal saw. In this way, I am
too connected with the drawings and the design. Each pencil
line and the space in-between then represents a meaning. While
I first used my 8B pencil to mark up the single parts for the
cutting, the Master passed by – smiling – and gave me, without
a word, a 2mm black marker.
I began to understand how important this cutting will be in order
to get the accurate lengths as designed. I was now facing the
fact of being in a process to build my own design. While in the
studio, I could use pencil, ruler and rubber, here I cannot. The
cut needs to be at the right spot otherwise work and material will
be wasted. In this manner, each single piece of SHS section and
flat bars is cut to the designed size.
In the process of assembling the materials, I experience the
moment where the ‘Master’ is joining the most critical section of
the design – the aspect of permanence. It is here where the
construction comes into being.
While the welding is completed, the construction still needs to
be verified. I understand the welding has implications on the
steel frame. The emerged deflection, through high heat loads,
are adjusted through the manual forces of cold bending. What
follows is a final inspection, checking how precisely has this
object been built, and where does it need fine fettling and fine
adjustments.
Once the work at the steel site is completed, the transport of the
construction to the wood site can begin.
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Fig 245 Preparing
Inspecting and checking
The cut sections are verified
by the ‘Master’ before the
assembling of each steel
component is undertaken.

Fig 246 Cleaning
In the making of the design, I
was surrounded with parts of
the table materials, and
became concerned about their
aesthetic qualities. In the doing
of cleaning the surfaces of
steel sections, I experienced
the manner in which the
appearance of the material
changed, and how this
translated from there into a
new tone – a different kind of
atmosphere than I had
experienced in the studio. This
insight provided a link to the
aspects of presence and
moments of mood considering
how Wahrnehmung could be
informed by materiality –
whether treated, untreated or
polished.
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Fig 247 Assembling
In the making of the table
design, I wondered how to
assemble the various sections
for the construction,
specifically which horizontal
frame is to be connected to
the vertical flat bars. Are we
assembling materials for the
construction here as we do for
a house, from bottom to top?
The experience on building
site reveals that both frames
are joined with the verticals at
the same time which requires
temporal supporting elements
in the undertaking.

Fig 248 Section
Permanence, Change of Level
and Spatial expansion
Wahrnehmung of this built
situation coincides with the
experience made in the studio
within the act of making.
It terminates my sorrows and
fears that this section might
not withstand bending forces.
This is the moment where I
perceptually experience the
physical construction and its
inherent ideas, concerns and
aspects.
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Fig 249 Verification
Moving and bending –
adjusting the frame without
heat or mechanical forces.

Fig 250 Controling
Interacting with situation and
things in spaces – moving
around the construction
for fine adjustments leads
to a new experience of
how this entire structure
corresponds with the design.
Wahrnehmung reveals both
how the making and building
of the designed construction
was informed and assisted.
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Building the table – wood works
In completing the work for the table, with the assistance of a
Swiss wood furniture maker, I experience a different atmosphere
in the woodwork shop. I am surrounded by wood, sophisticated
tools, and a Swiss ‘Master’ whose approach is to execute work
with high precision and finely details.
His first advice is to check the tolerances, finding out whether
each steel member of the existing construction is absolutely
straight and the entire structure in plumb, before any woodwork
can begin. Here, I take on a different role than on the steel
building site. While the ‘Master’ is cutting every single wooden
piece, I am responsible for assembling these materials.
The critical task is hinged around the aspect of permanence and
the thematic concern of spatial expansion. To fit the drawer, for
a space to store A1 paper sheets, in-between two flat bars with
just 38mm clearance, is a major challenge. It requires not only a
diligent effort but also an intensive communication process
between an architectural practitioner and a Mastercraftsman.
As steel has different physical properties from wood in particluar
in regard to shrinking and expanding capacity, this needs to be
considered in building the drawer and for the fixing points for the
micro layer – the wooden panels in-between, below and on top
of the steel frame. What follows is an intensive dialogue between
two people of different backgrounds.
While I can now accept Australian craftsmanship, the Swiss
Master is still operating in his own world – the Swiss one –
pursuing ultra-high precision and pushing work to its limit. This
is an experience I did not expect when I was making the design.
The building phase enters into a form of negotiation in respect to
the design, the existing construction, and the expectations of
two parties by considering the Australian setting. The works
continues in this manner and comes to its completion by
assembling and adjusting the final layer on the top of the steel
construction.
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Fig 251 Altering the design
While the thematic concern of
spatial expansion was
implemented in the making of
the design, I allowed for 4mm
thick flat bars spanning
between the drawer This
changed to 6mm due to
stability concerns.
Consequently, the design had
to be altered. In particular, I
reduced the material size of
the drawer from 16mm to
12mm thickness. This led to
further calculations and tests
on the wood building site, to
find out if 12mm plywood
would withstand the load of
A1 paper sheets considering
the designed drawer span of
900mm.

Fig 252 The ‘Master’
Cutting each single wooden
piece. I followed the work with
interest to find out what the
single steps to cut the material
were – from the spanning,
calibrating, the fine
adjustment, to the delicate
operation of moving the wood
with consistent speed through
the saw blade.
In my experience the different
types of wood needed a
similar approach of careful
operations and handlings.
I can now understand that
economic (less expensive)
materials require as much
consideration and effort
as sophisticated ones – a
fact I have for a long time
misunderstood.
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Fig 253,254 Assembling
In the doing of connecting the
single parts and junction, I
experienced the different
qualities of plywood, MDF and
hardwood.
One of the design intents was
to use just one wooden
material such as hardwood. I
can feel the pain of changing
materiality caused by altering
the design. Some materials
need to be pre-drilled, or
require special screws, and
some materials are as not as
straight as others.
The work on the drawer
becomes much more
complicated than I had
anticipated in the making of
the design.
The insight through this work
is important for my practice. I
am dealing with materials of
different physical properties
such as moisture content,
hardness, hence requiring
allowances for different
tolerances. This confirmed my
interest in regard to the
thematic concern of
materiality, and to use a
limited palette rather than an
uncontrollable extended one.
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Fig 255 Controling
the spatial expansion
Testing of the drawer and
how it sits between the aspect
of permanence.
In moving the drawer
backwards and forwards,
smelling and hearing the
wood, the sound of the
hardware, I am linked to
Wahrnehmung and the
experience made with the act
of making, specfically in the
action of drawing the section
and plan view (Fig 241,242).
The atmospheric condition in
the studio generated through
the sound of the pencil, the
qualities of drawings and
materials, are in reciprocal
dialogue with the atmosphere
I experience in this situation at
the building site.

Fig 256 Sanding
the wooden panels
Here, in the interaction with
the table, I am in direct
contact with materiality, with
the quality of wood. In the
doing, I experience the visual
and haptic authenticity of the
wooden surfaces. The natural
aesthetic qualities of texture,
colour, smell and its structure
come to light. It generates a
special atmosphere of
softness, warmness, lightness
and roughness.
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Fig 257 The Table
From the Making to building
the design.
The table, built with two
different untreated materials, in
raw form, providing a
possibility for a change in
character where the materials
can absorb the traces of use
and its future surroundings.
Wahrnehmung connects
making and building. The
experience made in the
immediate context and in the
studio coincides with
Wahrnehmung in the wooden
workshop (the building site).
The knowledge extracted
from Wahrnehmung plus the
concerns and aspect are
materialised into a whole – the
shape of this table is the result.

Fig 258 The transport
The socio-cultural exchanges
of experiences between the
Swiss wood furniture and
the Australian steel furniture
maker. Working out the
logistical concerns of how to
transport a table, with its
dimension of 3620x1120x860
and weight of 250kg, from
Yarraville to the RMIT
exhibition space in Melbourne.
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in situ – the table in place at
the RMIT exhibition space
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Conclusion
The research in this chapter reveals the structure of my
practice, its architectural value set, and importantly the final
transformation.
In particular, the emphasis on pursuing a holistic approach to
architecture by incorporating the practice identified value set –
including the immediate context, materiality, spatial expansion,
change of level and the aspect of permanence into a cohesive
whole – is manifested in the conclusive development of
gestalten–Gestaltung–Gestalt, which is the emerging structure
through which future work can be explored. It is in this
arrangement where the act of gestalten leads to a Gestaltung
[design] and to a way of experiencing, on building sites, how this
design results into a concrete being – the Gestalt [whole].
The study unveils the final transformation of my practice
gestalten through an artefact – the idea of a table – evoked
through an experience made in regard to the aspect of entrance.
Specifically, the transformation is demonstrated through
Wahrnehmung, Making, and the undertaking of building the
designed table.
To higlhlight this transformation of my practice, I have illustrated
and articulated how I have operated in my Swiss practice and
how I practice now.
In summary, practice in Switzerland started with a form of
observing a place and was informed by functional requirements
and the physical properties of selected materials, while the
design emerges eventually on a computer. In my final
transformed Melbourne practice, a design proposition begins
and continues with Wahrnehmung. What is understood is that
Wahrnehmung – in the form of ‘bodily-sensuous’ interacting
with situations in spaces of a place – allows me to discover
unique characteristics which belong to a specific area. It is these
findings that inform the making of a design. Hence, ‘designing’ is
instructed by the knowledge extracted from Wahrnehmung
which, in turn, gives the making of a design a certain direction.
In the act of Making, I explore the possibilities of how to join
aspects and thematic concerns into a design by considering the
constraints, whether of a technical or a functional nature.
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Importantly, hand drawing emerges as a medium of exchange
between Wahrnehmung, reflection, and sensation. This is
demonstrated in design situations by taking into account what I
experienced when I was drawing. In particular, it is the
knowledge ascertained from these moments – perceived in
both the action performed and the current state of the artefact
designed – that assist the making of a design.
I now understand that in building a model on ‘huge’ scale with
an original material such as wood (used as a tool to verify both
technical-functional concerns and aesthetic aspects of a design)
a similar exchange, as experienced in hand drawing, may occur.
To build the table has provided the opportunity to both translate
local findings, my concerns and aspects into a physical
construct, and to better understand how a practitioner can work
together with local craftspeople. In this undertaking I have
experienced, in a practical way on building sites – the
workshops – how to alter and then transform the design into a
built work with the assistance of an Australian steel furniture
maker and a Swiss wooden furniture maker.
Wahrnehmung arose as a tool of knowing how to interact with
the various occured moments in order to assemble the material
into a unity. Specifically, building a design helps to understand
how Wahrnehmung on building sites can provide a link to
Making, how to interact on building sites with building situations
and how to enage with the craftspeople in an Australian setting.
Conesquently, this knowledge assists understand how the
making of a design can be improved in order to increase the
quality of a built construct – an architecture.
The transformation can be understood, in very broad terms, in
the following way: from a Swiss practice of planning to an
Australian refelctive practice of designing. Specifically, gestalten
is this transformed architectural practice that acts in-between
Wahrnehmung and Making.
Wahrnehmung becomes the critical part of this transformed
reflective practice. It informs the Making and importantly it
enables the discovery of unique characteristics that belong to a
specfic place. Taking into account the research question posed
at the outset of this PhD, Wahrnehmung and Making are now
my way of understanding how to design in Australia.
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“We can know more than we can tell”
Michael Polanyi
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CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

When I first arrived in Australia, to settle and work, one of the
initial hurdles I faced was how to deal with the complex and
demanding requirements of the Department of Immigration and
Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs in order to achieve residency.
Coming from a well developed European country with several
qualifications and years of experiences in my bag, I was
convinced I had the ability to be able to make a significant
contribution to the new world, yet to bring knowledge from
another place introducing this into a different locale depends not
always on one’s own assertion and capability.
I might belong to the same group of many migrant architects
who were confronted with at least two similar obstacles and
concerns: settling in and achieving professional registration; and
transporting socio-cultural background to foreign soil wondering
in the process how to design a human habitation for a different
unknown place.
The research into people, context and objects has provided the
identification of existing, and the establishment of new,
understanding regarding the nature of practice, while at
the same time suggesting strategies by which such a practice
might be further improved in order to be an architect in Australia.
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My proposition for a contribution to Australia is premised upon
the findings of the research and the conclusive argument that
knowledge arrives from the in-between of the two distinct
socio-cultural worlds and architectural practices.
It is the specific situation in a place, space and on building sites,
that exists or arises in the intermediate, from which knowledge
can be extracted. The model I am providing for the field reflects
on the above proposition and is outlined in the following
paragraphs.

Wahrnehmung refer p106
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The experience one can make by having been driven from the
Tullamarine airport to the new home in Melbourne’s inner-city
suburb of Windsor can influence practice. I could not imagine I
would see a landscape dominated by commercial signage and
single storey lightweight timber constructions spread out over
the land. As the advertising signals became smaller but more
diverse the closer I came to the destination, and more free-to
air infrastructure arises in the form of tram cables, steel posts,
concrete poles, timber poles, internet cables and power cables.
Where is the architecture here – and if there is any shouldn’t it be
visible and accessible?
These were thoughts that occupied me for some time after my
arrival in Melbourne. I understand that here the appearance of
landscape and built environment through activities whether of
driving a car or bike, or photography are very different from the
ones I can experience by walking and interacting. When I began
designing houses in Australia, I started a process – similar to the
one I used for some Basel projects – of making pictures of the
subject land and adjacent dwellings, looking for historical maps
and infrastructure plans, and I studied the land surveyors’
information about the existing land conditions. This evolved into
an activity of analysing the collected data where an idea for the
design emerged.
The research has facilitated specific changes to my practice
where Wahrnehmung is a way to understand how to commence
designing – the making of a design. The realm
of Wahrnehmung, translated into the English language as
perception, is widely overlooked for the construction of place
knowledge. I must have passed several times so-called
Edwardian houses without realising the existence of the
bay-window element that I had never seen before in Europe.

Rather, by observation it was through perceptual exploration of
a location and experiencing a thing in a specific space by which I
became aware of such a window between two contemporary
constructs. There are situations in backyards, little laneways,
spots around fences and walls, and in topographical variations
that are sources for design knowledge. While I cannot engage
with the circumstances in these in-between spaces through a
static analysis of images and maps, Wahrnehmung has the
power to enable discovery and to extract potential hidden
findings. The concern of ‘bodily-sensuous’ interacting with
situation of intermediate locations presents a view of how to
build knowledge of local origin outside the rational method which
frequently borrows ideas of foreign characteristics.
I always, unconsciously, thought that architecture cannot exist
without human beings. This notion must have come to me
naturally, through experience, without borrowing wisdom from
literature. It evolved out of the design work for building
renovations or conversions in Switzerland where tenants often
temporarily occupied their space during the building phase.
While, within built structures, the void is already present, the
design for the new spatial layout considers very much the
existing infrastructure, inhabitants needs, and their movements.
In Switzerland, designing becomes an economic endeavour to
reduce any possibility of wasting space. The thinking on both
storage zones in hallways and in the kitchen confirms my
understanding insofar as the precise spatial organisation is,
there, determined by EU-Norm standardised sizes of built-in
cupboards and appliances. In many instances designing is
driven by a concept of high density that generates the design
but without consideration given to the functional correlation of
floor plans nor anticipating the social order of an unknown
inhabitant that unfolds in the spatial layout. A way of working
against these abstracts is to concentrate the design around the
notion of a lived space, and how to organise it; in a manner of
designing that recognises the local cultural setting in which a
defined area accommodates, unhindered and efficient, multiple
functions. I have taken these experiences, amongst others, to
Australia proposing a different view on how to design
architectural space in particular for houses on tiny sites in
Melbourne’s inner-city suburbs.

Refer pp. 15 – 16
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The scale (size and complexity) of a project impacts on the
nature of practice. A small studio (of up to five people) is
sometimes confronted with an opportunity to work on larger
projects hence this comes with the need for a decision as to
whether or not to expand practice or to collaborate with peers.
In Switzerland, I did not intend to restructure practice on
events that might occur and this allowed me to continue to be
involved in the full scope of works in particular in actions both
on building sites and off-site. Since this dual mode is supported
by the Swiss school of architecture, where students undertake
courses in interdisciplinary fields next to designing, neither the
state regulatory system nor building institutes require building
work to be carried out by a general contractor (builder) hence
craftsmen are engaged directly by clients and often supervised
by architects. These conditions allowed me to operate both as
design architect and as site architect inspecting works,
communicating with, and supervising directly, each individual
skilled worker. The manner of such a practice enabled me to
implement the design solution to its full extent and to influence
its built quality. Thus, testing, assessing and evaluating a design
derives from the practice of architecture to be built. Constructing
and design situations of complex nature are in reciprocal
dialogue when they occur. This is the crucial moment for both
skilled worker and designer to know what to do and how to do
it in order to achieve a solution. Despite some unexpected
building site experiences that occurred early in my time in
Australia, I have adapted the Swiss practice to Melbourne’s
circumstances in a variety of ways. In particular, I have
addressed the issue of how to resolve the demands of fine
building tolerances and focused on finding ways to interact with
the process of constructing a house as a first-hand approach.
More specifically, I have transferred the essence of the skills and
knowledge developed in Europe and repositioned them to
Australia, proposing a different manner for my practice to make
architectural solutions for spaces in Melbourne’s inner-city
suburbs.

Conclusion
Through this PhD what I offer to architectural practice is not the
idea of the immigrant architect arriving from Europe to impose
an order in the new world. I now see that my experience
allowed me operating, as I have done, in a dual two-hemisphere
mode, the designer has become the “building site architect”,
able to act in an interdisciplinary manner beyond the structure of
architectural discipline.
What I am proposing to the field is a different view on how to
design and to build knowledge.
My research unpacks and reveals:
- the unconscious practice of my works as an individual
experienced in two distinct worlds.
- my search for a local community of practice.
the transformation of my Swiss practice to an 		
Australian practice.
the definition of my new practice structure and its 		
value set.
- the realisation that Wahrnehmung becomes a tool for
knowing where and how to interact with situations in
spaces of a place and thus generates an initial design
idea.
that the making of a design is informed by 		
Wahrnehmung.
- that hand drawing emerges as a medium of exchange
between Wahrnehmung, reflection, and sensation.
In particular, the doctorate provides the reader with insights into
how I designed in Switzerland and Australia prior to beginning
my PhD. Importantly it reveals the transition from the previous to
the new current practice and how I design now. This is
demonstrated throughout the research works, specifically, the
transformations of gestalten are shown in a theoretical and
practical manner by making a design for a house, and for a
table, building it within the Australian setting. While in
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Switzerland, I would have structured the design for a table using
a linear process where the design is informed by functional and
technical requirements of a table, and the design stages to be
carried out with digital instruments such as computer and 3D
software, in Australia my practice is now different. It is a reflective
practice where Wahrnehmung informs the next phase of
architectural practice – the making of a design. In particular, the
realm of Wahrnehmung has a strong impact on practice
because, in action, I now understand how I experience the world
and extract from that understanding and findings within an
authentic context. Specifically, the emphasis on pursuing a
holistic approach to architecture by incorporating local findings,
the practice identified value set that includes the immediate
context, materiality, spatial expansion, change of level, and the
aspect of permanence into a cohesive whole, is manifested in
the conclusive development of gestalten–Gestaltung–Gestalt.
It is in this structure where the act of gestalten leads to a
Gestaltung [design] and to a way of experiencing, on building
sites, how this design results in a concrete being – the Gestalt
[whole].
But Wahrnehmung not only informs the design. The extracted
knowledge from Wahrnehmung, throughout the action of hand
drawing and reflection, assist in the making of a design.
The manner in which I can now consciously act within the
emerging practice structure is identified, where gestalten begins
with Wahrnehmung, continues with Making and Wahrnehmung,
and − as a proposition − ends with an inquiry at the building site.
Ultimately, it has been the transformation of my practice – from a
European to an Australian setting – that has led to fresh insights
and taken my work in new directions that not only building on
existing local practices but contributing to the body of
knowledge from which others may draw. As gestalten is now
transformed into a reflective architectural practice, it enables me
to be conscious and present in one distinct world. Since the
transformation was first demonstrated in the design proposition
for the project in Prahran, it concludes with the design and the
building of the table. By reflecting on the research question, this
transformed practice and its understanding provides for the
answer for how to design in Australia, and enables me to act in a
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refined manner on building sites within the local context of
Melbourne.
As Wahrnehmung, Making and building the table were
undertaken in the Australian setting, this forms a reconciliation
with the Melbourne building sites. Hence, it is through the final
transformation of my practice that Wahrnehmung and Making +
building a table emerge as a bridge between two cultures.

What becomes critical to practice is the in-between − a situation
of sensuous and spatio-temporal nature wherein the source of
a lived experience resides which may unfold through interaction
within an architectonic construct. Thus, Wahrnehmung,
situation, and Making become inextricably intertwined.
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Fig 260 Zinc House
Melbourne-Windsor (AU)
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gestalten − architectural practice in-between
Wahrnehmung and Making
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Dollinger House
Ziegelgasse Reinach
Kanton Basel-Land, Switzerland
Project
Conversion of existing attic and alteration of a house,
designed 1996, built 1997.
Room programme
One dwelling on ground floor
One dwelling on first and second floor
Storage, laundries and utility room in underground floor
Construction
Roof: timber
Wall: limestone, brick
Window: wood
Door: wood
Floor: timber
Foundation: brick strip footings, concrete slab
Elevations
Rendering, grade 1.5mm, one coat 10mm
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Kueche

UBS buildings
Im Gehracker Riehen
Kanton Basel-City, Switzerland
Project
Conversion-transformation of elevations and alteration of
dwellings, designed 1997, built 1999.
Room programme
Three dwellings on upper ground floors and first floors
Two dwellings on third floors
Storage, laundries and utility room in underground floor
Construction
Roof: concrete slab with roof-top garden
Wall: concrete
Window: metal-wood
Door: steel-glass
Floor: concrete
Foundation: concrete slab on ground
Elevations
Insulation 100, top-rendering, grade 1.5mm, two coats 10mm
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ZLV building-social housing
Breisacher Strasse Basel
Kanton Basel-City, Switzerland
Project
Conversion-transformation and alteration of dwellings, designed
2001, built 2002.
Room programme
Offices on ground floor
Six dwellings on first to fourth floor, five dwellings on fifth floor
Storage, laundries and utility room in underground floor
Construction
Roof: concrete slab
Wall: concrete
Window: pvc
Door: steel-glass
Floor: concrete
Foundation: concrete slab on ground
Elevations
Top-rendering, grade 1.5mm, one coat 10mm
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ZLV buildings
Gustav Wenk Strasse Basel
Kanton Basel-City, Switzerland
Project
Conversion-transformation of elevations and alteration of
dwellings, designed 2001, built 2002.
Room programme
Two dwellings on upper ground floor to third floors
Storage, laundries and utility room on ground floors
Construction
Roof: concrete slab
Wall: concrete
Window: pvc
Door: steel-glass
Floor: concrete
Foundation: concrete slab on ground
Elevations
Insualtion 100, top-rendering, grade 1.5mm, two coats 10mm
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PSP office building
Kirschgarten Strasse Basel
Kanton Basel-City, Switzerland
Project
Conversion-transformation of elevations, designed 2004,
building works deferred.
Room programme
Retail on ground floor
Open plan and room plan for offices on first floor to sixth floor
Energy plants and utility rooms in underground floors
Construction
Roof: concrete slab
Wall: curtain wall
Window: steel-glass facade system
Door: steel-glass
Floor: concrete
Foundation: concrete slab on ground
Elevations
Motorised triple-glazed elements
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Johnston House
Bruce Road Phillip Island
State Victoria, Australia
Project
Private residence, designed
2007, building works deferred.
_J8R5470
Room programme
Studio on ground floor
Living, dining, kitchen, and bedroom on first floor
Construction
Foundation: concrete strip footings
Frame: Steel skeleton
Windows: wood-double glazed
Elevations
90mm Rockwool insulation
External plywood
Roof
160mm glasswool insulation
External plywood
218

Silverleaves VIC 3922 - Google Maps

https://www.google.com.au/maps/place/Silverleaves+VIC+3922/@-38.4532518,145.2724758,613m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m2!3m1!1s0x6ad5edcd307389df:0x050579a430a0d450!6m1!1e1

30/07/15 11:05 AM
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Zinc House
Gertrude Street Windsor
State Victoria, Australia
Project
Private residence, designed 2007, built 2010.
Room programme
Living, dining, kitchen, and bedroom on ground floor
Gallery and master-bedroom on first floor
Construction
Foundation: concrete slab on ground
Frame: Steel skeleton
Windows: aluminium-double glazed
Elevations
120mm Rockwool insulation
Titanium Zinc
Roof
210mm glasswool insulation
Titanium Zinc
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NEW RE

HNK buildings-affordable housing
Burwood HWY Burwood
State Victoria, Australia
Project
Dwellings, designed 2008, unbuilt.
Room programme
Living/kitchen/one bedroom, on 45m2
Living/kitchen/two bedrooms, on 65m2
Construction
Foundation: concrete slab on ground
Wall: double brick
Windows: wood-double glazed
Elevations
Bricks
Roof
160mm glasswool insulation
Corrugated iron
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HNK building-affordable housing
Tramroad Doncaster
State Victoria, Australia
Project
Dwellings, designed 2008, unbuilt.
Room programme
Living/kitchen/one bedroom, on 45m2 and 53m2
Living/kitchen/two bedrooms, on 65m2
Construction
Foundation: concrete slab on ground
Wall: concrete
Floor: concrete
Windows: wood-double glazed
Elevations
Insulated concrete sandwich panel
Roof
160mm glasswool insulation
Corrugated iron
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Franke House
Gisborne Street Elsternwick
State Victoria, Australia
Project
Private residence, designed 2010, built 2012.
Room programme
Living, kitchen and dining on ground floor
Study and bedrooms in underground floor
Construction
Foundation: concrete slab on ground
Wall: Concrete blocks in underground floor
Floor: suspended concrete slab
Frame: Timber skeleton on ground floor
Windows: pvc-double glazed
Elevations
90mm Rockwoll insulation, 10mm render on cementboard
Roof
210mm glasswool insulation, 2mm UVPVC membrane
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ba

Wood House
Avoca Avenue Elwood
State Victoria, Australia
Project
Alteration, designed 2012, built 2013.
Room programme
Kitchen, dining and living on ground floor
Study on mezzanine floor
Construction
Foundation: concrete stumps
Frame: Timber skeleton
Windows: wood-single glazed
Floor: timber
Elevations
90mm Rockwoll insulation, 19mm spotted gum
9mm fibre cement sheets
Roof
210mm glasswool insulation, slates
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House Horizon
Chomley Street Prahran
State Victoria, Australia
Project
Private residence, designed 2014, built by 2016.
Room programme
Study and entertainment room in underground floor
Kitchen, dining and living on ground floor
Bedrooms on first floor
Construction
Foundation: concrete slab on ground
Frame: concrete form blocks
Windows: wood-doubled glazed
Floor: Suspended concrete slab
Elevations
700x70x 20mm basalt (bluestone) slats
Roof
210mm glasswool insulation, colourbond sheets
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SD

1,080

950

balustrade
1.0 m high

stair handrail

b

950

4,810

950

stair handrail

920

240

EX FAN
W16

balustrade 1.0 m high

2,020

VOID

c

paving
CAR SPACE

1,975

sliding gate with metal mesh

RL 32.570

W3

W1

3,575

permeable surface

heavy duty galvanised expanded metal walkway max 125mm gap
RL 32.570 permanent ﬁxed from inside with saddles and bolts RL 32.570

c

RL 32.570

W18

boundary fence max height 1.5m
steel post and mesh cover

ﬁxed steel based bollard
1 m high

555
7,890

16,940

1,000

5,910

780
glazing G. A
AS 1288

1,760

2,700

3,575

W4

3,450

2,020

W5

W8
BEDROOM 1

HALLWAY 2

FL 36.110 / FFL 36.155

FL 36.110/ FFL 36.155 / FCL 38.700

Flooring: 20 mm Wood ﬂoorboards
Wall lining: 13 mm Plasterbaod
Ceiling lining: 10 mm Plasterboard

Flooring: 20 mm Wood ﬂoorboards
Wall lining: 13 mm Plasterbaod
Ceiling lining: 10 mm Plasterboard

EN-SUITE

W2

650

850

400

2,000

balustrade 1.0 m high

VOID

W17
W19
555
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820

1,975

EX FAN

220

SD

1,130

balustrade
1.0 m high

2,800

VOID

cupboard 2m high

cupboard ﬂoor to ceiling

balustrade 1.0m high
FL 36.110/ FFL 36.155
tiled waterproofed
AS 3740-2010

1,650
550

a
1.0m

W6

LIGHT COURT

2500 L rain water tank
connected with toilet

W9 SLIDIND WINDOWS FLOOR TO CEILING

FL 29.870 / FFL 29.970
CL 32.900 / FCL 32.930

660

HOME THEATRE ROOM
FFL 29.970
CL 32.930 / FCL 32.900

UTILITY PIT

drainage

gestalten

architectura

b

2,650

Flooring: Wooden ﬂorboards
External wall lining: 13 mm Plasterbaod
Internal wall lining:
Base coat 8 mm lime-cement sand
Top coat 8 mm Gypsum
Ceiling lining: 10 mm Plasterboard

STORAGE
SD

VOID

mm Wood ﬂoorboards
l lining: 13 mm Plasterboard

22
Ma
p:
e:

4,850

950

stair handrail

5,245

FL 29.870 / FFL 29.970
CL 32.900 / FCL 32.930

1,170

3,300

4,475

ng: 12 mm Tiles 400x400
ning: 12 mm Tiles 400x400
g lining: 10 mm Plasterboard

2,200

BATHROOM

9.870 / FFL 29.970
2.540 / FCL 32.510
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3,935

sting brick partywall

2,020

1,780

2,960

1,320

1,650

1,600

a

5

permeable surface

RL 32.570

RL 32.570

3,935
950
240

permeable surface

heavy duty galvanised expanded metal walkway max 125mm gap
RL 32.570 permanent ﬁxed from inside with saddles and bolts
RL 32.570

W10

W7

KITCHEN ROOM
FL 33.130 / FFL 33.220
CL 35.950 / FCL 35.920

SD

W14

2,410

b

950

balustrade
1.0 m high

handrail

4,900

Flooring: 20 mm Travertine
Wall lining: 13 mm Plasterbaod
Ceiling lining: 10 mm Plasterboard

permeable decking
RL 33.220

existing brick fence

2,317
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computations, construction and st

stair handrail

Storm waterpipes to be connected
950

920

240

Stormwater downpipes of roof to b

All toilets to be connected with ra
W16

balustrade 1.0 m high

825

2,020

a

VOID
W18

ﬁxed steel based bollard
1 m high

All timber and wooden material co

Glazing to comply with AS 1288-2

boundary fence max height 2.5m
steel post covered with wooden slats

555
6,200

16,940

Waterprooﬁng to comply with AS 3

GROUND FLOOR

SD SMOKE DETECTOR

Smoke detectors to be hardwired a

Exhaust fan - to be ducted to

Staircases to be installed with non

3,935

770

3,270

1,650

2,180

2,020

a

3,450

Ariﬁcial lighting to be max. 5W/m2

W8
HALLWAY 2

balustrade 1.0m high

VOID

Flooring: 20 mm Wood boards
Wall lining: 13 mm Plasterbaod
Ceiling lining: 10 mm Plasterboard

WIR

W13

FL 36.140 / FFL 36.185
620

3,840

2,260

FL 36.110/ FFL 36.155

SD
4,220

1,660
BATHROOM

2,260

balustrade
1.0 m high

FL 36.110/ FFL 36.155
Flooring: 20 mm Wood ﬂoorboards
Wall lining: 13 mm Plasterbaod
Ceiling lining: 10 mm Plasterboard

b

tiled waterproofed
AS 3740-2010
2,940

BEDROOM 3

VOID

W20

a

555

820

W17
W19

W15

balustrade 1.0 m high

glazing G. A
AS 1288

1,130

865

W12

BEDROOM 2

Flooring: 20 mm Wood ﬂoorboards
Wall lining: 13 mm Plasterbaod
Ceiling lining: 10 mm Plasterboard

1,660

FL 36.110/ FFL 36.155 / FCL 38.700
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